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L SUMMARY 

jf 1| The Coinmission grants, in part, and denies, in part the application for 

rehearing of the March 31,2016 Opinion and O d e r fUed by Ohio Power Company d / b / a 

AEP Ohio and denies the applications for rehearing fUed by the other parties to the 

proceedings. 

II. PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 

ft 2) Ohio Power Company d / b / a AEP Ohio (AEP Ohio or the Company) is 

an electric disttibution utUity as defined in R.C. 4928.01(A)(6) and a pubHc utUity as 

defined m R.C. 4905.02, and, as such, is subject to the jurisdiction of this Commission. 

Jf 3} R.C. 4928.141 provides that an electtic disttibution utility shall provide 

consiuners withui its certfried territory a standard service offer (SSO) of aU competitive 

retail electtic services (CRBS) necessary to maintam essential electric services to 

customers, including a firm supply of electtic generation services. The SSO may be either 

a market rate offer (MRO) in accordance wita R.C 4928.142 or an electric security plan 

(ESP) fri accordance witii R C 4928.143. 

{t4} In Case No. 13-2385-EL-SSO, et al., the Commission modfried and 

approved AEP Ohio's application for an ESP for the period beginning June 1, 2015, 

tiirough May 31,2018, pursuant to R.C. 4928.143. In re Ohio Power Co., Case No. 13-2385-

EL-SSO, et al. (ESP 3 Case), Opinion and Order (Feb. 25,2015), Second Entry on Rehearing 

(May 28, 2015), Fourth Entty on Rehearfrig (Nov. 3, 2016). Among other matters, the 

Commission concluded that AEP Ohio's proposed power purchase agreement (PPA) 

rider, which would flow through to customers the net impact of the Company's 

conttactaal entiflement associated with the Ohio Valley Electtic Corporation (OVEC), 

satisfies tae requfrements of R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d) and, therefore, is a permissible 

provision of an ESP. The Commission stated, however, that it was not persuaded, based 
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on the evidence of record, taat ABP Ohio's PPA rider proposal would provide customers 

with suffident benefit from the rider's financiai hedgmg mechanism or any oflier benefit 

that is commensurate with the rider's potential cost. Noting that a properly conceived 

PPA rider proposal may provide sigruficant customer benefits, the Commission 

authorized AEP Ohio to establish a placeholder PPA rider, at an initial rate of zero, for 

tae term of the ESP, with fhe Company being required to justify any futare request for 

cost recovery. Finally, the Coinmission determined that aU of the implementation detaUs 

with respect to tae placeholder PPA rider would be determined m a futare proceeding, 

following the fUing of a proposal by AEP Ohio that addresses a number of specfric factors, 

which the Commission wUl consider, but not be bound by, in its evaluation of the 

Compan/s fUing. In addition, the Connmission indicated that AEP Ohio's PPA rider 

proposal must address several other issues specfried by the Commission. ESP 3 Case, 

Opinion and O d e r (Feb. 25,2015) at 20-22,25-26. 

{% 5\ On October 3,2014, in tae above-captioned proceedings, AEP Ohio ffled 

an application seeking approval of a proposal to enter into a new affiliate PPA wita AEP 

C^neration Resources, Inc. (AEPGR). 

{% 6} Following the issuance of the Commission's Opinion and O d e r in the 

ESP 3 Case, AEP Ohio filed, on May 15, 2015, an amended appUcation and supporting 

testimony, again seeking approval of a new affiliate PPA wita AEPGR and also 

requesting authority to indude the net frnpacts of both the affUiate PPA and the 

Company's OVEC conttactaal entitlement in tae placeholder PPA rider approved in the 

ESP 3 Case, 

{f 7) An evidentiary hearing in these proceedings commenced on 

September 28,2015, and concluded on November 3,2015. 
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IfS} On December 14, 2015, AEP Ohio filed a jomt stipulation and 

recommendation (stipulation) for tae Conunission's consideration. 

1% 9} The evidentiary hearmg on the stipulation commenced on January 4, 

2016, and conduded on January 8,2016. 

{1[ 10| On January 27,2016, the Electtic Power Supply Association (EPSA) and 

several other parties filed a complaint wita the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 

(FERC), in Docket No, EL16-33-000, agafrist AEP Ohio and AEPGR. In the complaint, 

EPSA and the other parties requested that FERC rescind a previously granted waiver of 

its eiffiHate restrictions with respect to the proposed affiHate PPA between AEP Ohio and 

AEPGR. 

{f 11) On March 31, 2016, tihe Coinmission issued an Opinion and O d e r (PPA 

Order) that approved the stipulation with modifications. 

{% 12} On AprU 27, 2016, FERC issued an O d e r Granting Complaint which 

rescinded the waiver of the affiliate resttictions with regard to the affUiate PPA, Electric 

Power Supply Association v. AEP Generation Resources, Inc., 155 FERC 161,102 (2016) (FERC 

Affiliate PPA Order). FERC determined that AEP Ohio's retafl ratepayers are captive to 

tae extent that they would be subject to a non-bypassable charge associated wita the 

affihate PPA. FBRC also noted that, fr AEPGR wishes to make sales under flie affUiate 

PPA, AEPGR must submit tae PPA to FERC under section 205 of the Federal Power Act 

for analysis under FERC's affiHate ttansaction standards set forta in Boston Edison Co. Re: 

Edgar Electric Energy Co., 55 FERC f 61,382 (1991) and Allegheny Energy Supply Co., LLC, 

108 FERC 161,082 (2004). 

If 13| R.C. 4903.10 states that any party who has entered an appearance in a 

Commission proceeding may apply for a rehearing with respect to any matters 
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detemuned therem by filing an application within 30 days after tae entty of the order 

upon the Commission's journal. 

(f 141 On AprU 29,2016, appUcations for rehearmg of the PPA O d e r were filed 

by Dynegy, Inc. (Dynegy); PJM Power Providers Group (P3) and EPSA (jomtly, 

P3/EPSA); and RetaU Energy Supply Assodation (RESA). On May 2,2016, applications 

for rehearmg were fUed by AEP Ohio; Mid-Atlantic Renewable Energy Coalition 

(MAREC); Ohio Manufactarers' Association Energy Group (OMAEG); Envfronmental 

Law & Policy Center, Ohio Envfronmental CotmcU, and Envfronmental Defense Fund 

(coUectively, Envfronmental Intervenors); and Ohio Consumers' Counsd (OCQ. 

If 15) By Entty dated May 3, 2016, the attorney examiner dfrected that all 

memoranda contta the parties' applications for rehearing be filed by May 12, 2016. In 

accordance with the Entry, memoranda contta tae various applications for rehearing 

were fUed by Industtial Energy Users-Ohio (lEU-Ohio); Interstate Gas Supply, Inc. (IGS); 

AEP Ohio; CXC and Appalachian Peace and Justice Network (APJN) (jointly, 

OCC/APJN); OMAEG; and P3/EPSA on May 12,2016. MAREC filed a memorandum fri 

support of AEP Ohio's apphcation for rehearing on May 12,2016. 

If 16} By Entry on Rehearuig dated May 25, 2016, the Commission granted 

rehearing for further consideration of the matters specfried in the applications for 

rehearing. 

If 17) The Commission has reviewed and considered all of the arguments raised 

in the applications for rehearing. Any argimnent raised on rehearing that is not 

specificaUy discussed herein has been thoroughly and adequatdy considered by the 

Commission and should be denied. 
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IIL DISCUSSION 

A. Use of the Three-Part Test to Evaluate Stipulations 

(f 18] P3/EPSA and RESA argue tae Commission gave the stipulation undue 

consideration and the stipulation lacks broad-based stakeholder support as taere are 

more parties opposing tae stipulation than there are parties supporting the stipulation. 

Therefore, P3/EPSA and RBSA state the stipulation faUs to qualify as a ttue stipulation 

and was improperly given substantial weight and special evidentiary value. According 

to these mtervenors, tae Commission should have focused on an analysis of the PPA 

application and the record evidence as opposed to the stipulation. 

If 19) CXC contends the PPA O d e r is unreasonable to the extent the 

Commission applied tae standard three-part test to evaluate the stipulation. OCC asserts 

the "hodgepodge natare" of the stipulation should prohibit its consideration as a package 

and the terms of flie stipulation should have suffident nexus to the context of fhe 

application, 

Jf 20) The Company submits that OCC's assertion taat taere is a lack of any 

nexus between certain provisions in tae stipulation and the application filed in these cases 

overlooks the nature of these proceedings, the Commission's authority and broad 

discretion to manage its dockets, and the fact that a stipulation is an efficient and cost-

effective means of resolving issues brought before the Coinmission. The ternis of the 

stipulation, AEP Ohio points out, were open for discussion by all of the numerous 

interested parties in the negotiations and where the parties had an opportunity to raise a 

variety of issues for consideration. AEP Ohio views opposing intervenors' accusation 

regarding the Commission's ability to review tae stipulation as unfounded. Finally, AEP 

Ohio reasons opposing intervenors' attacks on the use of tae three-part test for 

consideration of a stipulation overlook tae long-standmg use of the test in numerous 

Coinmission proceedings and recognition of the three-part test by the Supreme Court of 
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Ohio. The Company dedares that it is not an error that the Commission again applied 

the test in these proceedfrigs, but an attempt by opposmg intervenors to stand in the place 

of the Commission and change tae standard because opposing intervenors do not want 

the test fo apply in this instance. 

If 21] This Commission, as tae Ohio Supreme Court has found, is not bound to 

the terms of any stiptflation, but the terms of a stipulation are properly accorded 

substantial weight. Consumers' Counsel v. Pub, Util Comm., 64 Ohio St.3d 123,125, 592 

N.E.2d 1370 (1992), citing Akron v. Pub. Util Comm., 55 Ohio St.2d 155,157,378 N,E,2d 

480 (1978). The three-part test used for the evaluation of stipulations does not require 

that the stipulation be endorsed by a majority of the parties. Any two parties to a 

Commission case may enter into an agreement to propose the resolution of some or aU of 

the issues raised. Ohio Adm.Code 4901-1-30. Indeed, it is not the mere comparison of 

the number of parties who support the stipulation to tae number of parties who oppose 

the stipulation that this Coinmission undertakes to condude whether tae stipulation 

shotfld be adopted, as such a cursory determination is insufficient. The three-part test 

frwolves a more in-depth analysis. For this reason, tine Commission denies F3/EPSA's 

and RESA's request for rehearmg on this issue. In regards to CXC's claimed lack of any 

nexus between AEP Ohio's application and the stipulation, no nexus or connection is 

requfred to be a condition precedent to a provision of a stipulation. Further, the 

Commission recognizes that the PPA rider is a provision of an ESP and ESPs, pursuant 

to R.C 4928.143, may include and have included, as approved by this Commission, a vast 

array of terms, conditions, charges, and provisions. In re Columbus Southern Power Co., 

Case No. 08-917-EL-SSO, et al.. Opinion and O d e r (Mar. 18, 2009); In re Columbus 

Southern Power Co., Case No. 11-346-EL-SSO, et al.. Opinion and Order (Aug. 8,2012); In 

re Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., Case No. 08-920-EL-SSO, et al., Opiiuon and O d e r (Dec. 17, 

2008), In this instance, the stipulation specificaUy induded an agreement to ffle an 

application for tae extension of the current ESP to coincide wita the term of the affiliate 
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PPA, among other proposed provisions. Accordmgly, it was not unreasonable to expect 

fhat the parties would propose and negotiate provisions to be induded in an ESP. 

If 22} P3/EPSA and RESA argue that the Commission's focus was on the 

stipulation as opposed to an analysis of tae PPA application and posit the PPA Order was 

framed as an evaluation of the reasonableness of the stipulation. PPA O d e r at 48-49, For 

several reasons, the Commission finds intervenors' arguments on rehearing to be without 

merit. An analysis of tae PPA application and the stipulation are not, as opposing 

intervenors' arguments imply, mutaally exclusive. Many of the arguments of signatory 

and non-signatory parties on brief were framed ttom the perspective of the stipulation. 

The sections of flie PPA O d e r cited by P3/EPSA and RESA address flne standard of 

review for a stipulation and issues raised m regard to the stipulation. The amended PPA 

application was the starting point of tae Commission's analysis, as subsequentiy 

modified by the stipulation and in consideration of the evidence of record. PPA O d e r at 

20-48. The PPA O d e r clearly and repeatedly demonsttates tae Commission's 

consideration of issues raised by parties regarding tae application, induding arguments 

raised regarding shifts of cost and risk, subsidies, development of competition, the benefit 

of auctions, market price forecasts, PPA benefits and costs, and need for the PPA units, 

as weU as issues regarding the stipulation. PPA Order at 59-67. Thus, the Conmiission 

concludes that the PPA O d e r properly analyzed flie issues raised by the amended 

application £is wdl as the stipulation and, therefore, denies the applications for rehearing 

on taese matters, 

B, Is the settlement a product of serious bargaining among capable, knowledgeable 
parties? 

{f 23} In its fourta and fifth grounds for rehearing, OCC contends provisions of 

fhe stipulation are so vague, ambiguous, and uncertain as to render tae standards for 

evaluating the conduct of signatory parties unenforceable, which CXC asserts only 

invites future disputes. OCC specificaUy notes that the stipulation uicludes a 
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commitment by AEP Ohio to advocate "in good faith" before PJM Interconnection, LLC 

(PJM) and FBRC for market enhancements and AEP Ohio agreed to "work with" the Ohio 

Hospital Association (OHA) on an armual energy efficiency program 0oint Bx. 1 at 9,13). 

Thus, OCC argues it is evident that the stipulation is not tae product of serious bargaining 

among knowledgeable parties nor consistent with regulatory prindples and practices. 

If 24) The Commission finds these assignments of error to be without merit. 

The express terms of the stipulation are as negotiated by the signatory parties and the 

possibUity that a dispute may arise regarding compUance with any particular provision 

of the stipulation cannot be taken as a condusive indication of a lack of serious 

bargaming. The Coinmission notes that OCC attempts to raise a signatory party's 

decision to opt out of a particular provision of the stipulation as evidence of a lack of 

serious bargaining. The Commission disagrees. The Commission is not requfred to 

review the negotiation process to the extent requested by OCC and other parties 

opposing tae stipulation. The Commission refuses to overturn any signatory party's 

assessment of its interest and the decision to support the stipulation or otherwise based 

on the argiunents of the opposfrig parties. In re Ohio Edison Co., The Cleveland Elec. 

Illuminating Co., and The Toledo Edison Co., 146 Ohio St.3d 222, 2016-Ohio-3021,54 N.E.3d 

1218, f 45-47. 

(f 25} The stipulation includes provisions from which certain signatory parties 

elected to opt out CXC, fri its fifth assigimient of error, reasons taat these exclusions 

make it impossible to determine the four comers of tae stipulation or to identify the 

package of benefits. CXC asserts the Commission did not address this argument in tae 

PPA Order but was required to do so. In re Comm. Rev. of Capacity Charges ofOhio Power 

Co., Slip Opinion No. 2016-Ohio-1607,1 55. OCC requests that flie Commission address 

this issue and reject tae stipulation. 
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{f 26( The PPA Order specifically recognized, in its summary of tae stipulation, 

that certain signatory parties opted out of select provisions of tae stipulation, whUe, in 

each case, the signatory party also agreed not to oppose the provision. The Commission 

finds the signatory parties' agreement not to oppose the provision as key. PPA O d e r at 

23-48. The Commission disagrees that a signatory party's election to opt out of a 

particular provision renders the benefits of the stipulation undeterminable. The 

signatory party's decision to opt out of a particular provision or provisions, and 

simultaneous dection not to oppose the provision, merely reflects the signatory party's 

support of the stipulation as a total package and supports the likelihood that other parties 

to the case negotiated for certain provisions of the stipulation that were not of particular 

interest. The Commission is not persuaded that in this instance, the benefits of the 

stipulation are affected. Therefore, the Commission finds tae benefits of the stipulation, 

as reflected in tae stipulation and modified in the PPA Order, are unaffected by any 

signatory party's decision to opt out of a particular provision or provisions. Accordingly, 

the Commission denies OCC's request for rehearing on this issue. 

(f 27} Again relying on its daim that certain terms in the stipulation are vague, 

ambiguous, and unenforceable, CXC, m the last subpart of its fifth ground for rehearing, 

argues the Commission has foredosed the abflity to rely on extrinsic evidence to interpret 

vague and ambiguous terms in a stipulation as a result of the Commission's application 

of the setflement confidentiality privUege. As a result, OCC reasons the stipulation is 

rendered imenforceable. Sunoco, Inc. (R&M) v, Toledo Edison Co., 129 Ohio St3d 397,2011-

Ohio-2720, 953 N,E.2d 285 (Sunoco); In re Complaints of ICG Telecom Group, Inc., MCImetro 

Access Transmission Services, Inc., and Time Warner Telecom ofOhio, LP. v. Ameritech Ohio, 

Case No. 97-1557-TP-CSS, et al. (ICG Telecom Group), Entty on Rehearing (May 5,1999), 

For that reason, OCC reiterates that the stipulation is not tae product of serious 

bargaining among knowledgeable parties or consistent with regulatory prindples and 

practices. Therefore, OCC requests the Commission grant rehearing. 
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If 28) The Commission ffrids OCC's argument that the stipulation is vague, 

ambiguous, and likely to frivite futare disputes is premature and OCC's reliance on 

Sunoco and ICG Telecom Group is misplaced. OCC requests that the Commission reverse 

its approval of the stipulation on the possibility that there will be a dispute. The Sunoco 

and ICG Telecom Group cases did not arise upon the adoption of the reasonable 

arrangement in Sunoco or the approval of the interconnection agreements in ICG Telecom 

Group. Subsequentiy, the parties to Sunoco and ICG Telecom Group sought an 

interpretation of the arrangement or agreement to resolve a dispute. WhUe OCC 

anticipates such wiU be the case with respect to the stipulation in these proceedings, it is 

not the sitaation at this time. Accordingly, the Commission denies CXCs application for 

rehearing of the PPA O d e r on tine grounds that tae stipulation faUs to comply wita tae 

first and third parts of the three-part test. 

[f 29} In its fourth assignment of error, CXC submits that the Conunission 

misunderstood the claims OCC raised in its brief regarding the lack of spedfic details on 

compliance, costs, and rate impacts for the commitments m the stipulation (CXC Br. at 

53-54), OCC notes that OCC witaess Dormady testified to 17 provisions of the stipulation 

with various degrees of uncertainty. CXC emphasizes that AEP Ohio failed to provide 

any details regarding the proposals m the stipulation, to perform any analyses to 

determine the costs or rate impact to perform a cost benefit analysis, or to demonsttate 

the technical feasibUity of provisions m the stipulation. Accordingly, CXC requests that 

the Commission grant rehearing. 

If 30) The Commission considered the position advocated by CXC and 

determined, at this stage, it was not necessary to have aU of tae details to consider the 

stipulation and OCCs arguments on rehearmg do not persuade the Commission 

otherwise. We agam note that CXC rderences pages in its brief taat discuss a rider to be 

included in tae Company's application to extend the current BSP. AEP Ohio has the duty 
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to present information regarding the proposed rider and OCC and other intervenors wiU 

have an opportanity to evaluate the proposal. Accordingly, the Commission rejects 

OCCs request for rehearing on its fourta assignment of error. 

If 31) In thefr thfrteenth and fourteenth grounds for rehearmg, RESA and 

P3/EPSA argue that before evaluating tae reasonableness of the stipulation, the 

Commission should have first evaluated whether the stipulation qualfried as a valid 

stipulation. RESA and P3/EPSA claim taat, because the signatory parties agreed to 

provisions in the stipulation taat favor the signatory parties, such provisions are not an 

indicaflon of serious bargaining, fairness, or any benefidal pubUc interest. As applied in 

these cases, RESA and P3/BPSA submit tae three-part test does not tmly evaluate 

reasonableness. The opposing parties argue the settiement does not constitate a 

stipulation in any judicial sense. RESA and P3/BPSA dafrn that the Commission erred, 

as a matter of law, in using its three-part test to approve flne stipulation because parties 

agreed to provisions as a result of favor ttading and side deals. 

If 32) AEP Ohio reasons opposing intervenors' arguments, taken in whole or in 

part, are an unconvincing attack on the three-part test. ABP Ohio notes that the three-

part test for evaluating stipulations has been recognized by the Supreme Court of Ohio 

and is used exterisively in Commission cases. According to AEP Ohio, opposing 

intervenors' argument that the three-part test shotfld not apply in this instance is not an 

error entifled to rehearing, but reflects the intervenors' attempt to stand in the shoes of 

the Commission and change the standard. AEP Ohio asks that the Coinmission conffrm 

its dedsion in the PPA Order and deny the request for rehearing. 

If 33} The Commission wiU not replace the decision of any signatory party to 

enter into the stipulation based on the mere assertion of a non-signatory party that the 

stipulation is the result of what tae non-signatory party characterizes as favor ttading as 

opposed to compromise and negotiation. Our focus, as expressed in the first criterion of 
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tae three-part test, is whetaer each party is afforded the opportunity to participate in 

negotiations, is proficient in the negotiation process, and sufficientiy understands the 

matters at issue. Further, there is no evidence that P3/EPSA or RESA, or any other party, 

was foreclosed from partidpating in the negotiations that resulted in the stipulation. The 

Commission applied the recognized and long-stsmding test for evaluating the stipulation. 

The Commission also determined the first criterion had been met and that decision was 

thoroughly addressed in the PPA Oder . PPA O d e r at 51-53, Accordingly, the 

Commission denies the opposing intervenors' request for rehearing. 

If 34) The stipulation, according to OCC in its thfrd assignment of error, consists 

of unrelated terms to induce parties to become signatories and lacks any nexus to the PPA 

application. SimUarly, in taefr respective forty-fourth assignment of error, RESA and 

P3/EPSA state the stipulation includes a host of provisions unrelated to the amended 

PPA apphcation for which notice was not provided under R.C 4928.141(B). In its thfrd 

ground for rehearing, CXC aiso argues taat evaluating the stipulation as a package allows 

for terms that would not withstand Commission scrutiny individuaUy. OCC submits 

that the public and potential parties are deprived of notice of the issues addressed in the 

stipulation and, therefore, the Commission is deprived of thefr input OCC also argues 

that the stipulation cannot be considered a package fri light of various signatory parties 

electing to opt out of material provisions of tae stipulation. 

If 35) OCC's arguments, in the Company's opinion, ignore the Commission's 

broad discretion to mange its dockets. In re Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., Case No. 14-1160-EL-

UNC, et al., Entry (Sept, 16, 2015) at 2-3; In re Ohio Power Co., O s e No. 15-386-EL-WVR, 

Entry (Apr, 22, 2015) at 4. Furthermore, AEP Ohio notes that, as the Commission 

discussed in the PPA Order, the Company will be required to provide details in the ESP 

3 extension application and other future filings agreed to in the stipulation, and 

intervenmg parties wUl be provided an opportunity to explore the proposals. 
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If 36) In regards to the notice arguments, AEP Ohio notes that opposing parties 

did not raise this issue in December 2015, when the stipulation was filed with the 

Commission, but raised the matter ffrst fri thefr initial briefs. The Company avers that 

the Commission considered such dafrns and rejected this argument. AEP Ohio contends 

P3/EPSA and RESA have failed to present any new arguments on this issue that the 

Commission did not previously consider and reject. Since opposing intervenors have 

faUed to present any new arguments for the Commission's consideration, AEP Ohio 

recommends tae Commission rejed the request for rehearing. 

{f 37) Furthermore, AEP Ohio avers the argument presented by P3/EPSA and 

RESA is substantively flawed for several reasons. AEP Ohio notes that R.C 4928.141(B) 

appHes, by its express terms, only to an SSO application fUed under R.C. 4928.142 or 

4928.143 and these proceedings are not SSO proceedings. AEP Ohio concludes, therefore, 

the SSO statate's notice and publication requirements do not apply here. Further, AEP 

Ohio reasons, as the CZommission recognized in its PPA Oder , it is hardly novd for a 

stipulation to address a wide variety of issues, often resolving several pending 

proceedings at the same time. Moreover, AEP Ohio dedares it is common for a 

stipulation to include terms and conditions that address numerous issues of importance 

to the diverse stakeholders involved in a proceeding. Thus, it was proper for the 

signatory parties to indude in the stiptflation the provisions about which opposing 

mtervenors complain. Accordingly, the Company reasons the Commission correctiy 

approved the terms of the stipulation as a comprehensive settiement package. 

If 38) The Commission finds that the requests for rehearing by CXC, RESA, and 

P3/EPSA should be denied. The PPA rider is an approved component of AEP Ohio's 

ESP, effective beginning June 1,2015, and continuing through May 31,2018. ESF 3 Case, 

Opinion and O d e r (Feb. 25,2015) at 25. Opposmg mtervenors' arguments disregard the 

fact that tae PPA appUcation is a request for cost recovery through the PPA rider 
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mechanism and the stipulation indudes a provision for AEP Ohio to fUe an application 

to extend ESP 3 to coincide wita the term of the proposed affiliate PPA, through May 31, 

2024, among otaer provisions. As previously noted, ESPs may include numerous terms, 

conditions, charges, and provisions pursuant to R.C 4928.143 and, taerefore, it is not 

unreasonable nor unforeseeable that parties negotiated, as part of the stipulation, 

provisions to be induded in the BSP extension appUcation. Interested parties wiU have 

an opportanity to furtaer review each provision proposed as a part of the BSP extension 

application in those proceedings. 

If 39) The Commission finds OCC's daims regarding the evaluation of the 

stipulation as a package to be witaout merit. The second part of tae three-part test 

endorsed by the Ohio Supreme Court to evaluate stipulations and used in numerous 

Commission proceedings specifically dictates that the stipulation be considered as a 

package. OCCs argument to revise fhe test in this instance is unpersuasive and, 

therefore, shotfld be denied. 

If 40) Opposing parties argue R C 4928.143(Q(2)(a) permits an electtic 

disttibution utility to witadraw an ESP application that has been modified and approved 

by the Commission. For this reason, OCC, in its third ground for rehearing, as weU as 

RESA and P3/EPSA, in fliefr respective fourteenth grounds for rehearing, argue the 

decttic UtUity possesses superior bargaining power, relative to the other parties to the 

proceeding, rendering the three-part test to evaluate stipulations meaningless. CXC 

notes that prior Commissioners have recognized the asymmettical bargaining power in 

the ESP statate. In re FirstEnergy, Case No, 08-935-El^SSO, et al„ Second Opinion and 

O d e r (Mar. 25, 2009) (Commissioner Cheryl L, Roberto, concurring, in part, and 

dissenting, m part; Commissioners Paul A. Centoldla and Valerie A. Lemmie, 

concurring). 
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If 41/ In response to opposing intervenors, AEP Ohio notes that CXC relies on 

the partial concurrence and partial dissent of a former Commissioner. AEP Ohio offers 

that the dissenting opinion is not an accepted amendment to the Commission's three-part 

test Indeed, the Company submits the three-part test was applied to stipulations f Ued in 

subsequent ESP cases. See, e.g., In re FirstEnergy, Case No. 12-1230-EL-SSO (FirstEnergy 

ESP 3 Case), Opinion and Order 0uly 18, 2012) at 24. According to AEP Ohio, the 

Company's right to witadraw an ESP is embedded within the statate, as a safety 

mechanism, in case modifications significantiy inhibit fhe utility's abUity or v^rillingness 

to carry out fhe ESP. AEP Ohio declares the utUity's abUity to withdraw from a modified 

ESP is not a question of bargaining position; the statute is presumed m the public mterest. 

AEP Ohio asserts the Commission does not need to add a requfrement to the three-part 

lest based on a right provided by tae General Assembly, Accordingly, ABP Ohio submits 

the intervenors' attempt to create a new test to review stipulatiorv reached in ESP cases 

is without merit and should be rejected. 

If 42} The Commission disagrees with opposing parties that R.C. 

4928.143(C)(2)(a) affords the electtic utUity superior bargaining power in settiement 

negotiations, as a result of the electtic utility's abUity to withdraw an ESP modfried and 

approved by flne Commission. Acceptance of opposing parties' argument would nidlify 

the parties' ability to resolve any ESP by stipulation. The General Assembly did not 

include any such prohibition, in the ESP statate and, therefore, the Commission will not 

impose any such limitation. Accordingly, we deny the applications for rehearing on such 

grounds. 

1. SERIOUS BARGAINING 

If 43] RESA and P3/EPSA, in their respective fifteenth assignment of error, and 

OMAEG, in its second assigrunent of error, daim tae Coinmission cannot conclude that 

the stipulation is the product of serious bargaining among capable, knowledgeable 
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parties, where tae record indudes evidence of $9.9 milUon in favors for signatories. 

Parties opposing the stipulation assert that finandal payments by AEP Ohio and 

supplier-consoHdated bUImg for CRES signatory parties are examples that tae stipulation 

was not the result of serious bargaining, but provisions were merely exchanged for 

support of the stipulation. In RESA's and P3/EPSA's opinion, tae severability clause of 

the stipulation (Joint Ex. 1 at 35) supports this argument. RBSA and P3/EPSA interpret 

the payments to OHA and Ohio Partaers for Affordable Energy (OPAE) for specfric 

programs as conttary to the reasonableness of tae stipulation. Accordingly, opposfrig 

intervenors argue the Coinmission should reconsider its finding that the stipulation is the 

result of serious bargaining. 

If 44) AEP Ohio reiterates taat tae IBU-Ohio/ABP Ohio agreement involved a 

ntunber of cases before tae Supreme Court of Ohio and at the Commission and 

emphasizes that lEU-Ohio is not a signatory party to the stipulation. The Company 

asserts opposfrig intervenors' oversimplification of the IBU-Ohio/AEP Ohio agreement 

and attempt to assert some nefarious intent is not supported by the face of the agreement, 

the ttansparency with which it was provided to the parties, or the precedent dealing with 

agreements among signatory parties. 

If 45) Further, AEP Ohio notes that opposfrig intervenors continue to 

mischaracterize tae case law, Ohio Consumers^ Counsel v. Pub. Util, Comm., I l l Ohio St.3d 

300,2006-Ohio-5789,856 N. E.2d 213, and disregard flie distinctions between fliat case and 

the present proceedings as discussed in tae PPA Oder . ABP Ohio emphasizes that the 

Commission has previously determined that agreements disdosed in the stipulation 

pending before tae Commission are not considered side deals. FirstEnergy ESP 3 Case, 

Opinion and O d e r (July 18, 2012) at 27. Further, the Commission held that fr expects 

parties to bargain in support of thefr own interests in deciding whether or not to support 

a stipulation. FirstEnergy ESP 3 Case at 27. 
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If 46) The basis of opposing intervenors' argument on rehearing amounts to a 

conclusion that serious bargaining did not occur as a result of finandal incentives or other 

benefits received by tae signatory parties. The Commission rejects this proposition. PPA 

Order at 51. Conttary to the representations of opposing intervenors, financial benefits 

as a provision of a stipulation are not conclusively indicative of a lack of serious 

bargaining nor sufficient to nullify the ffrst part of the three-part test. Financial incentives 

may be a part of negotiation and compromise to reach a setflement in Commission 

proceedii^s and it is up to each party to determine the point where opposition meets 

neuttality and where neuttality meets support in Hght of tae party's interest. The 

Commission expects that each party wiU support its respective interest and bargain in 

support of that interest, which may or may not result in the party^s support of the 

stipulation. OMAEG cites, in support of its arguments on this issue, tae Commission's 

disfavor of the financial benefits provided in the stipiUation in In re Columbus Southern 

Power Co. and Ohio Pozoer Co., Case No. 05-376-EL-UNC (IGCC Case), O d e r on Remand 

(Feb. 11,2015) at 11. In the IGCC Case, a stipulation agreed to by AEP Ohio, Staff, and 

several but not all tae parties to tae IGCC Case was filed for tae Commission's 

consideration. In tae stipulation in the IGCC Case, the signatory parties agreed to refund 

more taan AEP Ohio advocated but less than the amount collected from ratepayers, with 

interest as mtervenors advocated. Oi the total $13 miUion refunded to ratepayers, $11.35 

mUUon was returned to ratepayers through biU credits. The remainder of the amount 

refunded, and the provision and process disfavored by the Commission, refunded $1.65 

mUlion to the commercial and mdusttial customer members of tae four signatory parties 

that represented such customers in the case. It is important to note that tae Connmission 

did not modify the stipidation in the IGCC Case and that the stipulation requfred that the 

entfrety of the funds received by tae signatory party organizations be passed on to its 

members. IGCC Case at 8. There is not a paraUel provision fri the stipulation at issue in 
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these cases or in the IBU-Ohio/AEP Ohio agreement. The Commission affirms its 

decision that the stipulation meets the ffrst part of the thiee-part test. 

2. SIDE AGREEMENTS 

{f 47) RESA and P3/EPSA, in thefr respective sixteenta and seventeenth 

grounds for rehearing, submit that tae Commission erred in its findmg that the 

reasonableness of the stipulation is not affected by the existence of the lEU-Ohio/AEF 

Ohio agreement. Further, RESA and P3/EPSA, as weU as OMAEG, in its second ground 

for rehearing, claim the PPA O d e r misses the pomt on the lEU-Ohio/AEP Ohio 

agreement. According to opposing parties, fr the IBU-Ohio/AEP Ohio agreement is the 

reason lEU-Ohio dected not to oppose the stipulation and not aU parties were aware of 

the agreement untfl after the negotiations on the stipulation were completed, the 

stiptflation did not result from serious bargaining. Parties opposing the stipulation argue 

the lEU-Ohio/ABP Ohio agreement needed to be disdosed to all parties during the 

negotiations of the stipulation and tae failure to disclose the agreement gave AEP Ohio 

an unfafr advantage during bargaining, especiaUy fri light of tae fact that AEP Ohio fuUy 

disclosed the Sierra Q u b agreement with AEPGR. RESA and P3/BPSA characterize the 

lEU-Ohio/AEP Ohio agreement as a secret and exdusionary side deal that prevented 

serious bargaining in the negotiation of flie stipulation. OMAEG states AEP Ohio's 

faUure to disclose the side agreements durmg tae bargaining process deprived parties of 

mformation necessary to evaluate the impact of the stipulation on thdr respective 

mterests. Further, OMAEG asserts that, fr the parties had known of the agreement, they 

may have adopted a dfrferent litigation position. For these reasons, opposing parties 

acrgue tine Commission should reverse its ruling fliat the first part of tae flnree-parfc test for 

the evaluation of stipulations was met. 

If 48) AEP Ohio states, at this stage of the proceedfrigs, given the withdrawal of 

the proposed affUiate PPA between AEP Ohio and AEPGR, any agreement between 
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AEPGR and Sierra Q u b should have no bearmg on these matters and such arguments 

are moot or frrdevant In any event, however, AEP Ohio concludes the Commission 

correctiy decided the ffrst part of the three-part test for the evaluation of stipulations was 

met as set forth in the PPA Order. Further, AEP Ohio espouses opposing interveners' 

arguments regarding the agreements and their aUeged effect on oflier parties' litigation 

positions are meritiess. According to AEP Ohio, opposing intervenors misstate and 

misapply prior rulings concerning side deals to support thefr arguments and ignore the 

Commission's authority and discretion to manage its dockets. In re Duke Energy Ohio, 

Inc., Case No. 14-1160-BL-UNC, et al.. Entry (Sept. 16, 2015) at 2-3; In re Ohio Pozver Co., 

Case No. 15-386-EL-WVR, Entty (Apr. 22,2015) at 4. 

(f 49} The Commission denies opposing interveners' request for rehearing. 

Opposing parties contend, because tae lEU-Ohio/AEP Oluo agreement was not known 

to aU parties during negotiations, AEP Ohio had an unfafr bargaining advantage and 

intervenors were prevented from evaluating the impact of the stiptflation on taefr 

mterests and, taerefore, the ffrst part of the three-part test cannot be met. As previously 

discussed, the first part of the three-part test utilized by the Commission and recognized 

by tae Ohio Supreme Court dictates that tae parties be capable and knowledgeable. 

Hence, it is incumbent upon each party to determine its respective interest and evaluate 

the stipulation in light of its interest without reliance on oflier parties. Furiher, despite 

title daims of OMAEG, opposing intervenors had the opportunity to change or reconsider 

their respective litigation positions after receiving notice of the lEU-Ohio/AEP Ohio 

agreement; lEU-Ohio fUed notice of its position after tae stipulation was filed but before 

testimony in opposition to tae stipulation was due. Thus, we find no merit in the daim 

that the lEU-Ohio/ABP Ohio agreement prevented other parties from evaluating tae 

impact of the stipulation on taefr respective interests. 
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C. Does the settlement, as a package, benefit ratepayers and the public interest? 

1. Amended PPA Rider Proposal 

{f 50} In its first ground for rehearfrig, AEP Ohio asserts that only tae OVEC 

PPA shoifld be included in the PPA rider, in light of the FERC Ajfiliate PPA Order. 

Specifically, AEP Ohio daims that tae affiliate PPA is no longer fri effect as a result of the 

FERC Affiliate FPA Order. According to AEP Ohio, FERC previously accepted tine OVBC 

PPA, which this Commission taen approved for inclusion in the PPA rider based on R.C 

4928.143(B)(2)(d) and the record in these proceedings. AEP Ohio argues that, even using 

the costs and revenues of the OVEC PPA on its own, the PPA rider wiW continue to o£fer 

customers a finandal hedging mechanism that has flie dfect of stabUizmg or providing 

certainty regarding retaU dectric service, consistent wita the requirements of R.C 

4928.143(B)(2)(d). ABP Ohio furflier argues tiiat the rate stabUity benefits of the PPA 

rider, fr oifly tae OVEC PPA is included in tae rider, wUl stUl flow through to customers 

and provide a clear benefit with a projected net credit of $110 mUHon through May 31, 

2024. AEP Ohio adds taat, if the Commission is concerned that the "captive customer" 

finding in the FERC Affiliate PFA Order could negatively impact the indusion of only the 

OVEC PPA in flne PPA rider, the Commission could direct taat the PPA rider be 

bypassable. AEP Ohio states that it wUI continue to meet its obligations and 

commitments under the stipulation, with the exception of the $100 mUlion credit 

commitment Because the affUiate PPA wUl no longer be included in fhe PPA rider, AEP 

Ohio requests that the $100 mUlion credit commitment be reduced, such that tae new 

credit commitment would be $1.5 miUion for Planning Year 2020/2021, $3 nullion for 

Plannmg Year 2021/2022, $4.5 mUIion for Planning Year 2022/2023, and $6 milUon for 

Planning Year 2023/2024. AEP Ohio notes that the reduced total credit commitment of 

$15 milHon is 15 percent of the prior $100 million credit which reflects the fact taat 

OVEC's 440 megawatts (MW) of capacity is less than 15 percent of the combined 3,111 

MW of capacity fi'om the OVBC PPA and the affiUate PPA. In addition to scaling back 
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the credit commitment, AEP Ohio also requests, as discussed below, that several of the 

Commission's modfrications to the stipulation be reversed or darified. AEP Ohio 

condudes that fr its application for rehearing is not granted, the Company wiU exercise 

its right to withdraw from the stipulation under Section IV.G.^ 

If 51) OCC/ APJN respond that, fri the ESP 3 Case, the Commission rejected AEP 

Ohio's request for an OVEC-only PPA rider and directed the Company to continue its 

efforts to divest the OVEC asset. OCC/APJN claim that there is no reason for the 

Commission to depart from its dedsion in tae ESP 3 Case, partictflarly given that AEP 

Ohio presented no evidence in the present proceedings that an OVEC-only PPA rider 

would benefit customers. OCC/APJN add that ABP Ohio cannot invoke the stipulation's 

severabUity provision. Section IV.D, because it applies only where a court of competent 

jurisdiction, and not FERC, invalidates the PPA proposal. Further, OCC/APJN note that 

FERC did not actaally invaUdate the proposal and, instead, rescmded tae waiver on 

affiliate ttansaction resttictions. 

If 52} OMAEG argues that ui light of ABP Ohio's decision to forgo the affiliate 

PPA foUowing the FERC Affiliate PPA Order, as wdl as the Commission's dedsion in the 

ESP 3 Case, the Commission should state unequrvocally fhat no costs may be recovered 

from customers through the PPA rider. OMAEG points out that the Commission already 

r^ected an OVEC-only PPA rider in the ESP 3 Case. OMAEG argues that the Commission 

should foUow its precedent and agafri reject AEP Ohio's request for an OVEC-only PPA 

rider, as well as reject the Company's tariff fUing of May 3,2016, which was premised on 

an OVEC-only PPA rider that has not been authorized by the Commission. OMAEG 

AEP Ohio also notes that it reserves Uie right to pursue, either before the Commission or the General 
Assembly, any other remedy or solution relating to the afiftliate PPA units. Further, AEP Ohio states 
that it invokes Section IV.D of the stipulation, based ox\ the FERC AffUia^ PPA Order, and reserves the 
right to pursue a replacement provision of equivalent value to inclusion of the affiliate FPA in the PPA 
rider. 
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adds that ABP Ohio's request mns afoul of tae Commission's rehearing process set forth 

in Ohio Adm.Code 4901-1-35(D), given that tae Company argues the merits of its OVBC 

proposal in both the present proceedings and the ESP 3 Case, Next OMAEG contends 

that approval of AEP Ohio's request for an OVBC-only PPA rider would violate R.C. 

4903.09, because there is no evidence to support such a proposal, given that the 

Company's amended application and tae stipulation were premised on both the affiUate 

PPA and flie OVEC PPA. Furflier, OMAEG dafrns fliat noflung preduded AEP Ohio 

from offerfrig its OVEC-only proposal at the original hearing fri these proceedings and, 

flierdore, flne proposal should be rejected, consistent with R.C. 4903.10(B), as 

impermissible rehearing evidence and an improper motion to reopen the record. With 

respect to AEP Ohio's suggestion that tae OVEC-only PPA rider could be made 

bypassable, OMAEG responds that, whUe it would be an improvement over a non

bypassable rider, the benefits of a bypassable OVEC-only PPA rider would not outweigh 

tae harm to the competitive market and the increased costs spread over a smaUer pool of 

customers. Additionally, OMAEG argues that the Commission should deny AEP Ohio's 

request to scale back its credit commitments, because it ignores the fact that tae 

stipulation imposes several other costs on customers fhat are unrelated to the affiUate 

PPA. 

If 53) P3/EPSA argue that AEP Ohio's request for an OVEC-only PPA rider is 

no dfrferent than the proposal that was previously rejected by the Commission fri the ESP 

3 Case, Regarding the question of ratepayer benefit, P3/EPSA note that AEP Ohio relies 

on an initial workpaper taat was replaced by an updated exhibit during the stipulation 

phase of the proceedings and that in any event, shows an approximate net credit of only 

$13 milHon over tae current ESP term, which, according to P3/EPSA, caimot be found to 

have a rate stabUizing effect once it is spread across the Company's many ratepayers. 

P3/BPSA add that the Commission has acknowledged that tae PPA rider projections are 

uncertain and taat AEP Ohio's estimated OVEC-only credit of $110 imUion over the 
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extended ESP term is conttadicted by the Company's other projections. Accordmg to 

P3/EPSA, AEP Ohio has conceded that tae OVEC PPA does not offer ratepayers a 

sufficient hedge against rate volatiUty, as required by 1he Commission in tine ESP 3 Case. 

Next P3/EPSA argue that ABF Ohio fafled to address the Commission's factors from the 

ESP 3 Case as they pertam to an OVEC-only PPA rider. SpedficaUy, P3/EPSA assert that 

AEP Ohio has not presented any evidence as to the financial need of tae OVBC plants; 

has faUed to show that the plants are requfred for futare reUability; has fafled to show 

any adverse impact to electtic prices or economic development, because the plants are 

not at risk of dosing; and has faUed to commit to either rigorous oversight or full 

information sharing regarding the plants. Finally, P3/EPSA claim that an OVEC-only 

PPA rider would violate R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d). If the Commission nevertheless approves 

an OVEC-only FPA rider, F3/EPSA request that the rider be made bypassable, because 

they believe fliat FBRC's condusions, in the FERC Affiliate PFA Order, apply equaUy to 

the OVEC PPA. P3/EPSA also recommend taat, because AEP Ohio's projected $110 

miUion credit from the OVEC FPA represents approximately 51 percent of the projected 

$214 mUlion net credit from the affiliate PPA and the OVEC PPA adopted by the 

Commission, the Company's credit commitment should be reduced, fr at all, to no less 

than $51 miUion (i.e., 51 percent of the original $100 mUHon commitment). 

If 54) ta its ffrst ground for rehearing, OMAEG argues taat in light of the FERC 

Affiliate PPA Order, the Commission should hold that no costs assodated with the affUiate 

PPA can be coUected from customers tiirough the PPA rider until the affUiate PPA is 

reviewed and approved by FERC With respect to the OVEC FPA, OMAEG contends 

that consistent wita the ESP 3 Case, the Commission should again declare that the OVEC 

PPA, on its own, does not promote rate stability, is not in the public mterest, and, 

taerefore, cannot be included in the PPA rider. 
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If 55) In their forty-fifth ground for rehearing, P3/EPSA and RESA contend taat 

the Commission erred by not rejecting the OVEC component of the PPA proposal, 

because it was rejected by the Commission in the ESP 3 Case. P3/EPSA and RESA further 

contend that AEP Ohio presented no new iiformation m the present proceedings to 

address OVEC costs or sales, while also faUing to address the Commission's factors from 

flie ESP 3 Case with respect to OVEC. P3/EPSA and RESA also note that in light of tae 

FERC Affiliate PPA Order, AEP Ohio cannot, without initiating further FERC proceedings, 

recover costs rdated to the affiliate RPA units, thus leaving the OVEC entitlement as the 

only part of the PPA rider. P3/EPSA and RESA argue that the Connmission should not 

allow an OVBC-orfly PPA rider, because it would be conttary to the Commission's 

finding, in the ESP 3 Case, that an OVBC-only PPA rider would fail to provide a sufficient 

benefit for customers taat would be commensurate wita the rider's potential cost. 

If 56) AEP Ohio replies that the arguments of OMAEG, P3/ESPA, and RESA 

were afready considered and rejected by the Commission. In any event AEP Ofiio 

contends that the indusion of the OVEC PPA in the PPA rider, as part of a package with 

the stipulation's otaer provisions, wUl benefit ratepayers and the public interest, which 

could be supplemented by additional rate stabUity proposals on rehearing. AEP Ohio 

also asserts that the Commission's decision in the ESP 3 Case was based on the record fri 

that case and was not intended to predude the Company from seeking recovery of its 

OVBC costs in a future fUing. AEP Ohio adds that it addressed the Commission's factors 

from tae ESP 3 Case with respect to the OVEC units. 

If 57) Following a taorough review of the parties' arguments, the Commission 

finds that AEP Ohio's ffrst ground for rehearing has merit and that fhe Company's 

apphcation for rehearing on this issue should, taerefore, be granted. In the memorandum 

in support of its appUcation for rehearmg, ABP Ohio states that the proposed affUiate 

PPA with AEPGR is no longer in effect as a result of the FERC Affiliate PPA Order. Given 
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this change in cfrcumstances, we find that AEP Ohio's proposal to move forward with 

the implementation of the other provisions of the stipulation, which conceptaaUy is not 

opposed by any of tae signatory parties to the stipulation, is reasonable and should be 

approved. In the PPA Oder , the Commission found, based on the record evidence, that 

the stipulation wiU provide numerous benefits for customers taat are in the public 

interest and consistent with the policy of the state, a$ set forth in R.C 4928.02. In addition 

to the rate stability and financial hedging benefits provided by the PPA rider, the 

Commission addressed the fuel supply diversity and economic development benefits of 

the stipulation, as well as AEP Ohio's many commitmenta in the stipulation to offer 

proposals in futare proceedings that are intended to promote econonuc devdopment and 

retaU competition, facUitate energy efficiency measures, reduce carbon emissions, expand 

the devdopment of renewable resources, and pursue grid modemization in tae state. 

PPA O d e r at 82-86. ta order to preserve the customer benefits of the stipulation, we 

approve AEP Ohio's request to modify the stipulation, such taat tae OVEC PPA is 

included in tae PPA rider, the affiUate PPA is not included in the rider, and all other 

provisions of the stipulation remain in effect as approved or modified by the 

Commission. 

If 58) We emphasize that fri keeping with AEP Ohio's commitment to fuU 

information stiaring with the Commission and Staff, the Company wiU be expected to 

provide any necessary information regarding the OVEC units, induding information 

obtained through the Company's acc^s to OVEC's books, records, and accoimts. Such 

information shall be provided by AEP Ohio pursuant to a reasonable request from Staff 

or from an auditor selected by the Commission to complete the annual audit process. 

Additionally, the Commission reserves the right to reevaluate the PPA rider, when AEP 

Ohio divests or ttansfers its share of tae OVEC asset to an affUiate or any oflier third 

party. AEP Ohio should provide notice to the Commission in advance of the divestitare 

or ttansfer of the OVEC entiflement. 
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If 59) For the reasons set forth in the ESP 3 Case and the PPA Oder, we find 

that the PPA rider, which is designed to stabUize the market-based rates of both shopping 

and non-shopping customers, should remain a non-bypassable rider. ESF 3 Case at 21, 

22; PPA O d e r at 96. The Ck)mmission, however, may revisit the issue of bypassability 

in AEP Ohio's extended ESP proceedings, based upon tae evidence of record in those 

proceedings. Further, we direct AEP Ohio to defer, without carrying charges, any OVEC 

costs incurred for the period of Jime 2016 through December 2016, with recovery of such 

costs to occur beginning with the ffrst bUling cyde of January 2017 and continuing over 

the 12 months of calendar year 2017. AEP Ohio should file proposed tariffs with 

supporting schedules, consistent with fliis Second Bntty on Rehearing. 

If 60) Given that the affUiate PPA wUl not be mduded in the PPA rider, the 

Coinmission finds that AEP Ohio's request, on rehearing, to revise the $100 mUUon credit 

commitment should be granted. The stipulation's credit commitment provision 0oint Ex, 

1 at 5-6) should be modified such taat AEP Ohio's credit commitment is $1.5 miUion for 

Planning Year 2020/2021, $3 miUion for Planning Year 2021/2022, $4.5 mUlion for 

Plannfrig Year 2022/2023, and $6 mUlion for Planning Year 2023/2024. We find taat the 

reduced total credit commitment of $15 mUHon is reasonable and commensurate with 

OVECs portion of the combined 3,111 MW of capadty from the OVEC PPA and the 

affiliate PPA. 

If 61) As the opposing intervenors correctly note, the Commission stated, m the 

ESP 3 Case, that it was not persuaded, based on fhe evidence of record, that AEP Ohio's 

PPA rider proposal, which included only the OVEC PPA, would provide customers with 

sufficient bendfr ttom tae rider's financial hedging mechanism or any other benefit fliat 

wotfld be commensurate wita the rider's potential cost. ESP 3 Case, Opinion and O d e r 

(Feb. 25, 2015) at 25, We do not agree, however, with the opposing fritervenors' 

contention that inclusion of only the OVEC PPA in the PPA rider is foreclosed by the 
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Commission's dedsion in tae ESP 3 Case. The Coinmission emphasized, no less than four 

times, that its decision m tae ESP 3 Case was based on the record then before it, ESP 3 

Case at 23-26, dting Tongren v. Pub. Util Comm., 85 Ohio St.3d 87,706 N.B.2d 1255 (1999). 

The record in the ESP 3 Case consisted of a ntunber of varying OVEC-based FPA rider 

projections from the parties, induding multiple projections from AEP Ohio rangmg from 

a $52 million net cost to an $8.4 miUion net credit over the three-year term of the ESP, 

ESP 3 Case at 23-24. Noting that AEP Ohio had made no offer to ensure that customers 

would receive the alleged long-term benefits of the PPA rider or any type of proposal to 

continue the rider in subsequent ESP proceedings, the Commission found that the record 

refiected that, during the three-year period of the ESP, the PPA rider would, m all 

lUcelihood, result in a net cost to customers and that only over a longer timdrame, would 

customers perhaps benefit ttom a credit under the rider. ESP 3 Case at 24. The 

Commission, therefore, declined, at fhat time, to approve AEP Ohio's OVEC-based PPA 

rider proposal. Acknowledgmg that a properly conceived PPA rider proposal could 

benefit customers, tae Commission authorized AEP Ohio to establish a placeholder PPA 

rider and specfricaUy noted that the Company was not precluded from seeking recovery 

of its OVEC costs m a future fUing. ESP 3 Case at 25,26. 

(f 62) In tae PPA Oder , based on the record in tiie present proceedmgs, the 

Commission modfried and adopted the stipulation and, thereby, approved the indusion 

of tae OVEC PFA in the PPA rider. The Connmission determined, based on the record in 

these proceedings, that the PPA rider is projected to provide a net credit of $37 mfllion 

over the current ESP term, or $214 miUion over the PPA rider term, for AEP Ohio's 

ratepayers. PPA O d e r at 80. We also found that the modfried stipulation, consistent 

wita state policy, provided numerous bendits intended to protect consumers against rate 

volatUity and price fiuctaations by promoting retaU rate stability, modernize the grid 

through the deployment of advanced technology and development of renewable energy 

resources, and promote retail competition by enabling competitive providers to offer 
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irmovative products to serve customers' needs. PPA O d e r at 77, 82-86, 92. The 

Commission concluded that the modified stipulation, as a package, benefits ratepayers 

and the public interest and otherwise meets the Commission's three-part test for the 

consideration of stipulations. PPA Order at 53,92,103-104. 

If 63} The Commission's decision, as tally set forth in the PPA Oder , was based 

on tae record in the present cases, as well as our analysis of the stipulation under the 

three-part test. Although we approve, on rehearing, AEP Ohio's request to forgo the 

affiliate PPA and include only the OVEC PPA in the PPA rider, the stipulation's many 

other provisions addressing grid modernization, renewable energy resources, and retail 

competition wfll be implemented by the signatory parties to tae benefit of consumers. 

None of these benefits were proposed for tae Commission's consideration in the ESP 3 

Case. Further, conttary to AEP Ohio's proposal in flie ESP 3 Case, tae stipulation's PPA 

rider proposal, as modified now to include only the OVEC PPA, is projected to provide 

ratepayers with a net credit of approximatdy $110 miUion, without accounting for the 

effect of PJM's C!apacity Performance auctions, over the period of October 31, 2015, 

through December 31,2024, or approximately $11 million over the current ESP term (IGS 

Ex. 1), Additionally, the modified stipulation, as further modified above, requires AEP 

Ohio to fund ratepayer credits of up to $15 million over four years, if the actaal revenues 

under the PPA rider are at a level that would otherwise impose a charge or provide a 

credit that is less taan the amount of the credit commitment. For these reasons, we find 

that our approval today of the FPA rider wita the OVEC PPA alone is based on a dfrferent 

set of facts and cfrcumstances, as well as a distinct evidentiary record, and is, thus, not 

inconsistent with our prior dedsion in the ESP 3 Case. For taese reasons, we find that the 

applications for rehearing filed by OMAEG, P3/EPSA, and RESA with respect to the 

OVEC PPA should be denied. 
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{f 64} Further, OMAEG argues that the Commission should preclude AEP Ohio 

from collecting any costs assodated with the affiliate PPA until the agreement has been 

reviewed and approved by FERC In light of AEP Ohio's decision to forgo the affUiate 

PPA, the Commission finds that OMAEG's application for rehearfrig on this issue should 

be denied as moot. 

{f 65} As a final matter, the Commission notes that, in AEP Ohio's 

memorandum contta the opposing fritervenors' applications for rehearing, fhe Company 

staled that, "{i]f the Commission wante to explore additional hedging options for rate 

StabUity beyond tiie OVEC-only version of the PPA [rjider suggested by the Company 

on rehearing, it can ffrst approve the OVEC-only PPA [rjider on rehearing and then direct 

AEP Ohio to develop an additional hedging proposal for further consideration." The 

Commission finds that AEP Ohio's proposal is procedurally improper as it should have 

been raised in the Compan)r's application for rehearing. In any event, we find that AEP 

Ohio's proposal is unnecessary and unwarranted under the cfrcumstances. Altaough we 

acknowledge, as discussed furtaer below, that the PPA rider's value as a cost-based 

hedgmg mechanism is moderated by the exdusion of the affUiate PPA, the Commission 

finds that the rider, which wiU indude the OVEC PPA and potentially a number of 

renewable energy PPAs in the future, wiU provide a rate stabiUty benefit over the 

extended term of the rider. We conclude that the stipulation, as modified by the PPA 

O d e r and this Second Bntty on Rehearing, achieves a balanced outcome that will benefit 

ABP Ohio, ratepayers, and tae public interest. 

2. FPA RIDER PROJECTIONS 

If 66} In its sixth ground for rehearing, OCC argues that the PPA Order is 

unlawftfl and unreasonable in that tae Commission found CXC witaess Wilson's PPA 

rider projection flawed, witaout considering record evidence regarding its reliabUity. 

SpecificaUy, in subpart A, OCC argues that Mr. Wilson's testimony shows that futures 
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prices represent economic prirKiples of demand, supply, and the resulting price. CXC 

adds that witaout citation to the record, the Commission noted that futares prices are 

not forecasts of future spot market prices. 

(f 67} In subpart B of its sixth ground for rehearing, OCC contends that the 

record evidence shows that taere is suffident liquidity in electtic energy forwards. CXC 

notes that there are multiple exchanges and hubs on which futares are ttaded. 

jf 68) In subpart C of its sixta ground for rehearing, CXC daims taat parties to 

futares ttansactions are concerned with the actaal futare price of energy and account for 

factors such as futare carbon emission regulations. According to OCC, Mr. WUson's 

testimony indicates that futares prices reflect market participants' expectations based on 

aU relevant supply and demand factors, including carbon emission policies. 

If 69} In subpart D of its sixth ground for rehearing, CXC asserts that OCC 

witaess Wilson did not concede a lack of liquidity after October 2020 and, instead, 

accepted the pattern reflected in AEP Ohio's energy price forecast and scaled the 

Company's energy prices to mateh, on average, forwards prices. CXC daims that this is 

the best evidence available. 

{f 70} In subpart E of its sixth ground for rehearfrig, CXC maintains that tae 

record evidence shows that CXC witaess WUson's forecast was subject to the most 

rigorous sanity check avaUable, given taat forwards prices reflect the consensus of market 

partidpants. 

{f 71) In its thfrd ground for rehearing, OMAEG contends taat the Commission 

unreasonably and unlawfuUy found that the stipulation, as a package, benefits ratepayers 

and is in the public interest, while also faUing to rely on record evidence to support its 

findings, in violation of R.C. 4903.09. Specifically, in subpart A of its thfrd ground for 

rehearing, OMAEG averts that the Commission erred fri findfrig that the PPA rider wiU 
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generate a $214 million credit through May 31, 2024. OMAEG claims that the 

Commission's reUance on the weather normalized case lacks record support, given that 

no party recommended it; the Commission improperly shifted the burden of proof to 

CXC to rebut a presumption that AEP Ohio's forecast is rdiable; the Company's 

projections are flawed and have no grounding in current iriarket fundamentals; and the 

Commission's criticisms of ( X C witaess Wilson's projection, particularly his use of 

forward prices, are flawed and unsupported by the record. 

ff 72) In thefr twentieth ground for rehearing, P3/EPSA and RBSA argue that 

the Coinmission erred in adopting projections of witaesses that it believed are better than 

projections of other witaesses, witaout regard for whether such projections are 

sufficientiy reHable to meet AEP Ohio's burden of proof. SpecfricaUy, P3/EPSA and 

RESA daim that the Coinmission adopted AEP Ohio's projections, witaout presenting a 

detaUed analysis of the Compan/s methodology that explains whetaer tine Company 

carried its burden of proof. 

If 73} In thett twenty-first ground for rehearing, P3/EPSA and RESA daim that 

the Commission erred in finding taat the weather normaUzed financial projection of ABP 

Ohio witness Pearce is reliable and reasonable. Specifically, P3/EPSA and RESA argue 

that flie Commission fafled to explain why the weaflier normalized case is reasonable and 

conservative; fafled to compare or analyze tae weather normalized case fri rdation to AEP 

Ohio's otaer projections; and ignored testimony from the Company indicating that the 

weather normalized case is not tae most reasonable of its projections, as weU as testimony 

showing that the Company's projections are not credible or reliable evidence. 

If 74) In thefr twenty-second ground for rehearing, P3/EPSA and RESA 

maintain that the Commission erred in faUing to consider the testimony of P3/BPSA 

witness Cavicdii regarding AEP Ohio's financial projectiora. 
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If 75\ In their twenty-thfrd ground for rehearing, F3/BPSA and RESA contend 

that the Commission erred m discounting criticisms of AEP Ohio's projections for the 

reason that tae critics failed to present a fuU projection of energy prices and net revenues 

under the PPA rider, which, according to P3/EPSA and RBSA, has no bearing on whether 

the Company's projections are reliable or properly subject to such criticisms. 

If 76) In their twenty-fifth ground for rehearfrig, P3/EPSA and RESA contend 

that the Commission erred in ignoring known downward ttends in nataral gas prices, 

when considering the parties' PPA rider projections. P3/EPSA and RESA note that the 

Commission determined that ABP Ohio's projections are reliable, despite the fact that 

they assume higher natural gas prices for tae entfre PPA term, whfle other evidence 

demonsttates that, at present nataral gas prices are low. 

If 77) In their twenty-seventa ground for rehearing, P3/EPSA and RESA argue 

that the Commission erred in finding taat tae PPA rider wiU result in a net credit to 

ratepayers over its eight-yezir term and ignored credible evidence from mtdtiple expert 

witaesses to the conttary. 

Jf 78} In thefr twenty-eighth ground for rehearing, P3/EPSA and RESA contend 

that the Commission erred in evaluatmg tae impact of the PPA rider over the eight-year 

term, whUe ignoring the short-term impacts, which predict charges to ratepayers. 

P3/EPSA and RESA note that the Commission found that the PPA rider wnll result in a 

net credit over tae eight-year term, which, according to P3/EPSA and RESA, fails to 

account for the actaal disttibution of charges and credite over the years and the inherent 

risk of the PPA proposal. 

If 79) In their twenty-ninth ground for rehearing, P3/EPSA and RESA assert 

that tae Coinmission erred in approving tae PPA rider for an dght-year term based on 

an outdated forecast, while directing that the outdated forecast be promptly replaced 
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wita an updated forecast for the first quarterly rider adjustment. According to P3/BPSA 

and RESA, AEP Ohio should have been requfred to provide an updated forecast in 

presenting its case. 

If 80} In response to OCC, OMAEG, P3/EPSA, and RESA, AEP Ohio contends 

that the Commission properly rqected arguments regarding CXC witaess WUson's use 

of forwards prices and his projected PPA rider rate impact. AEP Ohio asserts taat based 

on the evidence in the record, the Commission reasonably concluded that tae Company's 

PPA rider analysis is reliable and should be used to determine the rider's projected net 

impact, whfle also addressing the flaws fri Mr. Wilson's approach. AEP Ohio emphasizes 

that the PPA O d e r includes, conttary to the opposing interveners' contentions, a detailed 

review of tae testimony and otaer evidence that the Company presented in support of its 

projections. 

If 81} Addressing P3/EPSA's and RESA's oflier arguments, ABP Ohio contends 

that it was not unreasonable for the Commission to select a more conservative projection 

of the FPA rider's impact based upon tae Compan/s weather normalized case. AEP 

Ohio also asserts that the Coinmission addressed the substance of Mr. Cavicchi's 

testimony in the course of addressing and rejecting the opposing interveners' criticisms 

of the Company's projections. AEP Ohio points out that the Commission rejected the 

opposing interveners' use of forwards prices as a substitate for the Compan/s full 

projection of energy prices and net revenues, as wdl as thefr criticisms of the Company's 

2013 fundamentals forecast. 

jf 82) Furtaer, AEP Ohio responds that tae Commission properly recognized 

that intervenor criticisms that focus on one dement of a forecast or ene portion of the 

period addressed by the forecast miss tae point of a long-term fundamentals forecast 

which is te take into account all relevant fadors over tae longer term that it covers, and 

ignore offsetting adjustments that necessarily wotfld be made fr a comprehensive analysis 
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had been undertaken. AEP Ohio, therefore, asserts taat the Commission's observation 

that the Company presented the only comprehensive and actaal forecast of long-term 

energy prices is also an observation that selective criticisms, such as Mr. Cavicchi's, are 

inherentiy unrdiable. 

If 83) In response to arguments related to the eight-year term of the FPA rider, 

AEP Ohio asserts that there may be times when the rider produces a charge and other 

times when it produces a credit, which is due, in large par t to the rider's design as a cost-

based hedging mechanism that operates m a manner fliat is countercycUcal to wholesale 

market prices. AEP Ohio beHeves that it was appropriate fer the Commission to evaluate 

the PPA rider's net impact over its eight-year term. ABP Ohio also contends that 

P3/EPSA and RESA confuse the purpose of the Compan/s long-term forecast to estimate 

the PPA rider's net rate unpact over its eight-year term and, based on that estimate, to 

request the Commission's approval of its use for that eight-year term, on tae one hand, 

and tae task of estabUshing the quarterly rider rate for use in tae fourth quarter of 2016, 

based on information available on September 1 regarding the expected impact of the rider 

in that upcoming quarter, on the other hand. AEP Ohio asserts that the Commission's 

approach to performing each of those separate tasks was appropriate and not 

inconsistent. 

{f 84) In the PPA Order, flie Coinmission acknowledged that tae parties 

presented several dfrferent PPA rider scenarios based on differing data inputs and 

assumptions, all of which are predictions of futare conditions. FoUowing a review of the 

parties' projections, tiie Commission found, based on tae evidence of record, that AEP 

Ohio's thorough PPA rider analysis is reliable and should be used to estimate the rider's 

net impact. In particular, the Commission conduded that AEP Ohio's weather 

normalized case, which projects a net credit of $37 miUion over the current ESP term, or 

$214 million over the term of the PPA rider, is a reasonable and conservative estimate of 
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the rider's expected unpact on ratepayers.^ PPA O d e r at 78-81. Conttary to the 

argument of OCC, OMAEG, P3/EPSA, and RBSA that the Commission's decision was 

not based on the record, we specfrically discussed the evidence, including record 

citations, provided by AEP Ohio witaesses Pearce, Bletzacker, and Allen fri support of 

the Company's projected net credit, which was based on a full projection of energy prices 

and net revenues for the eight-year term of flie PPA rider. PPA O d e r at 78-79. Likewise, 

we addressed the opposing interveners' projected net cost and found that the evidence 

offered by OCC v^ritaess WUson and other intervenors was based on futares conttacts, 

which are not a reHable indicator of long-term energy prices, particularly given tae lack 

of Uquidity beyond the immediate near term, wMle Mr. WUson's analysis also did not 

account for factors such as the impact of futare carbon emission regulations. Despite 

CXCs assertion to the conttary, record citations were induded with our discussion of tae 

flaws in Mr. WUson's testimony. PPA O d e r at 79. 

If 85) Regarding Mr. Wilson's use of futures conttacts, OCC daims taat futures 

prices represent economic prindples of demand, supply, and flie resulting price, as wdl 

as reflect the consensus of market participante; taere is suffident energy futures market 

liquidity; and parties to futures ttansactions are concerned with the actaal tatare price of 

energy and account for factors such as futare carbon emission regulations. Citing AEF 

Ohio witaess Bletzacker's rebuttal testimony, among other evidence, tae Commission 

rejected taese same arguments fri the PPA Oder . PPA O d e r at 79. Noting taat energy 

industry consultancies do not rely upon the energy futures market for long-term energy 

market forecasts, Mr. Bletzacker testfried that a futures price reflects the price pofrit at 

which a buyer and seller realize price certainty for the purpose of speculating or avoiding 

As modified above, the PPA rider, including only ihe OVEC PPA, is projected, under AEP Ohio's 
weatiier normalized case, to provide ratepayers with a net credit of approximately $110 million, 
without accounting for the eftect of PJM's Capadty Performance aucticais, over the period of October 
31, 2015, through December 31,2024 (IGS Ex. 1). For the cunent ESP term, the projected net credit is 
approximately $11 million (IGS Ex. 1). 
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price volatiUty through hedging, as opposed to an indication of the futare spot market 

price of the commodity; there is litfle te no open interest in the energy futures market 

beyond 2019; and futares prices do not exhibit any saHent inclusion of a carbon emissions 

allowance price to account for tiie Qean Power Plan (Co. Ex. 50 at 2-6), AdditionaUy, Mr. 

WUson used the monthly forwards prices for the period of November 2019 through 

October 2020 as proxies for tae period of November 2020 through December 2024, m light 

of the fact that there were no AEP-Dayton Hub Day Ahead forwards prices for that time 

period. As we noted in the PPA Order, Mr. WUson's approach of recycling through the 

monthly futares prices for November 2019 through Otober 2020 across roughly the final 

four years of the PPA rider is not reasonable. PPA Order at 79. 

If 86) As Mr. Bletzacker testified, rather than relying on energy futares prices, a 

comprehensive electricity market forecasting model that captares ali aspects of the long-

term energy markets should be used to forecast long-term energy prices (Co. Ex. 50 at 1-

2), which is what tae Company provided in support of its amended application and, 

subsequently, tae stipulation. PPA Order at 78. We specificaUy found that AEP Ohio's 

analysis was thorough and reUable; provided an actaal, complete forecast of long-term 

energy prices; and offered four cases demonsttating tae effect of variation in load, 

including a weather normalized case that was used by the signatory parties as the basis 

for their recommended PPA rider rate. PPA Order at 78-80. The Commission, therefore, 

finds no merit in the opposing interveners' claims with respect to the burden of proof or 

support for flie weather normalized case. The Commission cited the evidence provided 

by AEP Ohio in support of its methodology and each of the four cases and we find no 

error fri having adopted the weather normalized case as a reasonable, yet conservative, 

projection among the cases that were presented and supported by the Company, 

particularly given that it was the basis fer flne signatory parties' recommended PPA rider 

rate. Further, we do not agree with the opposing interveners' arguments that it was 

necessary for AEP Ohio te use a mere recent fundamentals forecast and, in any event tae 
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record reflects that fr the Company had done so, higher dectticity prices may have 

resulted in a more favorable outeome for ratepayers, PPA Order at 80. 

If 87) Turning to the issue of P3/EPSA witaess Cavicchi's testimony, although 

Mr. Cavicchi was not mentioned by name, the Commission addressed the substance oi 

the opposing interveners' criticisms, induding those of Mr. Ovicchi, with respect te AEP 

Ohio's forecast. The Commission focused on OCC witaess Wilson's testimony, in light 

of the fact that Mr. WUson offered the only projection of the PPA rider's expected rate 

impact under the stipulation. Nonetheless, the Coinmission also generally rejected the 

opposing interveners' reliance on futures prices over the long term, as well as thefr claims 

regarding near-term gas prices and other arguments against AEP Ohio's analysis and its 

2013 fundamentals forecast in particular. PPA O d e r at 79-80. Conduding that we were 

not persuaded by the non-signatory parties' criticisms of ABP Ohio's forecast the 

Commission noted that no parfy, other than the Company, had presented a full projection 

of energy prices and net revenues. PPA O d e r at 80. This point was not made to shift the 

burden ef proof to the opposing intervenors, as P3/EPSA and RESA claim, but rather 

was made for the purpose of higWighting that tae opposing intervenors incorporated, to 

a considerable extent elements of AEP Ohio's forecast in their own testimony, while 

offering criticisms of other elements. As AEP Ohio notes, the opposing interveners' 

selective focus on isolated elements of the Company's long-term forecast over a near-

term period fails to take into account the countervaUing impacts that the broader and 

longer view would have on the overaU assessment. We agree that a long-term 

fundamentals forecast must account for all relevant factors over the entfre period in 

question. 

If 88} Fmally, we find no merit in P3/EPSA's and RESA's arguments regarding 

the Commission's evaluation of the PPA rider's projected overall impact over tae eight-

year term of the rider. Having found taat AEP Ohio's PPA rider analysis is reliable and 
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should be used to determine the rider's projected impact, we concluded that the rider is 

reasonably estimated to provide ratepayers with a near-term net credit of $37 miUion 

over the current ESP term, or a long-term net credit of $214 miUion over the full term of 

the rider. PPA Oder at 80. We, therefore, considered both the short- and long-term 

impacts of the PPA rider.^ 

{f 89) For these reasons, we find that the applications for rehearing filed by 

CXC, OMAEG, P3/EPSA, and RESA wita respect to our analysis of the parties' PPA rider 

projections should be denied. 

3. PPA RIDER RATE IMPACT MECHANISM 

If 90) In subpart C of its second ground for rehearing, AEP Ohio maintains that 

the Commission should reverse tae five percent customer bill cap imposed for the PPA 

rider, fr tae rider is made bypassable on rehearing. AEP Ohio pointe out that, in the event 

that there are unanticipated futare cfrcumstances that lead the Commission to desfre rate 

mitigation for SSO customers, the Commission can authorize a deferral at that time and, 

in any event, SSO customers retain the opportunity to shop and avoid the FPA rider. 

{f 91) CXC/APJN argue that the five percent limit should be retained, because, 

if more customers elect to shop in order to bypass the PFA rider, non-shopping customers 

wiU face increased rates. 

(f 92) OMAEG also contends that any customer subject to an OVEC-only FPA 

rider should be eligible for protection under the rate impact mechanism established by 

the Commission, consistent wita the Commission's duty under R.C. 4928.02(A) to ensure 

reasonably priced retail electric service. 

^ As modified above, the OVEC-only FPA rider is projected to result in a net credit of approximately 
$11 JcniUion and $110 miUIion over the rider's short- and long-term periods, respectively (JGS Ex, 1). 
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{f 93} Although F3/EPSA dispute tae effectiveness of the rate impact 

mechanism imposed by the Commission, P3/EPSA assert that the mechanism should be 

retained, even fr the PPA rider is made bypassable, in order to protect SSO customers 

from the risks assodated wita the rider. 

If 94} In its seventh ground for rehearing, OCC claims that the Commission's 

PPA rider rate impact mechanism is unreasonable. OCC argues that, in order to protect 

consumers, the Coinmission should confirm taat customer rate increases through May 

31,2018, are capped at five percent of the generation component of tae June 1,2015 SSO 

rate plan biU; confirm that any lost revenue due to the rate frnpact mechanism sought to 

be recovered in a subsequent quarter is subject to tae five percent cap; and conffrm taat 

ABP Ohio cannot charge customers for any revenue reduction resulting from the 

implementation of tae rate impact mechanism after May 31,2018. 

(f 95) In their twenty-fourth ground for rehearing, P3/EPSA and RESA argue 

that the Commission erred in finding that a two-year limit on rate increases rdated to the 

FPA rider wUl protect customers against price fluctuations and provide additional rate 

StabUity. SpecificaUy, P3/EPSA and RESA claim that the actaal effect of the limit on 

ratepayers is undear; the Commission failed to explain why the limit applies only for the 

ffrst two years; the limit wiU net negate the price fiuctaations caused by the PPA rider's 

quarterly reconciUation process; and AEP Ohio was permitted to roll over any amounts 

not recovered due to tae limit on rate increases in tae ffrst two years. 

If 96} In thefr twenty-sixth ground for rehearing, P3/EPSA and RESA maintam 

that the Commission erred by net imposing annual and aggregate limits on PPA rider 

charges. P3/ EPSA and RESA claim that, in tae absence of such limite, significant charges 

would undermine the Commission's condusion taat the PPA rider benefits ratepayers 

and the rider's use as a hedge would have an unlimited downside. 
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(f 97) In their thirty-fifth ground for rehearing, P3/EPSA and RBSA argue that 

the Commission erred m adopting a Umitation on the PPA rider during the ffrst two 

years, without providing a coherent formtJa for the calculation of the limitation. 

According to P3/EPSA and RESA, both the mechanics and impact of the Commission's 

limitation are undear. 

{f 98) In response to OCC, P3/EPSA, and RESA, AEP Ohio pofrits out that, fr 

the bill cap is eliminated as proposed by the Company, tae arguments of tae parties will 

be moot Additionally, AEP Ohio contends that CXCs attempte to convert the bfll cap 

from a deferral and future recovery mechanism to a revenue disallowance mechanism 

should be rejected. According to AEP Ohio, the Commission appropriately exercised ite 

judgment in specifying fhe biU cap that should be applied. AEP Ohio also believes taat 

P3/EPSA's and RESA's argumente miss the point of the rate impact mechanism, which, 

according to the Company, is to provide a cap on the magnitade of PPA rider charges 

during the ffrst two years of ite term and is not to eliminate the possibility of charges. 

If 99) In the PPA Oder , the Commission dfrected AEP Ohio to Hmit customer 

rate increases related te the PPA rider at five percent of the June 1,2015 SSO rate plan biU 

schedules fer the remainder of the current ESP period through May 31,2018. PPA O d e r 

at 81-82. AEP Ohio requests that the Commission diminate the PPA rider rate impact 

mechanism, fr the rider is made bypassable on rehearing. In Hght of our directive above 

that tae PPA rider should remain a non-bypassable rider, subpart C ef AEP Ohio's second 

ground for rehearing should be denied as moot. 

If 100} The Commission also ffrids that the requeste for rehearing fUed by OCC, 

P3/EPSA, and RESA regarding the PPA rider rate impact mechanism should be denied. 

In the PPA Oder , the Commission acknowledged that the PPA rider projections in these 

cases are merely predictions and taat even the most reliable projections may be proven 

wrong in the futare, particularly over an eight-year timeframe. The Commission, 
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„taerefore,-found.it. appropriate to implement a-rate impact mechanism, in order to 

provide additional rate stability for customers- PPA O d e r at 81. We conduded that a 

five percent limit for the ffrst two years of the PPA rider is appropriate, and the parties 

have offered no reason for conduding that our judgment regarding tiie level or duration 

of the rate impact mechanism was unreasonable. With respect to thefr argumente that 

tae rate impact mechanism is unclearly defined, it appears that OCC, P3/EPSA, and 

RESA are actaally seeking a redesign of the mechanism, as taey disagree with the 

Commission's dfrective that any revenue reduction resulting from the implementation of 

tae mechanism shall be reflected in the calculation of the PPA rider's over/under-

recovery balance for recovery in AEP Ohio's next quarterly update fUfrig. Again, the 

specific rate frnpact mechanism set forth in tae PPA O d e r is intended to provide 

additional rate stabUity for customers and, as with other modifications to tae stipulation, 

was deemed necessary to ensure that the stipulation benefite ratepayers and the pubUc 

interest. In any event, tae Commission notes that simUar mechanisms have been 

unplemented for AEP Ohio's ratepayers in the past See, e.g., In re Columbus Southern 

Power Co. and Ohio Power Co., Case No. 11-346-EL-SSO, et al.. Opinion and O d e r (Aug, 8, 

2012) at 70, Entry on Rehearing Qan. 30,2013) at 40. 

4. BENEFITS OF THE STIPULATION 

a. General 

If 101) In ite second ground for rehearing, AEP Ohio argues that tae 

Commission's large number of modifications to the stipulation were not necessary to 

meet the Commission's three-part test fer reviewing and adopting stipulations. AEP 

Ohio furtaer argues fliat the Commission's modfrications wUl discourage parties from 

participating in setflement negotiations fri futare proceedings. Therefore, fri addition to 

requesting the inclusion of only the OVEC PPA in the PPA rider, AEP Ohio also requests 

that certain modifications be reversed or clarfried with respect to renewable energy 
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resources, C^apadty Performance penalties, and the FPA rider rate impact mechanism, as 

further addressed elsewhere m this Second Entty on Rehearfrig. 

If 102} P3/EPSA note that ABP Ohio failed to perfect ite second ground for 

rehearing. P3/EPSA argue that it is unclear whether AEP Ohio intended for this 

argument to stand alone as a separate ground for rehearing and, in any event the 

Company did not comply with the specificity requfremente of R.C. 4903.10. P3/EPSA 

point out that AEP Ohio failed to identify the large number of modfrications that it 

bdieves were unnecessary to satisfy the three-part test, as weU as the modifications that 

it believes wiU discourage parties from partidpating in settiement negotiations in futare 

proceedings. 

If 103} The Coinmission agrees with P3/EPSA fliat AEP Ohio has not sufficientiy 

identified the "large number of modifications" to the stipulation that the Company finds 

unnecessary, given that the Company has specificaUy questioned only a few of tae 

modifications in its application fer rehearing. In any event, the Commission does not 

agree with AEP Ohio's contention taat the modifications to the stiptflation exceeded what 

was necessary to ensure that the stipulation satisfies the three-part test. The 

Commission's modifications to the stipulation in these proceedings were fuUy explained 

in the PPA O d e r and were found necessary to enable us to determine that the stipulation, 

as modified, meete the three-part test. Neitaer do we agree with AEP Ohio's assertion 

that our modfrications wdU discourage parties from engaging in settiement discussions in 

the futare. The parties to Commission proceedings are certainly aware that, in any 

stiptflated case, taere is always a possibUity that the Commission may determine, in 

evaluating a stipulation under tae three-part test, that modfrications to the stipulation are 

necessary. AEP Ohio's request for rehearing on this issue should, taerefore, be denied. 

If 104) In ite eighth ground for rehearing, OCC argues, as a general matter, taat 

the PPA Order is unlawful and unreasonable because the Commission misapplied the 
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setflement test and did not determine if the stipulation, as a package, benefite ratepayers 

and the public interest. CXC also raises a number of specific argumente on this pomt 

which are addressed elsewhere m this Second Entty on Rehearing. 

If 105) In thdr eighteenth ground for rehearing, P3/EPSA and RESA contend 

that the Conunission erred in finding that the stipulation is reasonable fr it benefite 

ratepayers and tae public interest as a package, regardless of the natare and extent of ite 

harmful effecte. P3/EPSA and RESA claim taat the Commission should have determined 

whether provisions in the stipulation that harm ratepayers and the public interest are so 

essential to the proper functioning of the stipulation that fliey must be retained fri order 

to achieve the other benefite that tae stipulation provides. Accordmg to P3/BPSA and 

RBSA, the Commission skipped taat type ef analysis, instead erroneously finding fliat, 

because certain parte of the stipulation provide benefite, flne stipulation is beneficial as a 

package. 

If 106) According to AEF Ohio, a settlement agreement by ite natare, typicaUy 

mvolves parties to a case compromising thefr litigation positions ui order to reach an 

accord, which, as the Commission recognized, has value and avoids the time and expense 

of Utigation. Noting that the PPA O d e r addresses a number of specific stipulation 

provisions that the Cbmmission weighed and modified, AEP Ohio disagrees with the 

claim that the Commission blindly accepted a setflement package witaout suffident 

review. 

ff 107) We disagree with CXC's general contention that the Commission 

misapplied the setflement test and did not determine whether tae stipulation benefite 

ratepayers and the public interest. We also disagree with the position of P3/EPSA and 

RESA that tae Commission erred m finding that the stipulation is reasonable because it 

benefite ratepayers and the public interest as a package. The second part ef the three part 

test used by the Commission to consider the reasonableness of a stipulation, which has 
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been endorsed by the Supreme Court of Ohio, is whether tae settlement as a package, 

benefite ratepayers and the public interest PPA O d e r at 48-49,77-78, citing Indus. Energy 

Consumers ofOhio Power Co. v. Pub. Util Comm., 68 Ohio St.3d 559,629 N.B.2d 423 (1994); 

Consumers' Counsel v. Pub. Util Comm., 64 Ohio St.3d 123,126,592 N.E.2d 1370 (1992). In 

conduding that tae modified stiptflation, as a package, does benefit ratepayers and the 

public interest, the Commission provided an approximately 15-page analysis of our 

appUcation of the second part of the three-part test based on tae evidence of record, 

including a detaUed discussion of the stipulation's numerous benefite, PPA Order at 77-

92. Conttary to P3/EPSA's and RESA's assertion, the Commission also addressed the 

purported harms raised by the opposing fritervenors and modified the stipulation as 

necessary. For example, we addressed OCC witaess WUson's PPA rider projection, 

whichwassupportedby several of the non-signatory parties. PPA O d e r at 79. Although 

tae Coinmission found that Mr. WUson's projection was flawed for numerous reasons, 

we nevertaeless imposed a PPA rider rate impact mechanism m order te protect 

customers. PPA Order at 81. Further, in response to the opposing interveners' concems, 

the Coinmission set forth a number of parameters regarding bidding behavior, as well as 

Hmitations with respect to recovery of certain coste through the PPA rider, such as 

excluding the costs assodated with Capadty Performance penalties, certain forced 

outages, and conversion of the PPA unite. PPA O d e r at 87-88,89, 90-91. We find that 

the requeste of OCC, P3/EPSA, and RESA for a reweighing of the evidence with respect 

to the second part of the three-part test should be denied. 

If 108) In ite application fer rehearmg, MAREC requeste that the Coinmission 

consider MAREC's position in these proceedmgs when reviewing the FERC Affiliate PPA 

Order and the other applications for rehearfrig, MAREC emphasizes the necessity ef 

preserving the benefite of the stipulation. 
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If 109) The Commission finds that MAREC failed to identify any basis on which 

the PPA O d e r is unlawful or unreasonable. Accordingly, MAREC's application for 

rehearing is procedurally deficient under R.C 4903.10 and should be denied, 

b. Retail Kate StabiUty and Other Benefits of the PPA Kider 

jf 110} In subpart G of ite third ground for rehearing, OMAEG argues that the 

Commission erred m concluding that tae PPA rider wiU function as a finandal hedge and 

provide rate stabUity. OMAEG notes that considerable uncertainty regarding cost 

management and unit performance, along with unUateral imposition of the PPA rider on 

customers, prohibite the rider from fimctioning as a tme hedge. Regarding rate stabiUty, 

OMAEG dafrns that AEP Ohio did not quantify customers' exposure to retail rate 

volatility or even demonsttate that such volatility is a problem. Accordfrig to OMAEG, 

customers wiU experience sigmficant swings in PPA rider rates due te the quarterly 

reconcUiation process. 

{ f i l l } In ite eighth ground for rehearing, Dynegy maintains that tae 

Coinmission unreasonably and unlawfuUy found that the PPA rider promotes retail rate 

StabUity. Accordfrig to Dynegy, the Commission ignored evidence fliat fhe PPA rider wrill 

have no positive effect on retaU rate stabUity and may, due te the quarterly reconciHation 

process, destabilize retail rates. 

If 112) In their thirty-first ground for rdiearing, P3/EPSA and RESA argue that 

the Commission erred in finding that the PPA rider wUl provide rate stability for aU 

ratepayers in the state. P3/EPSA and RESA point out that the PPA rider wUl only apply 

to ABP Ohio's ratepayers. 

If 113} In thefr thirty-second ground for rehearing, P3/EPSA and RESA contend 

that tae Commission erred fri finding that the PPA rider wfll stabilize rates, even though 

the PPA rider does not guarantee a sufficient net credit to ratepayers to offset the rider's 
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volatility. In particular, F3/EPSA and RESA claim that retail markete in Ohio are not at 

the mercy ef wholesale spot market prices; the PPA rider wiU not correspond to actaal 

coste er be countercycUcal to tae movement of wholesale prices due te the quarterly 

recondliation process; smaU changes in power prices could result incompletely dfrferent 

rate results; and there is a lack of reliable evidence that the rider wfll reduce retafl price 

volatility. 

If 114) In thefr thfrty-third groimd for rehearing, P3/EPSA and RESA maintain 

that the Commission erred in finding that quarterly adjustmente of forecasted values wiU 

provide rate stabUity, when they wiU actaaUy, according to P3/EPSA and RESA, lead to 

instabiUty. 

If 115) In thdr fliirty-feurfli ground for rehearing, P3/EPSA and RESA assert 

that the Commission erred in finding that the PPA rider provides a more balanced 

approach than relying exclusively en the market when there are existing mechanisms to 

protect against rate volatUity. 

(f 116) In response to OMAEG, Dynegy, P3/EPSA, and RESA, AEP Ohio asserte 

that tae Coinmission already considered and rejected taeir argumente, in finding that the 

PPA rider wUl benefit customers as a finandal hedging mechanism that protecte against 

price volatility in the market. AEP Ohio contends that the evidence reflecte that the PPA 

rider is designed to hedge agafrist longer term changes in market prices in a way taat 

cannot be accomplished through fbced price CRES conttacte or the staggering and 

laddering of SSO auctions, AEP Ohio adds fliat the PPA rider's quarterly recondliation 

process wiU not impact the rider's long-term dampening effect on rate volatUity, AEP 

Ohio argues that the PPA rider's design ensures that the rider will act in a coimtercyclical 

manner to wholesale market price changes and will dampen, over tae entire course of the 

rider, the overall impact of the wholesale market on retaU rates, while tae quarterly 
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reconcUiation process wUl provide customers wita a more stable and predictable effect 

due to the timely rider updates. 

{f 117) Emphasizing that rate stability is an essential component of an ESP that 

may be established under R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d), the Commission found, in the PPA 

Oder , that the PPA rider wUl protect retafl customers ttom price volatUity in the market 

Based on the record in taese proceedmgs, we noted that tae PPA rider wUl provide added 

rate stabUity dm:ing periods of extteme weather, when the rider is expected to offset 

severe price spikes, as confirmed by AEP Ohio's dfrferent scenarios showing the 

asymmetric impact that harsh weather and economic factors have on electric prices, 

where increases in load tend te fricrease prices more so than load reductions decrease 

prices- We recognized that, fr load increases due to weather or economic conditions, 

shopping and SSO customers wfll be exposed to tae resulting higher wholesale prices, 

which the PPA rider wiU partially offset The Conunission concluded that the PPA rider, 

as a cost-based hedging mechanism, provides the benefit of a more balanced approach 

than rd)ang exclusively en the market. PPA O d e r at 83. Although the value of the PPA 

rider as a cost-based hedging mechanism is diminished by the affiliate PPA's exclusion 

from the rider, we find that the OVEC PPA wiU nevertadess provide some measure of 

rate stabiUty benefit over tae extended term of the rider, particularly when combined 

with the renewable energy PPAs that may be included fri the rider in the future. For taese 

reasons, the Commission again finds taat tae PPA rider wUl protect retaU ratepayers 

against volatUe market prices over the course of the rider's entfre term and, taerefore, we 

do not agree that the quarterly reconciliation process wUl negate the rider's rate stabUity 

benefite. Finally, we find no merit in tae position of P3/EPSA and RESA that the 

Conunission erred in finding that the modified stipulation will promote retail rate 

StabUity for all ratepayers in fliis state. We certainly agree fliat the PPA rider is applicable 

only to ratepayers in AEP Ohio's service territory, and our reference to "all ratepayers fri 

this state" was not intended te suggest otaerwise. Accordingly, the applications for 
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rehearing filed by OMAEG, Dynegy, P3/EPSA, and RESA wita respect to the issue of 

rate stabUity should, therefore, be denied. 

If 118} In subpart B of ite eighth groimd for rehearing, CCC argues that reducing 

the retum on equity (ROE) and shortening the PPA's length are benefite only to the 

degree that the stipulation is compared to ABP Ohio's amended application, which is not 

the proper standard. Rataer, OCC notes that the Commission must determine whether 

the stipulation, standing on its own, benefite customers and the public interest. 

If 119} ABP Ohio responds that tae Conmnissien addressed many other benefits 

of the stipulation and, taken in combination, it was appropriate for the Commission to 

consider the Compan/s compromises on tae ROE and the term of the PPA, in weighing 

tae overall stipiUation package under review. 

{f 120) The Commission agrees with CXC that the stipulation, of ite own accord, 

must benefit ratepayers and the public mterest to satisfy the second part of the three-part 

test. However, particularly under tae drcumstances of these proceedings, where AEP 

Ohio's amended application was filed with supporting testimony and subject to a full 

evidentiary hearing, we find no error in having noted that, ta the stipulation, AEP Ohio 

agreed to concessions with respect to the ROE and the term of the affiliate PPA. Among 

aU of flie other benefite in the stiptflation, which we addressed in the PPA Oder, we 

specfrically found that tae stipulation's fixed ROE of 10.38 percent and the eight-year 

term of the affUiate PPA "will also benefit customers," noting tae considerable extent of 

the differences between tae stipulation and tae amended application as another measure 

of the stipulation's overall reasonableness as a package. PPA Oder at 84. We, therefore, 

find that subpart B of CXC's eightii ground for rehearfrig lacks merit and should be 

denied. Further, to the extent that subpart B of CXC's eighth ground for rehearing 

pertains to the affUiate PPA, we find that it should also be denied as moot 
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c Future Proposals 

If 121) In subpart A of its eighta ground for rehearing, CXC argues that the 

stiptflatien's purported benefite are contingent, may not come to fmition, and may result 

in increased coste fer consumers. 

If 122) In subpart J of ite thfrd ground for rehearing, OMABG asserte that the 

Commission erred in finding that customers derive benefits from futare fUings where the 

outcome is uncertain. According to OMABG, in order for there to be value for customers, 

taere must be concrete benefite flowing to customers that can be specifically identified in 

the filing, OMAEG adds that portions of tae PPA O d e r imply that futare filmgs related 

to grid modemization and retail competition wUl be approved. OMAEG, therefore, 

requeste that the Commission darify that any future filings will be judged on thefr merite, 

following a full and fafr opportanity for intervenor participation. 

If 123) In their nineteenth ground for rehearing, P3/EPSA and RESA contend 

that the Commission erred in finding that the stipulation is reasonable on the basis of 

AEP Ohio's cemmitmente to make proposals in futare proceedings. According to 

P3/EPSA and RBSA, any benefit from such commitments is iUusory, given that 

ratepayers will not benefit from the futare filings unless and untfl they are approved by 

tae Commission. 

Jf 124} In response to OCC, OMAEG, P3/EPSA, and RESA, AEP Ohio replies 

that flie Commission appropriately recognized that fliere is value in flie Company's 

commitment to make a number of future fUings for the Commission's consideration, 

which may not have oflierwise occurred in fhe absence ef tine stipulation. AEP Ohio also 

notes that any potential cost impact for consumers can be considered by the Commission 

at the point at which the future fifing is reviewed. Noting that any futare filing wUl be 

subject to further Comnussion review, AEP Ohio disagrees wita OMAEG's contention 

that tae Commission may have predetermined the outeome of futare proceedings. 
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If 125) The Conmiission finds that the applications for rehearing ffled by CXC, 

OMAEG, P3/EPSA, and RESA regardfrig the issue of AEP Ohio's futare fUings should 

be denied. We afffrm our finding, in the PPA Oder , that there is value for customers in 

AEP Ohio's commitment to offer proposals in futare proceedings that are intended to 

promote economic development and retail competition, facUitate energy efficiency 

measures, reduce carbon emissions, expand the development ef renewable resources, 

and pursue grid modernization in the state. PPA Order at 84. There is a benefit in AEP 

Ohio's commitment to make tae futare fUings required by the stipulation, given that there 

is no guarantee that the Company would have otherwise offered the filfrigs for tae 

Commission's consideration. Further, potential coste associated with any of the 

proposals wUl be considered as part of tae Commission's review of the proposal in tae 

future proceeding, FmaUy, in the PPA Order, we specifically noted that our recognition 

ef the benefit in AEP Ohio's commitment to offer the proposals should not be consttued 

as a predetermination of the outcome of tae future proceedings, which will be decided 

based upon the record fri each case. PPA O d e r at 84. The Commission, therefore, finds 

no merit in OMAEG's contention that the PPA Order predetermined the outcome of 

future proceedings related to grid modernization and retafl competition. Although we 

recognized tae benefit in AEP Ohio's commitment to file grid modernization and retafl 

competition proposals for our futare consideration, there was no indication in the PPA 

O d e r that any such proposal will be approved by the Connmission without a thorough 

review and dedsion on flne proposal's merite or without the opportanity for tatervenor 

participation in the review process. 

d. Renewable Energy Resources, Energy Efficiency, and Fuel Diversity 

If 126} In subpart A of ite second ground for rehearing, AEP Oluo asserte, wita 

respect to the stipulation's provisions related te the development of additional renewable 

energy resources in Ohio, that the Commission should eitaer reverse or clarfry ite 

dfrectives that the Company should focus ffrst on enhancing solar projecte and 
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demonsttate taat bilateral opportunities were explored. AEP Ohio requeste that the 

Commission confirm that the rapidly waning opportanity to take advantage of tax credite 

for wfrid generation should also be expeditiously pursued, whfle also afffrmuig that the 

right of the Compan/s affiliates to own up to 50 percent of such pr<^ecte remains intact 

under the stipulation. AEP Ohio turges tae Commission to determine, first that the 

Company is not requfred to prioritize the development of solar projects over wind 

projecte and may/ therefore, submit cost recovery filings for dther type of renewable 

project as flie opportunities for each are presented; and, second, that the Company's 

affiliates may own up to 50 percent of solar projecte and 50 percent of wind projecte on 

an aggregate net basis based on installed capacity. 

If 127} MAREC argues that the Commission should grant AEP Ohio's 

application for rehearing, in order to preserve the public policy benefite provided by the 

renewable energy provisions of the stipulation. MAREC adds that it supporte AEF 

Ohio's request that tae Commission reverse or darify its dfrective that solar projects be 

pursued before wind projecte. MAREC notes that because AEP Oliio is already 

committed to develop bota types of projecte, there is no need to prioritize the 

development of one resource before tae other, whfle delaying wind projecte may hinder 

the Company's abUity to qualify for tax credite. 

If 128) In response to ABP Ohio's request OCC/ APJN claim fliat fhe renewable 

energy provisions in the stipulation would be costly fer consumers and should be 

rejected. Aside from this argument CXC/APJN assert fliat the Commission's dfrectives 

regardmg tiiis provision should be retained, as they provide seme measure of consumer 

protection, OCC/APJN add taat FBRC's recent decision confirms that AEP Ohio carmot 

enter into a ttansaction with an unregulated affiliate unless the ttansaction is reviewed 

by FERC or is subject to a waiver. 
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If 129} OMAEG contends that requfring customers to pay charges under the PPA 

rider for tae coste associated with a renewable energy PPA reached between AEP Ohio 

and an affiHate would portend the same harms that prompted FERC to rescind the waiver 

on affUiate sales resttictions granted to AEPGR and the Company with regard to the 

affiliate PPA. According to OMAEG, the Commission should foUow FERC's reasoning 

and deny AEP Ohio's request to permit an affiliate to daim an ownership stake in the 

renewable projects as contemplated by the stipulation. 

{f 130) P3/EPSA note that they take no position on the Commission's 

determination regarding the priority ef solar and wind projecte. P3/EPSA request, 

however, that the Commission deny AEP Ohio's request for clarification regarding 

affiHate ovimership of such projecte. P3/EPSA assert taat the Commission's dfrectives 

regarding bilateral conttacting opportanities and a competitive bid process for renewable 

energy projecte require no clarification, are just and reasonable, and are supported by 

sttong public policy. 

{f 131} In subpart A of ite eighth ground for rehearing, CXC argues that the cost 

associated v«ta AEP Ohio's commitment to develop 900 MW of renewable resources is 

unknown and will not benefit consumers. 

If 132} In ite eighteenth ground fer rehearmg, CXC asserte that the PPA O d e r is 

unreasonable and unlawful because the stipulation's provision for 900 MW of wind and 

solar renewable generation resources is conttary to the public interest and governing law. 

OCC notes that the Ohio General Assembly has detemuned that customers wUl benefit 

from market pricing for electtic generation service and from freezing Ohio's renewable 

energy mandate. CXC also argues that the purported public benefits of the renewable 

energy provisions in the stipulation are counter to the evidence of record, which, 

according to CXC, shows that the renewable energy projects will not result in permanent 

manufacturing jobs or equipment purchases from Ohio manufactarers. 
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{f 133} AEP Ohio replies that taere is no fridication that tae Ohio General 

Assembly has expressed its disfavor for the constmction of renewable energy in the state. 

Further, AEP Ohio notes that ite commitmente to develop 900 MW of renewable energy 

resources are subject te future Commission review and approval, induding the question 

ef cost recovery. With respect to the evidence of record, AEP Ohio asserts that CXC 

witaess Dormady acknowledged that flie proposed development of 900 MW of 

renewable energy resources has tae potential to provide economic benefit to the re^on. 

AEP Ohio condudes that CXC fafled to demonsttate taat the PPA O d e r is conttary to 

the record evidence, law, or public interest wita respect to the stipulation's renewable 

energy proposals. 

jf l34) In the PPA Oder , the Commission, in addressing AEP Ohio's 

commitment in the stipulation to devdop 500 MW of wmd capadty and 400 MW of solar 

capacity, noted that a number of wind projecte have been approved fer siting in the state, 

altaough solar projecte have not been as prevalent PPA Order at 83. We also noted that 

as the markete should be the primary drivers ef renewable energy, bUateral conttacte that 

lead to the development of renewable projecte are supported by the Connmission. PPA 

O d e r at 82-83. We, taerefore, directed that bilateral conttacting opportanities should be 

explored to support the consttuction of renewable energy projecte and that, to the extent 

such opportunities are not avaUable, the Commission would review a cost recovery filing, 

with the focus to be first on solar projecte. PPA Order at 83. 

If 135} In response to the issues raised by AEP Ohio in ite appUcation for 

rehearing, we note that although tae Commission intended to encourage AEP Ohio to 

make the development of solar projecte a priority, the PPA O d e r does not predude the 

Company from pursuing wind projecte simultaneously with solar projects. We further 

note that nothing m the PPA O d e r would preclude AEP Ohio er ite affUiates from 

owning up to 50 percent of solar projecte and 50 percent of wind projecte on an aggregate 
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net basis based on instaUed capacity. As to bilateral conttacting, the Conunission darfries 

that AEP Ohio should adhere to the stipulation and competitively bid the projecte for 

both tae remafriing ownership share and fer consttuction. Consistent with the 

stipulation, we expect taat AEP Ohio wiU work with Staff to develop each renewable 

energy project file tine EL-RDR application for each project in a separate docket and 

request and obtain the Commission's approval for any associated cost recovery in 

advance of tae commencement of consttuction of each project With these darfrications, 

the Commission finds that subpart A of ABP Ohio's second ground for rehearmg should 

be denied. 

If 136) The Commission also finds that CXC's request for rehearmg with respect 

to tae stipulation's renewable energy provisions should be denied. We find that CXC's 

concerns regarding the potential coste associated with any renewable energy project to 

be proposed are prematare at this pofrit as any cost recovery filing that occurs wiU be 

subject to the review of tae Commission. Further, we do not agree with OCC's position 

taat the stipulation's renewable energy provisions are conttary to the public interest or 

governing law. As we expressly noted fri the PPA Oder , renewable energy plays an 

integral role in promoting a reliable and cost-effective grid, and furthers the policy 

objectives set forth in R.C 4928.02. PPA O d e r at 82. 

If 137) In subpart K of ite third ground for rehearing, OMABG argues taat the 

Coinmission erred in faUmg to fmd that providing specific paymente to sdect 

beneficiaries conttavenes the intereste of customers and the public. OMAEG maintains 

that the Commission should sttike the stipulation's provisions dfrecting paymente to 

OHA and OPAE, because, accordmg to OMAEG, not all customers benefit ttom the 

provisions. 

If 138) AEP Ohio replies that tae Commission distinguished the payments to 

OHA and OPAE from other types of paymente in stipulations that the Commission has 
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previously questioned. AEP Ohio also notes that the Cbmmission requfred greater 

compliance reportfrig with respect to the paymente te OHA and OPAE. 

{f 139) The Commission found, in tae PPA Oder , taat, although the stipulation 

directe that paymente wfll be made to OHA and OPAE, the stipulation also requfres OHA 

and OPAE to implement energy effidency programs on behalf of Ohio hospitals and low-

mcome customers, respectively. Noting that energy efficiency measures provide 

significant customer benefite, we concluded taat tae paymente will be made in exchange 

for spedfic services and programs that add value to the stipulation as a package, PPA 

O d e r at 91. We do not agree with OMAEG's contention taat taese provisions of the 

stipulation are conttary to the public interest merely because they may not benefit aU 

customers. Again, the second part ef the three-part test requfres that the stipulation's 

benefite be considered as a package; there is no requfrement that any single provision of 

the setflement package must benefit each and every ratepayer. Therefore, OMAEG's 

request for rehearing on this issue should be denied. 

{f 140) In subpart A of its eighta ground fer rehearing, OCC argues that the 

stipulation is not necessary to facilitate fuel diversity, which should be left to market 

forces. 

If 141) In tae PPA Oder , the Commission found that the PPA proposal in the 

stipulation wUi facUitate generation fuel supply diversity and work to offset the price 

voiatiHty impact taat any single fuel source may have on electric rates. Conttary to CXC's 

implication that tae Coinmission indicated taat the stipulation is absolutely necessary to 

fadlitate tad diversity, we found that the stipulation wUl help te ensure that a diverse 

fud source mix is maintained in Ohio and will afford the state flexibiUty m complying 

with any futare requfrements of the Clean Power Plan. PPA O d e r at 83-84. Accordingly, 

we find that CXC's request for rehearing on this issue should be denied. 
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e. Grid Modemization 

[f 142} It ite twenty-first ground for rehearing, OCC argues that fhe PPA Order 

is unreasonable and unlawful because it approves the stipulation's grid modernization 

proposal, which contains few details or obligations that could conceivably be in the public 

interest or consistent with important regulatory prindples and practices. CXC dairxis 

that the grid modemization proposal in the stipulation does not have any binding effect 

on AEP Ohio; any futare grid modemization initiatives are sul^ect to Commission review 

in another proceeding and may not come to fmition; and the Company has faUed to 

provide a cost/bendit analysis, business case, or any other detaUs regarding ite grid 

modernization proposal. 

{f 143| In flnefr fortieth ground for rehearing, P3/EPSA and RESA claim that the 

Commission erred in finding that the stipulation, as modified, wiU modernize the grid 

through the deployment of advanced technology and development of renewable energy 

resources. P3/EPSA and RESA point out taat the grid modernization terms of the 

stipulation require only fliat AEP Ohio ffle futare applications fhat will be subject to the 

Commtesion's approval. 

If 144) AEP Ohio responds taat it has made a concrete commitment to fUe a grid 

modemization business plan by June 1, 2016, which wiU indude a ntunber of specific 

initiatives related to advanced metering infrastructare instaUation, mvestment in 

disttibution automation circuit reconfigurations, Volt/VAR Optimization, removing 

obstacles to disttibuted generation, and net metering tariffs. AEP Ohio adds that it wiU 

provide the requisite detail supporting ite grid modemization business plan in the filing. 

According to AEP Ohio, tae fact that the Commission wUl consider and approve the 

Company's spedfic grid modemization proposals in another case does not diminish or 

make inappropriate tae Commission's recognition, in taese proceedings, of the benefit 

that resulte from the Compan/s commitment to file the proposals. 
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{f 145} We fmd that the applications for rehearing filed by OCC, P3/EPSA, and 

RESA regarding the grid modernization plan lack merit and should be denied. In the 

PPA Order, the Coinmission found that AEP Ohio's commitment to file a grid 

modemization plan by June 1, 2016, addressing several important initiatives, would 

furtaer the state policy set forth in R.C 4928,02 and benefit the pubUc interest and 

ratepayers, consistent with our prior recognition that there is significant long-term value 

and benefit for customers with tae implementation of advanced metering infrasttuctare, 

distribution automation, and otaer smart grid technologies. PPA O d e r at85, dting ESP 3 

Case, Opinion and O d e r (Feb. 25,2015) at 51-52, Conttary to the opposing interveners' 

daim that the grid modernisation plan has no binding effect, AEP Ohio's obUgation to 

propose these initiatives is the first concrete step toward modemization of the grid 

tiirough tae deployment of advanced technology. As discussed above, although we find 

that there is value in AEP Ohio's commitment to fUe tae grid modemization plan, the 

plan wUl be subject to review by the Commission in a future proceeding, in which the 

costs, benefite, and implementation details of the Company's proposed grid 

modemization initiatives will be considered for approval. 

If 146} As requfred by the stipulation, on June 1, 2016, AEP Ohio filed its grid 

modernization plan in tine present proceedings. We dfrect AEP Ohio to refile ite grid 

modemization plan m a new docket te fadUtate our review of the plan. AdditionaUy, flie 

Conunission recenfly noted fliat we wiU undertake, in tiie near futare, a detaUed poUcy 

review of grid modemization. In re FirstEnergy, O s e No. 14-1297-EL-SSO (FirstEnergy 

ESF 4 Case), Fifth Entty on Rehearing (Ot, 12, 2016) at 96-97. Following this policy 

review, the Commission wiU address AEP Ohio's pending grid modernization 

application and, informed by flie resulte of that review, we wiU grant approval of the grid 

modernization programs as we deem appropriate in light oi the poHcy review. We note, 

however, that nothing in tae PPA O d e r or in this Second on Rehearing shoifld be 

consttued as preapproval of any of AEP Ohio's grid modernization programs or as 
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predetermining the outcome of the Company's gridSMART Phase 2 proceedmg, C âse 

No. 13-1939-EL-RDR, which will be addressed separatdy from our grid modernization 

policy review. 

/ . Economic Development 

If 147} In their thfrtieta grotmd for rehearing, P3/EPSA and RESA argue that the 

Coinmission erred in finding that the PPA rider and the stipulation wiU promote 

economic development by providing jobs and other economic benefite to the region. 

Specifically, P3/EPSA and RESA maintain that the PPA rider wfll not guarantee that the 

plante wrill continue to operate during the eight-year term; the stipulation will net 

guarantee that the PPA unite wUl continue to provide the same number of jobs; and tae 

stipulation wiU not guarantee the continuation of other economic benefite, given that 

numerous provisions in tae stipulation are only commitmente to file futare applications. 

P3/EPSA and RESA add taat tae CZommission unreasonably conduded, without analysis, 

that the PPA proposal wUl avoid increased ttansmission coste. 

If 148} In response to the criticism that AEP Ohio did not propose to create any 

new jobs, the Company responds that tae Commission's factor from the ESP 3 Case 

requfred the Company to address the impact taat a generating plant dosure would have 

on electtic prices and economic development AEP Ohio adds that retaining a job cmd 

creating a job have an equal effect on the employment rate and economic prosperity. 

With respect to avoided ttansmission coste, AEP Ohio pointe out taat P3/EPSA and 

RESA failed to explain how the Commission erred in crediting the Compan/s evidence 

on this issue, 

[f 149) In tae PPA Oder , tae Commission found that tae stipulation's PPA 

proposal wUl ensure that the PPA unite contmue to provide jobs and ether economic 

benefite to the region, while avoiding the potential fer increased ttansmission coste that 

may result from prematare retfrements. PPA O d e r at 84. The Commission cited the 
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evidence of record in support of this finding. Conttary to P3/EPSA's and RESA's daim, 

tae Commission did not find taat tae stipulation wotfld necessarUy guarantee either 

avoided ttansmission coste or a particular Ievd of jobs or other economic benefite. 

P3/EPSA and RESA have misconsttued tae extent of the Commission's findfrig and, 

therefore, thefr requeste fer rehearing on this issue shotfld be denied. 

g. Retail Competition 

If 150) In thefr forty-first grotmd for rehearing, P3/EPSA and RESA argue that 

tae Commission erred in finding that the stipulation, as modified, will promote retaU 

competition by enabling competitive providers to offer innovative producte to serve 

customers' needs. P3/EPSA and RESA note that, under the stipulation's provisions 

related to retail competition, AEP Ohio is only requfred to file future applications that 

wiU be sul^ect to regulatory review and approval. 

If 151) AEP Ohio asserte that by approving the signatory parties' agreement te 

address the details of each retafl competition related proposal in futare fUings taat wiU 

include thorough Commission review and oversight the Commission has guaranteed 

flnat each proposal, if approved, wiU be based on the facte and circun^tances attendant 

at that time, wiU incorporate the most advanced analysis and considerations then 

available, and wil\ promote the most current OMo energy policies. AEF Ohio adds taat 

tae Commission has also properly exercised ite ample discretion over tae management 

of ite dockete, in recognizing flne benefit of the proposals but choosing to address the 

details of thefr approval and implementation in separate proceedings. 

(f 152} In the PPA Oder , tae Commission found that there is value in AEP Ohio's 

commitment to offer certain proposals intended to promote retail competition, induding 

a supplier consoUdated biUing pilot program, with hafr of the coste to be paid by certam 

signatory parties. PPA Oder at 84,85. Although the supplier consolidated biUing pUot 

program and other retaU competition proposals wUI be subject to review by the 
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Commission in a future proceeding, customers benefit from AEP Ohio's obligation to 

offer these proposals for the Commission's consideration, which may not have oflierwise 

occurred in the absence of the stipulation. We, therefore, find that the requeste of 

P3/EPSA and RESA fer rehearuig on flus issue should be denied. 

5. COMMISSION'S FACTORS 

If 153) In ite ninth ground for rehearing, CXC argues that the Conunission's 

evaluation of the stipulation based on the factors discussed m the ESP 3 Case was 

unlawful because fliere is no final appealable order in that case. CXC adds that tteating 

the ESP 3 Case as final and appealable deprived flie parties of thefr righte of appeal and 

due process. According to CXC, it is improper te rely on the ESF 3 Case as legal 

precedent. 

{f 154] In response, AEP Ohio asserte that the Commission's consideration of the 

factors from the ESP 3 Case was proper. Further, AEP Ohio argues that OCC raised this 

issue for the first time in ite application for rehearing, despite the fact that OCC had ample 

opportunity to address whetaer consideration of the factors in taese proceedings would 

run counter to the parties' due process righte. AEP Ohio beHeves that CXC has 

relinquished any right to question, at this stage in the proceedings, the procedural 

propriety of the application of the Commission's factors. 

If 155} In ite tenth ground for rehearing, OCC daims that the Commission's 

decision that AEP Ohio met ite burden under the factors from the ESP 3 Case is 

unreasonable and against the manifest weight of the evidence. OCC argues that the PPA 

Oder includes little analysis of the factors from the ESP 3 Case and faUs to address any 

of CXC's recommended factors to ensure that consumers are protected. 

If 156} AEP Ohio responds that tae record evidence supporte the Commission's 

findings regardmg the factors set forth fri the ESP 3 Case. 
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If 157} In subpart B of its third ground for rehearfrig, OMAEG argues that the 

Commission erred in finding that a financial need cxiste to keep the PPA unite in 

operation; the unite are at risk of retirement; and Opacity Performance revenues wiU 

be insufficient to support the unite. 

If 158} In ite memorandum contta, AEP Ohio argues that without the PPA rider, 

the generating urute face a materially elevated risk of early retfrement and have a 

significant financial need, because near-term PJM capacity market revenues are far below 

the fixed coste of the plante. 

If 159} In subpart C of ite thfrd ground for rehearing, OMAEG contends that the 

Coinmission erred in finding fliat the PPA units are necessary to maintain reUability and 

support supply diversity. According to OMAEG, dedsions regarding reUability should 

be made by PJM; there is ample resource adequacy in the PJM region; and FJM's 

rdiability must-run arrangement is an existing means to address any reliabUity concems. 

Regarding supply diversity, OMAEG argues that the FPA Oder solidifies coal's 

hegemony over aU other generation resources in the state. OMAEG furflier argues taat 

the Cbmmission faUed to explain ite finding that the PPA proposal may protect against a 

potential over-reliance on natural gas generation. 

If 160) AEP Ohio replies that OMAEG's argument improperly ignores the 

ttaditional role of the Commission in resource planning at the retail level, which is 

complementary to the resource planning role of PJM and FERC at the wholesale leveL 

If 161) In subpart D of its third ground fer rehearing, OMAEG argues that the 

Commission erred in faUing lo prohibit AEP Ohio from recovermg envfronmental 

compliance coste from customers. Specifically, OMAEG contends tinat the Commission 

has no statatory authority to consider envfronmental compliance; requfring customers to 

bear the risk associated with current and futiire envfronmental regtflations wiU harm the 
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state's effectiveness in the global economy; and there is a likelihood that the PPA units 

will be subject to increasingly sttict limits on carbon emissions, resulting in mcreased 

customer coste. 

If 162} AEP Ohio contends that OMAEG's argument has no relation to the 

envfronmental compliance factor set forth by the Commission in the ESP 3 Case. AEP 

Ohio adds that OMAEG's position has afready been considered and rejected by the 

Commission. 

If 163) In subpart E of ife thfrd ground fer rehearing, OMAEG maintains that the 

Commission erred in rdying on ABP Ohio's flawed economic frnpact analysis. 

According te OMAEG, AEP Ohio's economic analysis was sponsored by a witaess 

lacking tae requisite expertise; reste on a rudimentary economic impact methodology; 

inappropriatdy assum.es taat all coal workers in Ohio that supply coal to the PPA unite 

would retire fr the units dose; and ignores the countervailing economic benefite that 

could result from a plant dosure. 

If 164} In response, AEP Ohio asserte that there is considerable evidence in the 

record showing the economic impact ef the PPA unite, induding tae number of workers 

employed, direct annual payroU income of taese workers, annual property taxes, and 

additional supported jobs and income. Wita respect to the OVEC units in partictUar, AEP 

Ohio notes that the record reflecte that the unite provide annual economic benefite of over 

$40 milHon in tae surrounding region and $100 mfllion in tine state. Regarding OMAEG's 

criticism of AEP Ohio's use of the economic base model, the Company responds that ite 

chosen method was a sttaightforward way m which to measure the overaU economic 

impact of a generating fadUty on ite community, including the likely economic impact of 

a plant dosure. AEP Ohio adds that no otaer party inttoduced an altemative economic 

modd or any specific figures showing an alternative view of tae PPA units' economic 

impact. 

http://assum.es
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If 165} In the ESP 3 Case, the Coinmission dfrected AEP Ohio, at a minimum, to 

address four specfric factors, which the Commission would consider in deciding whetaer 

to approve any futare PPA rider filmg seeking cost recovery. The Commission indicated, 

however, that we would not be bound by these factors. ESP 3 Case, Opinion and Order 

(Feb. 25,2015) at 25. We, therefore, fmd no merit in CXCs argument taat it was in some 

way prejudiced, given that we clearly stated that our decision regarding any futare cost 

recovery filing would not be Umited to consideration of the factors. Further, although we 

addressed, fri the PPA Order, the evidence oi record related to the factors from the ESF 3 

Case, we specifically noted that our dedsion regarding the stipulation's PPA rider 

proposal was based on flie Commission's retafl ratemaking authority and our application 

of tae three-part test raflier than the factors from the ESP 3 Case. PPA O d e r at 86. 

Because we expressly noted that our dedsion in taese proceedings did not tam on the 

factors, we disagree with OCC's and OMAEG's contentions that the PPA O d e r is against 

the manfrest weight of tae evidence. The Commission did no t at any point make any 

specific fmdings regarding tae PPA xmite' financial need, rdiabUity, or envfronmental 

compliance, or regarding the economic impact ef plant dosures on electtic prices, as 

OMAEG aUeges. Neither did the Commission find, as OCC claims, that AEP Ohio "met 

ite burden under the factors." Instead, we merely noted that tae Commission had 

considered the evidence addressing tae factors, as we indicated in tae ESP 3 Case that we 

would do. We then summarized the testimony offered by AEP Ohio in response to our 

dfrective in the ESF 3 Case, in the interest ef conducting a complete review of tae evidence 

of record. 

If 166) AdditionaUy, CXC and the other parties were afforded a fuU and fair 

opportanity to provide testimony and cross-examine witaesses during the evidentiary 

hearings en the amended application and the stipulation, and the testimony offered and 

admitted into the record was not limited te tae factors identfried in the ESP 3 Case. The 

parties were also afforded tae opportunity to conduct discovery and fUe briefs in these 
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proceedings. Conttary to CXC's daim, the Commission considered aU of the evidence 

offered by the parties, and made a number of modfrications te the stipulation, in order to 

ensure that the stipulation benefite ratepayers and tae public interest. Finally, we do not 

agree with OCC's contention that the Commission improperly rdied en the ESP 3 Case 

as precedent, given that Commission orders become effective immediately, pursuant to 

R.C 4903.15. Accordmgly, CXCs and OMAEG's requeste for rehearmg regarding the 

factors from the ESP 3 Case should be denied. 

6. ANNUAL PRUDENCY REVIEW 

a. Commission Oversight 

If 167) In subpart I of ite third ground for rehearing, OMAEG argues that the 

Commission erred in finding that tae requfremente fi-om the ESF 3 Case pertaining to 

information sharing, review, and oversight were met. OMABG notes that neither the 

affUiate PPA nor the OVEC PPA direcfly provides information access righte to the 

Commission or Staff. OMAEG adds that tae stipulation fails to establish any means for 

tae Commission or Staff to obtain information regarding the OVEC PPA. 

If 168} In ite sixth ground for rehearing, Dynegy contends that the Commission 

umeasonably and unlawfuUy found that ite oversight over the PPA rider would be 

sufficient SpecificaUy, Dynegy asserts that the Commission fafled to address 

mtervenors' argumente that tae stipulation does not provide for a broad review of the 

PPA rider, oversight of AEPGR's books, or sufficient information sharung between 

AEPGR and Staff. 

If 169) ABP Ohio replies that the Commission addressed the oversight and 

information sharing process at length and disagreed wita claims taat the annual 

prudency review would be inadequate or Ulusory. AEP Ohio pointe out that the 

Commission wiU review both PPA rider revenues and coste, as well as the Company's 
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decisions concerning taose coste. AEP Ohio adds that it must be permitted reasonable 

access to OVEC's books, records, and accounte and, accordingly, flie Company will 

exerdse its conttactaal righte and provide the Commission with OVEC cost information, 

as part of the audit process or pursuant to a reasonable Staff request AEP Ohio 

emphasizes that Staff has considerable expertise in conducting similar audite and will 

have ample opportanity to submit reasonable requeste for information concerning the 

source and natare of OVBC coste, AEP Ohio also asserte that tae annual audit of the PPA 

rider will provide for intervenor participation, as with other audite regtflarly conducted 

by the Commission. 

(f 170} In ite seventh ground for rehearing, Dynegy asserte that tae Commission 

unreasonably and unlawfuUy faUed to address concems that the PPA rider threatens 

competitive markete and impedes the devdopment of new sources of generation in Ohio. 

Dynegy claims that the Commission ignored testimony provided by several parties, 

induding Dynegy, regarding the price suppressive effects of tae PPA rider. Dynegy 

acknowledges that tae Commission noted that AEP Ohio would bear, during fhe armual 

prudence reviews, tae burden of proof to demonsttate that ite bidding behavior was 

prudent and in tae best interest of retafl ratepayers. According to Dynegy, taese annual 

reviews wiU be inadequate to protect against the effecte of the PPA rider on the wholesale 

markete, because AEP Ohio's bidding wiU send out pridng signals that wUl deter 

investment in new generation four years prior to the Commission's review. 

If 171) InitiaUy, AEP Ohio notes taat Dyneg/s argtimente are moot in light of 

the limited scope of tae Compan/s rehearing application and ite request for approval of 

an OVEC-only PPA rider. AEP Ohio argues that the inclusion of the OVEC PPA in the 

PPA rider wiU not threaten tae competitive markete, particularly in light of the relatively 

smaU size oi the Company's OVBC entitiement as weU as the fact that FERC has already 

approved the OVEC PPA, the coste of which have been reflected in the Cbmpan/s retafl 
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rates for many years. As applied to the former affUiate PPA or any other rate stabUity 

mechanism that AEP Ohio may seek, the Company contends that Dyneg/s arguments 

are merifless, because tae affiliate PPA's cost-based compensation modd is commonplace 

in FJM. 

If 172) In thefr forty-second ground for rehearing, P3/EPSA and RESA assert 

that the Commission erred in approving AEP Ohio's collection of generation coste from 

ratepayers based on a PPA with an affiliate that was net the product of a competitive 

process. According to P3/EPSA and RESA, the no-bid nature ef the PPA is conttary to 

the Commission's past and present practices and is not a market-based outeome. 

If 173) ABP Ohio replies that P3/EPSA's and RESA's argument is moot, m light 

of the FERC Affiliate PPA Order. In any event AEP Ohio contends that there is no 

requirement that it must competitivdy procure SSO supply as part of an ESP and, 

moreover, nothing in the evidentiary record supporte P3/EPSA's and RESA's 

presumption that taere are viable alternatives to the PPA rider proposal. 

If 174) In ite twelfth ground fer rehearmg, CXC asserts that the FPA O d e r is 

unreasonable and unlawful in terms of the Commission's oversight of bilateral conttacte. 

SpecificaUy, OCC claims that the Commission has no jurisdiction to review bUateral 

conttacts between AEP Ohio and ite affUiates, wfiich, according te CXC, are subject to 

FERC's exclusive authority. CXC adds that, in estabUshing safeguards for the annual 

prudency review process, fhe Commission f aUed to address how it will protect customers 

from market defidendes and market power, consistent wifh R.C. 4928.02(1). Further, 

OCC believes that the Commission, fr it asserte jurisdiction over bUateral conttacte, 

should modify tae PPA Order such that all bilateral conttacte involving tae FPA unite, 

and not just those involving AEP Ohio's affUiates, are subject to sttingent review by the 

Commission, in order to protect consumers. 
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{f 175) In response te OCC's argumente, AEP Ohio pointe out that the 

Coinmission specificaUy noted, with respect te ite authority to review bflateral conttacte, 

that a state commission can review wheflier a utUity prudentiy entered into a particular 

ttansaction in Hght of alternatives. Pike County Light and Power Co. v. Pennsylvania Pub. 

Util Comm., 77 Pa. Commw. 268,465 A.2d 735 (1983); Duke Energy Retail Sales, LLC, 127 

FERC ̂  61,027 (2009); Kentucky West Virginia Gas Co. v. Permsylvania Pub. Util Comm., 837 

F.2d 600,609 (3d Cfr. 1988). According to AEP Ohio, OCC failed to explain how this weU-

established precedent would not apply to the Commission's oversight ef the PPA rider. 

(f 176} In subpart H of ite third grotmd for rehearmg, OMAEG contends that tae 

Coinmission erred in stating that customers are not captive. OMAEG notes that FERC 

detemuned, m tae FERC Affiliate PPA Order, that, with respect to tine affUiate PPA, AEP 

Ohio's retail customers are captive, given that they are unable to avoid the non

bypassable PPA rider by selecting an alternate provider. FERC Affiliate PPA Order at ^ 

62-63. OMAEG asserte, therefore, that the Commission should find that the PPA rider is 

inconsistent wita the poHcy of tae state, as it operates as an anticompetitive subsidy taat 

holds retail customers captive to an affiliate agreement that is subject to affUiate abuse. 

If 177) AEP Ohio replies flnat OMAEG's argument is moot given that the 

Company seeks approval of a bypassable OVEC-only PPA rider in its application for 

rehearfrig. In any event, AEP Ohio argues that retaU ratepayers are not captive, because 

tae FPA rider dees not impact their abUity to shop or retum to the SSO. 

If 178) The Commission emphasized, in the PPA Oder , that we will conduct an 

annual prudency review ef any retaU charges flowing through the PPA rider. The 

Commission also addressed the aimual audit process and set forth clear expectations, in 

response to certain interveners' concems, regarding a number of specific issues rdated 

to retail cost recovery, such as Capadty Performance penalties and bonuses, forced 

outages, and bidding behavior. We also directed that AEP Ohio will bear the burden ef 
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proof, in each annual audit to establish the prudency of aU coste and sales flowing 

through the PPA rider and to demonsttate that the Company's actions were in the best 

interest oi retail ratepayers. With respect to bflateral ttansactions between ABP Ohio and 

affUiates, we instructed that any such ttansactions will be sttingentiy reviewed and that 

no presumption of management prudence wUl apply to any bilateral sales by the 

Company to affUiates. Further, noting that tae Commission typicaUy conducte a review 

and reconciliation of riders established under an ESP, consistent wita our well-

established authority to review pubUc utUity ttansactions for prudency, we rejected 

claims that the annual prudency review wfll be inadequate or illusory. PFA Oder at 87-

90, dting Pike County Light and Power Co. v, Pennsylvania Pub. Util Comm,, 77 Pa.Commw. 

268, 465 A.2d 735 (1983). Having thoroughly considered the parties' arguments and 

explained the basis for our dedsion in the PPA Oder, we find that OMABG, Dynegy, 

P3/EPSA, RESA, and OCC have raised no new argumente for our consideration 

regarding oversight of the PPA rider, bUateral conttacte, or the aUeged impacte of tae 

affiliate PFA on the competitive markete or ratepayers and, accordingly, thefr 

applications for rehearing on these issues should be denied. Further, to the extent that 

tae appUcations fer rehearing of OMAEG, Dynegy, P3/EPSA, RESA, and OCC on taese 

issues pertain to the affUiate PPA, we find taat they should also be denied as moot. 

b. Capacity Performance 

If 179} In subpart B of ite second ground for rehearing, AEP Ohio contends that 

the Commission should reverse the modification to the stipulation that precludes tae 

Company from including Capacity Performance penalties in flne PPA rider, particularly 

in Hght of the fact that only the OVEC PPA will be included in the rider. AEP Ohio asserte 

that it is not possible, in advance of the imposition of any specific Capacity Performance 

penalties, to know whetaer flie drcumstances tiiat led to flie penalties were the result oi 

imprudent management of the generating unite. 
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{f 180} OCC/APJN reply fliat AEF Ohio is best suited to avoid Capacity 

Performance penalties by reliably operating, maintaining, and upgrading ite affUiated 

generation. OCC/APJN assert that ABP Ohio should not be permitted to shfrt flie risk ef 

non-performance to consumers. 

If 181) OMAEG also responds that AEP Ohio should not be authorized te charge 

customers for Capacity Performance penalties. OMAEG asserts taat it would be 

economically frrational to shift the risks associated wita the generating plante to 

customers, because customers do not own or operate the plante and are, therefore, least 

equipped to manage fhe risks. 

{f 182} P3/EPSA argue that ratepayers should not be responsible for Capacity 

Performance penalties. Noting that ABP Ohio has a seat on OVECs operating committee 

and ite president is on OVEC's board of dfrectors, P3/EFSA assert that the Company is 

best positioned to influence decision making at the OVEC plante so as to avoid Capacity 

Performance penalties, given that ratepayers have no role in OVEC's operations. 

i f 183) In ite thirteenth ground for rehearing, OCC argues that the PPA Order is 

unreasonable because it deprives consumers of the benefite of Capacity Performance 

bonuses. CXC contends flnat AEP Ohio bears no risk assodated with the PPA unite and 

is guaranteed fuU cost recovery for ite investmente and, therefore, customers should be 

entifled to any Opacity Performance bonuses. OCC adds that tae Commission's current 

position regarding Capacity Performance bonuses and penalties may create improper 

incentives and, therefore, the PPA unite should be required to dear PJM's armual base 

residual auction as a price taker, as a means to maximize revenues to the benefit ef 

consumers. 
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If 184) AEP Ohio replies that OCCs position is unreasonable, internally 

inconsistent, and punitive. AEP Ohio reiterates ite request that both Capacity 

Performance penalties and bonuses be pennitted to flow through the PPA rider, 

{f 185} In the PPA Oder , the Commission modified the stipulation to ensiue that 

any Opacity Performance penalties imposed by PJM on AEP Ohio wUl not be recovered 

from ratepayers. At fhe same time, we directed that AEP Ohio should retain any Capacity 

Performance bonuses, PPA O d e r at 87-88. We find that this even-handed approach to 

the risk and reward associated with PJM's Capacity Performance auctions is reasonable 

and properly recognizes that AEP Ohio shares responsibiUty for the operation and 

maintenance of the generating unite through ife role on OVEC's board and operating 

committee. Regardless of the circumstances that may result in the assessment of Capadty 

Performance penalties, the Commission finds that it is appropriate, from the outset of the 

PPA rider, to deem both Opacity Performance penalties and bonuses beyond the scope 

of the coste and revenues taat flow through the rider. With respect to OCC's concems 

about bidding behavior and disincentives to maximize revenues, the Commission 

afready stated, fri tae PPA Order, that retafl cost recovery may be disallowed, foUowing 

the annual pmdency review, fr tae output from the PPA tmite was not bid in a manner 

consistent with participation m a broader competitive marketplace comprised ef sellers 

attempting fo maximize revenues. We further noted that AEP Ohio will bear the burden 

of proof to demonsttate that bidding behavior is pmdent and in the best interest of retafl 

ratepayers. PPA Order at 89. Accordingly, the Commission finds that AEP Ohio's and 

CXC's applications for rehearmg on tae issue of O p a d t y Performance penalties and 

bonuses should be denied. 

c Co-Ownership of Generating Units 

If 186} In ite first ground for rehearing, Dynegy argues that the Commission 

unreasonably and unlawfully failed to exclude the co-owned unite from cost recovery 
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under tae FPA rider. Dynegy notes that it owns certaui units at the Staart, Zimmer, and 

ConesviUe plants with AEPGR and The Dayton Power and Light Company. Dynegy 

argues that, under the stipulation, AEPGR has a disincentive te make financially rational 

decisions concerning the co-owned urute, because it has guaranteed cost recovery and a 

guaranteed ROE. Dynegy further argues taat, under the PPA Oder , AEP Ohio and 

AEPGR have an incentive to maximize investment in tae co-owned unite in order te earn 

Opacity Performance bonuses, even fr such investment would be uneconomic for 

Dynegy. 

If 187) AEP Ohio responds that tae Commission already considered and rejected 

Dyneg/s argumente and, in any event the argtunente are moot in light of the curient 

scope of tae Company's rehearing request. AEP Ohio notes that Dynegy owns no part ef 

the OVEC unite. With respect to the former affiliate PPA or any otaer rate stabUity 

mechanism flnat AEP Ohio may seek, tae Company claims that Dyneg/s position f aUs to 

account for the Commission's abUity to review PPA rider costs during the annual audit 

and to disallow recovery of any coste that were not prudenfly incurred by the Company. 

(f 188) Given AEP Ohio's decision to forge the affUiate PPA, the Commission 

finds that Dyneg/s first ground for rehearing should be denied as moot. We also find 

that Dyneg/s argumente are without merit, in light of the fact flnat the stipulation 

provides for an annual prudency review of the FPA rider, with AEP Ohio bearing the 

burden of proof to demonsttate that all coste and sales associated with the generating 

unite were prudentiy incurred, as weU as to show that the Cjnmpany's actions were in the 

best interest of retail ratepayers. PPA O d e r at 89. 

d. Premature Retirements 

{f 189) In ite ninth ground for rehearing, Dynegy asserte taat tae Coinmission, in 

accepting AEP Ohio's claim that flie PPA plante are at risk ef prematare retfrement, 

ignored evidence that AEPGR and OVEC will ne t in fact, close thefr plante. SpecificaUy, 
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Dynegy asserte that the record reflecte that the majority of the generating uruts are co-

owned and cannot be unUaterally retired by a single owner. 

If 190} ABP Ohio responds that Dyneg/s argumente are not credible. According 

to AEP Ohio, the Commission should not be convinced by Dynegy's daim that, as a co-

owner, it would ignore the elevated risks of premature retirement and continue to 

operate and mvest in tae generating unite without regard to taose risks. 

{f 191} In ite tenta ground for rehearing, Dynegy argues that the Commission 

umeasonably and urUawfully found that the PPA rider promotes grid refiability or fuel 

diversity, because the Commission wrongly assumed that the PPA units wUl dose fr tae 

rider is not approved. Dynegy reiterates ife contention that the PPA unite wiU not dose 

in the absence of the PPA rider. Dynegy concludes, therefore, that the state wiU continue 

to have a reliable grid with coal-fired generation in ife fuel mix, even if the PPA rider is 

net approved by the Commission. 

If 192) In ite memorandum contta, AEP Ohio argues that Dynegy 

inappropriatdy frames tae issue ef supply diversity fri a binary manner, whUe the 

Commission's approval of the stipulation wfll unquestionably promote such diversity by 

discouraging the prematare retfrement of the PPA unite. 

{f 193) The Commission finds taat Dynegy's ninth and tenth grounds for 

rehearuig are moot to the extent they pertain to the affUiate PPA unite, otaerwise lack 

merit, and should be denied. In tae PPA Oder , we specificaUy acknowledged that many 

of the generating urute proposed to be included in the PPA rider, including the OVEC 

unite, are co-owned. PPA O d e r at 21-22. At no point however, did the Commission 

suggest that any co-owned unit may be unilaterally retfred by one of ife owners. The 

Commission merdy found, based on the evidence in the record, that the PPA rider 

proposal in the stipulation wotfld benefit customers by avoiding the potentiai for 
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increased ttansmission costs that may result from prematare retfremente, as weU as 

maintaining a diverse fud source mix in tae state. PPA O d e r at 83-84. In making these 

findings, the Commission did not, by any means, ignore the co-ownership statas of the 

generating unite. In any event, we are not persuaded that co-ownership wUl necessarily 

protect the generating unite from thefr current economic cfrcumstances, including the 

potential for prematare retfrement. 

7. REFUNDS AND SEVERABIUTY 

{% 194| In ite eleventh ground for Tehearing, OCC contends that the PPA O d e r is 

unreasonable and should be modified such that PFA rider charges are subject to refund. 

SpecificaUy, in subpart A, OCC daims fliat in Hght of the FERC Affiliate FFA Order and 

potential market rule changes by PJM and FERC, the public interest and fundamental 

fairness necessitate that the PPA rider be subject to refund. 

If 195} In subpart B of ite eleventh ground for rehearing, OCC maintains that 

questions regardfrig the Commission's jurisdiction requfre that the PPA rider be subject 

to refund. According to OCC, if a court determines that the Commission does not have 

jurisdiction to authorize flie PPA rider, customers should be refunded any amount float 

they were charged under fhe rider, particularly given that the Commission has dedined 

to address the jurisdictional issue. 

If 196) In thefr thfrty-nmth ground for rehearing, P3/EPSA and RESA argue that 

the Commission erred by not directing AEP Ohio to retum aU amoimte coUected from 

customers through tae PPA rider fri the event taat the rider or the PPA is invalidated. 

Noting that customers would not be entifled to a refund of charges that are collected and 

later reversed on appeal, P3/EPSA and RESA note that AEP Ohio wUl Hkely begin 

collecting PPA rider charges before any legal challenges are resolved. 
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If 197) In their forty-sixta ground for rehearmg, P3/EPSA and RESA contend 

that tae Commission erred in allowing the PPA rider to take effect as ef June 1, 2016. 

According te F3/EPSA and RESA, the Commission should dfrect titiat the PPA rider 

cannot take effect until the date en which tae Supreme Court ef Ohio issues a final 

dedsion upholding the rider or the date en which FERC authorizes the PPA, whichever 

is later. 

If 198) In subpart F of ite thfrd ground for rehearing, OMAEG asserte that the 

Conrunission erred in fafling to requfre an adequate sharing of the fmancial risk associated 

with the PPA unite between AEP Ohio and its customers. Qaiming that the 

Commission's modifications to the stipulation do not adequately protect customers, 

OMAEG argues taat the PPA rider should be made subject to refund; tae stipulation's 

provision requfring the initial rider rate to be based on a $4 mUiion credit should be 

reinstated; aU coste associated with the stiptflation should be subject to the five percent 

limit on customer rate increases for tae ffrst two years; recovery of any deferrals 

associated wita the rate impact limitation should not be guaranteed but shoifld instead 

be exammed in a futare proceeding; and the Commission's discretion to prohibit cost 

recovery related to forced outages exceeding 90 days should be replaced with an outtight 

prohibition on cost recovery or a mandate that customers are not required to bear any 

coste associated wita a unit that is idle. 

(f 199) In response to CXC, P3/EPSA, RESA, and OMAEG, AEP Ohio asserte 

taat it would be inappropriate and conttary to existing precedent to make the PPA rider 

subject to refund. Addressing OMAEG's otaer argtunente, AEP Ohio notes, wita respect 

to the stipulation's proposal to base the initizd PPA rider rate on a $4 milUon credit, flnat 

it does not oppose the Commission's elimination of that provision of tae stipulation, 

although the Company had agreed to the initial rate in the stipulation. Regarding the 

five percent biU cap, AEP Ohio argues that tae cap should be eliminated or, alternatively. 
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retained in the form m which it was imposed by the Commission. FinaUy, responding to 

OMAEG's argument regarding forced outages of more than 90 days, ABF Ohio asserte 

that it is appropriate for flie Commission to evaluate the pmdence of coste associated 

with such outages during the annual audit process, at which point tae Commission will 

have the benefit of evidence concerning the specific cfrcumstances ef the outage. 

{f 200) In response to P3/EPSA's and RESA's request for a delay in tae 

implementation of tae PPA rider, AEP Ohio asserte that their request is moot given the 

scope of the Company's rehearmg application. AEP Ohio pointe out that FERC has 

afready approved tae OVEC PPA and, because tae Company is not presentiy requesting 

that the affiliate PPA be included in the PPA rider, the rider's implementation date is not 

tied to FERC's approval of tiie affUiate PPA. Witii respect to P3/EFSA's and RESA's 

request taat the Ommission delay tae PPA rider's implementation untU the Ohio 

Supreme Court decides any appeals, the Company argues that tine request is procedurally 

improper, substantivdy without merit and disregards established Commission and 

judicial precedent governing a stay. 

If 201} The Commission ffrids that it would be unnecessary and inappropriate to 

dfrect that the PPA rider be made subject to refund or to delay the implementation date 

of tae rider. As noted above, pursuant to R.C. 4903.15, Conunission orders generally take 

effect immediately, and the parties have demonsttated no reason to depart from this 

usual practice. Furtaer, m the PPA Oder , tae Commission modified the stipulation to 

dimfriate ite prohibition on refunds, in tae event of an invaUdation of the PPA rider 

proposal. We believe that this modification sttikes a proper balance among the parties' 

intereste. PPA Order at %7. Therefore, the applications for rehearing filed by CXC, 

P3/EPSA, RESA, and OMABG on this issue should be denied. We also Fmd that 

OMAEG's request for additional modifications to the stipulation should be denied, as the 

proposed modfrications are unnecessary to ensure that tae stipulation is in tae public 
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interest or that fliere is a proper sharing of the PPA rider's financiai risk between AEP 

Ohio and ratepayers. 

(f 202) In their ferty-thfrd ground for rehearing, P3/EPSA and RESA argue that 

the Commission erred in approving flie stipulation's severabUity provision, given that it 

will not apply if FERC strikes down the PPA, P3/EPSA and RESA note that the 

severabiUty provision will erUy be ttiggered if a court of competent jurisdiction sttikes 

down the PPA. P3/EPSA and RESA recommend that the severabiUty provision be 

modified to state that it applies fr a court of competent jurisdiction or a regulatory 

authority invalidates or precludes the application of the PPA rider proposal m whole or 

in part 

If 203) AEP Ohio responds that, although FERC has autiiority over the 

Compan/s wholesale purchases under the OVEC PPA, FERC has no authority to 

invalidate the PPA rider or to determine tae rider's retail rate tteatment AEP Ohio notes 

that FERC has already approved the OVEC PPA. AEP Ohio believes that i t therefore, 

would be unnecessary and inappropriate to modify tae severabUity provision as 

recommended by P3/EPSA and RESA. 

If 204} In the ESP 3 Cose, the Commission directed that AEP Ohio must indude, 

in any futare fUung seeking te recover coste through the PPA rider, a severability 

provision that recognizes that all other provisions of the Company's ESP wfll continue, 

in the event that the PPA rider is invalidated, in whole or in part at any point by a court 

of competent jurisdiction. ESP 3 Case, Opinion and O d e r (Feb, 25,2015) at 25-26. In the 

I'PA Oder , we approved the severabUity provision mcluded in the stipulation, with the 

exception ef the elimination of ite prohibition on retands. PPA O d e r at 87. We also 

noted that our approval of the PPA rider was based upon our retafl ratemaking authority 

imder state law, which does not conflict with FERC's responsibUity to regulate dectticity 
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at wholesale. PPA O d e r at 82. Fer this reason, the Commission finds that P3/EPSA's 

and RESA's request for rehearing on fliis issue is unnecessary and should be denied. 

D. Does the settlement package violate any important regulatory principle or 
practice? 

1. STATUTORY AUTHORITY 

If 205} In its fourteenth assignment of error, CXC submite that the PPA O d e r is 

unreasonable and unlawful on the basis that the PPA rider is authorized under R.C. 

4928.143(B)(2)(d) as a component of an ESP. P3/EPSA and RESA, in fliefr thfrd ground 

for rehearing, and Dynegy, in ite second ground for rehearing, make simUar argumente, 

Dynegy notes tine PPA O d e r determined taat the PPA rider is reasonably estimated to 

provide Ohio ratepayers a net credit of $37 mUHon during the current ESP term through 

May 31, 2018, or $214 mUlion over tae eight-year term of tae PPA rider. Also, because 

the PPA rider wUl appear on customers' bUls as a credit or charge, P3/EPSA, RESA, and 

Dynegy reason tae PPA Order does not comply with R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d) as tae statate 

does not indude any reference to a credit, only a charge. Opposing intervenors assert the 

Conunission lacks the authority to interpret tae statate to include a credit. In re Columbus 

S. Power Co., 128 Ohio St3d 512,2011-Oiuo-1788,947 N.E.2d 655, f 32; In re Application of 

Columbus S. Power Co., Slip Opfriion No. 2016-Ohio-l608. Therdore, CXC, P3/EPSA, 

RESA, and Dynegy declare taat the PPA Order is unlawful and should be reversed. 

If 206} The Company recognizes taat the PPA rider is projected to result in a net 

credit to Ohio ratepayers over the life of the PPA. AEP Ohio submite that it is undisputed 

that the PPA rider will be listed on Ohio ratepayers' monthly invoices for the term of the 

ESP and, in any consumer ttansaction where taere is an ongoing rdationship wita the 

service provider, charges and credite are commonplace. Furthermore, AEP Ohio asserte 

flnat there is no reason why a credit to Ohio ratepayers could not be considered writhin 

the meaning of "conditions" under R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d). FfriaUy, AEP Ohio argues that 
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for opposing intervenors to interpret the statate so narrowly is simply unreasonable, as 

it seeks to punish AEP Ohio for retarning money to ratepayers. 

If 203^ The Commission reaffirms its rationale as presented in the ESP 3 Case and 

flie PPA Oder . ESP 3 Case, Opinion and Order (Feb 25,2015) at 19-22; PPA O d e r at 92-

94. None of the argumente presented by opposing interveners persuade tae Commission 

ottierwise. Further, we find that opposing parties apply an exttemely ruirrow 

interpretation of the word ''charges" in the statute. As used in the statate, the 

Commission interprete the term "charges" more broacUy to be a price term, net 

exclusively descriptive of a debt owed by a customer, but encompassing bota debite and 

credite that may accrue te a customer's account, Hke any other account held by a 

customer. Following AEP Ohio's decision to proceed with orfly the OVEC PPA units, the 

FPA rider has the potential to result in a $110 mUlien credit over ite term through 2024 

(IGS Ex, 1). We, therefore, find that the opposing parties' requeste for rehearing on this 

issue should be denied. 

If 208} Several intervenors challenge the Commission's ffriding that the PPA 

rider will operate as a financial limitation on customer shopping for retail electtic 

generation service. PPA O d e r at 94. OCC, m ife fourteenth ground for rehearfrig, and 

P3/EPSA and RESA, in their fourtii ground for rehearing, contend R.C 4928.143(B)(2)(d) 

does not permit a financial limitation on customer shopping, as shopping is synonymous 

with switehing from SSO service to a CRES provider. P3/EPSA and RESA dedare fliat, 

even if the PPA rider operated to moderate prices, such would not limit customer 

shopping, as ratepayers will continue to obtain generation service through the SSO or by 

conttact wita a CRES provider or through aggregation. F3/EPSA and RESA submit the 

PPA rider does not limit shopping; rather, it has an economic impact on afl customers, 

whether shopping or not, because it is a non-bypassable charge or credit. According to 

opposing parties, tae PPA rider does not conttol or limit the number or the size ef AEP 
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Ohio ratepayers who may shop for generation service wita a CRES provider or conttol 

the migration of AEP Ohio ratepayers to or from flne Company's SSO load. 

If 209) Dynegy, in ite second grotmd for rehearing, notes that ABP Ohio witaess 

Fetter acknowledged that, as proposed, tae PPA rider is non-bypassable, such fliat every 

customer is subject to the charge or credit and the "dynamic between CRES customers 

and those sul^ect to the SSO auction price vriU not be skewed by tae presence of the 

proposed PPA" (Co. Ex. 3 at 9). Therefore, opposfrig parties assert tae PPA rider does 

net meet the definition of a limitation and the Commission lacks the authority to ignore 

or subvert fhe plain and unambiguous meaning of the statate. See Doe v. Marlington tocal 

Sch, Dist, Bd. ofEduc., 122 Ohio St.3d 12,2009-Ohio-1360,907 N.E.2d 706, f 29. P3/EPSA 

and RESA, in their fourth ground fer rehearing, aver the PPA O d e r should be reversed 

on the basis that R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d) does not address financial limitations, only 

limitations. Opposing intervenors state, in accordance with R.C. 1,42, the Commission 

cannot insert or delete words into or from the statate and, therefore, cannot expand the 

statate to indude financial limitations. In re c:dumfcus S. Power Co., 128 Ohio St.3d 512, 

2011-Ohio-1788, 947 N,B.2d 655, f 32; In re Application of Columbus S, Power Co., Slip 

Opinion No. 2016-Ohio-I608, f 49. Therefore, opposing parties request tae PPA O d e r 

be reversed, to the extent that the Commission determmed the PPA rider complies with 

R.C 4928.143(B)(2)(d) as a Umitation on customer shopping. 

If 210) AEP Ohio contends that opposing parties' challenge that tae PPA rider 

cannot be authorized under R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d) is umeasonable and would resttict the 

development of innovative rate stabUity offerings in conttavention of flie legislatare's 

intent, AEP Ohio notes that CXC, Dynegy, P3/EPSA, and RESA challenge the approval 

ef tae PPA rider on the basis that there is no actaal or physical limitation on customer 

shopping for retafl dectric generation service. The fact that the limitation in this instance 
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is financial rataer than physical does not according to AEP Ohio, change the fact that it 

is a limitation on shopping that satisfies the statatory requfrement. 

If 211} The Coinmission rejecte each of the argumente made by opposing 

uitervenors. The Commission's analysis of tae scope of R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d) begins with 

the plain language of the statate. As the Commission mterprete the statate, the General 

Assembly did net specfry the scope or particular type of limitation on customer shopping 

under the statate, as opposing intervenors argue. Therefore, the Commission mterprete 

the statate to permit various types of limitations on customer shopping, which gives the 

Commission the discretion te determine the types of limitations that meet tae criteria set 

forta in the statate. In re Application of Columbus S. Power Co., 128 Ohio St3d 512, 2011-

Ohio-1788,947 N,B.2d 655, If 68 ("Any lack ef statatory guidance on that point should be 

read as a grant of discretion."). For that reason, tae Commission finds that the statate 

does net prohibit a financial limitation on customer shopping and, therdore, we deny the 

applications for rehearing on such grounds. 

If 212} OCC, fri ite fourteenth ground for rehearing, and P3/EPSA and RESA, in 

taefr respective fifth ground for rehearing, criticize tae approval of tae PPA rider, as a 

rate stabUity mechanism pursuant to R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d), and request the Coinmission 

reverse this aspect of the PPA Oder . OCC reiterates the daims presented in ite briefs 

that, as a result of the PPA rider being based on forecaste, and tine need to reconcUe the 

rider eitaer quarterly or annuaUy, revise tae rider for over- and under-coUections, and 

ttue up the rider, the PPA rider is more likely to increase rate volatUity. 

If 213} In their fifth ground for rehearfrig, P3/EPSA and RESA state the record 

evidence does not support AEP Ohio's claims that the rider wiU stabUize rates, especially 

during periods of extteme weather er retail price certainty. Opposing parties argue the 

Commission ignored record evidence that (a) the price the majority of retafl customers 

pay for decttidty is based on stable forward market prices, not spot power prices; (b) 
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SSO customer rates are based on the fixed-conttact prices in periodic blended auctions; 

and (c) shopping customers have fixed-price conttacts for an extended period. P3/EPSA 

and RBSA note that tae initial rate of the PPA rider proposed in the stipulation prevents 

the PPA rider from, until it is recondled, operating counter-cydical to wholesale market 

prices. Opposing parties argue it was unproper for the Commission to conclude that the 

PPA rider wiU stabilize rates er provide retafl rate certainty throughout the eight-year 

term of the PPA. 

If 214) In Dynegy's second ground for rehearing, the opposing intervenor opines 

tae PPA O d e r faUs to consider, in any substantive manner, tae evidence presented that 

the PPA rider wiU increase retaU rate instabiUty, conttary to R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d) and 

R.C, 4903.09. MCI Telecomm. Corp. v. Pub. Util Comm., 32 Ohio St.3d 306,312,513 N.E.2d 

337 (1987). Dynegy notes that P3/EPSA project PPA reconciliation adjustmente 

amounting to tens of miUions of doUars per quarter and, taerdore, tae FPA rider as it is 

adjusted quarterly wiU increase rate instabUity. Turning to wholesale rate stability, 

Dynegy asserte the Coinmission failed to consider the evidence presented by Dynegy 

witaess Ellis and P3/EPSA witaess Ovicchi that PJM wholesale prices have been 

rdatively stable over tae past decade and declining. Nor did the Commission consider, 

according to Dynegy, that PJM has taken steps since the polar vortex of 2014 to further 

eliminate wholesale price volatiUty by establishmg Capacity Performance to incent 

capacity suppHers to perform. 

If 215} AEP Ohio submits opposing parties' argumente, in regards te the rate 

stability and price fluctaation benefite of tae PPA rider, are merifless and a repeat ef 

claims made in thdr respective briefs, which were rejected by tae Commission. AEP Ohio 

avers testimony admitted into the record demonsttates the limited benefite of laddering 

and staggering and demonsttates the real risk of volatUity fri the market AEP Ohio notes 

that it offered record evidence to support the PPA rider as a means to combat long-term 
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market volatility not addressed by staggering and laddering of SSO auctions. Therefore, 

AEP Ohio avers opposing interveners' argtunente should agam be rejected on rehearing. 

If 216} The Commission finds that the opposing intervenors' arguments 

regarding flie approval of the PPA rider as a rate stability mechanism under R.C. 

4928.143(B)(2)(d) have already been thoroughly considered and rejected, FPA Order at 

94. The PPA rider avoids complete reliance on the retaU market and, in the event that 

prices rise, the rider, as designed, has the potential to offeet a portion ef the coste of retaU 

electtic service. Although tae Commission has acknowledged that the record evidence 

en which the Commission relied to approve the PPA rider mechanism is based on 

projected coste and market prices, the rider's impact wfll nevertheless be reflected as a 

charge or credit for a generation-related hedging service that stabiUzes rates for retafl 

decttic service by moving in the opposite direction of market prices, Furtaer, m light of 

the fact that the PPA rider wiU friclude only the OVEC unite, opposmg interveners' 

argumente regardfrig tae potenttal for extteme volatUity in the rider's reconciliation 

adjustmente have been significanfly abated. Accordingly, the claims of opposing 

intervenors in regard to R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d) should be denied. 

2. STATE PoucY 

{f 217) As an initial matter, the Corrunission beUeves that the state policies 

codified by the General Assembly in R.C. 4928.02 set forth important objectives that the 

Commission must keep in mind when considering an ESP and ether cases fUed under 

this chapter. The Commission considers tae policy provisions enumerated in R.C. 

4928.02 and uses these policies as a guide in our implementation of tae ESP statate and, 

therefore, this PPA mechanism, as a component of AEP Ohio's ESP. 

If 218) Based on CXC's analysis of the PPA rider's projected rate impact 

OMAEG, in subpart A of its fourth ground for rehearing, declares that the PPA Order 
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does not comply with the state policy goal of providing customers access to reasonably 

priced retail electtic service pursuant to R.C. 4928.02(A). 

If 219} AEP Ohio contends that OMAEG's argument ignores the Commission's 

finding that the PPA rider is reasonably estimated to provide a net credit of $37 miUion 

over the term of the existing ESP, through May 31,2018, or $214 miUion over the extended 

ESP term. PPA O d e r at 80, 96. Further, AEP Ohio notes the Commission detennined 

that the PPA rider is consistent with the Commission's obligation tmder R.C 4928.02(A). 

Accordingly, AEP Ohio states that OMAEG's request for rehearing merely expresses ite 

disagreement with the Commission's findings and the request for rehearing should be 

denied. 

If 220) The Commission finds taat the substance of opposing argumente related 

to R.C. 4928.02(A) have afready been addressed and should again be denied. PPA O d e r 

at 96. At this pofrit, with the exclusion of the affiliate PPA tmite, the potential impact of 

the financial hedge is reduced, over tae term of the extended ^ P , vnth only the OVEC 

unite. Despite the change in tae value of the projected hedge, the Commission's 

justification for approval of the PPA rider mechanism, as modified by the stipulation and 

flie PPA Oder , has not changed. The PPA rider mechanism wiU prevent customers' total 

reliance on the market, partictflarly in extteme weather, and will promote other customer 

benefite as discussed and affirmed in tae PPA O d e r and the previous section of this 

Second Entry on Rehearing. Furthermore, recognizing the inherent difficulty in 

predicting future market prices and coste, the Corrunission implemented a rate impact 

mechanism to protect customers. Accordingly, the Commission finds OMAEG's grounds 

for rehearing as te R.C. 4928.02(A) should be denied. 

If 221) Under R.C. 4928.02(B), fr is the state policy to ensure the avaUability of 

unbundled and comparable retafl electtic service that provides consumers with the 

suppHer, price, terms, conditions, and quaUty options taey elect to meet thefr respective 
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needs. OMAEG, m ite fourth ground for rehearing, notes that tae Commission 

acknowledges that the non-bypassable nature of the PPA rider creates no advantage to 

shopping and no disadvantage to shopping. PPA Order at 97. Thus, according to 

OMAEG, the PPA rider does not promote or encourage customers to shop, despite the 

Commission's goal otherwise. 

{f 222} In ite memorandum contta, AEP Ohio states OMAEG's argument on 

rehearing is not ripe for consideration if the Commission adopte AEP Ohio's request on 

rehearing to indude only the OVEC unite in the PPA rider on a bypassable basis. Further, 

AEP Ohio states OMAEG's claims overlook the Commission's authority, under R.C. 

4928.143(B)(2)(d), to adopt a non-bypassable PPA rider. AEP Ohio also reasons 

OMAEG's argumente faU to acknowledge the Commission's specfric grant of authority 

supersedes the general policy goal to the extent taere is any conflict AEP Ohio contends 

there is not a conflict. 

If 223} OCC, in ite seventeenth ground for rehearing, submite the PPA rider and 

tae associated PPA would eUminate retail choice to the extent AEP Ohio ratepayers 

would incur the cost of AEP Ohio's purchase of energy from AEPGR. CXC reasons AEP 

Ohio customers are captive customers, as they cannot avoid the PPA rider charges. For 

that reason, OCC submite that the PPA Oder is unreasonable and unlawftfl m ite 

determination that AEP Ohio customers are not captive for purposes of the PPA rider 

and CXC requeste rehearfrig on the issue. 

If 224} The Commission finds that argumente regarding R.C 4928.02(B) have 

already been addressed and should again be rejected, PPA Oder at 96-97. OMAEG's 

argumente ignore the intticate task of balandng the intereste of shopping and SSO 

customers. The Commission finds there is a benefit where the PPA mechanism is 

adopted as a hedge against the potential volatility of retaU electtic rates and avoids any 

advantage or disadvantage to shoppii^ customers or to ^ O customers, at the expense 
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ef tae other customers, in addition to the oflier benefite offered in the stipulation, as 

amended by the PPA Order. Neither do we find any merit in OCC's daim taat fhe PPA 

rider would eliminate retaU choice, because ratepayers are captive and would incur the 

cost of AEP Ohio's PPA wita AEPGR. The Commission expressly determined fliat 

shopping and SSO customers are not captive; they continue to have tae ability to select a 

CRES provider or retarn to tae SSO. PPA O d e r at 95. Accordingly, the Commission 

ffrids OCC's and OMAEG's argumente on rehearing should be denied. Additionally, 

OCC's argument to the extent that it pertains to flie affUiate FPA, should also be denied 

as moot in light of AEP Ohio's decision not to proceed with the affUiate PPA with 

AEPGR. 

If 225} R.C 4928.02(H) requfres that the Commission ensure effective 

competition in the provision of retafl electtic seivice by avoiding anticompetitive 

subsidies flowing from a non-competitive service to a competitive service and vice versa, 

induding prohibiting the recovery of any generation-rdated coste through distribution 

or ttansmission rates. P3/EPSA, RESA, OMABG, and Envfronmental Intervenors raise 

argumente en rehearing that tae PPA Order fafls to comply with R.C 4928.02(H). In thefr 

respective thirty-seventh and thirty-eighth grounds for rehearing, P3/EPSA and RESA 

argue tae Commission, witaout any substantive explanation, erroneously concluded the 

PPA rider does not provide AEP Ohio's affUiate a subsidy or an anticompetitive benefit 

over the claims of intervenors otherwise. 

If 226) OMAEG, in ite fourth assignment ef error, and Environmental 

Interveners, in thefr first assignment of error, aver the PPA rider is in direct conttavention 

of R.C. 4928.02(H), as AEP Ohio, the regulated disttibution utUity, wiU be subsidizing ite 

unregulated generation affiHate. via the PPA rider. 

If 227) Further, Envfronmental Intervenors make several argumente on 

rehearing that tae PPA rider facUitates an anticompetitive subsidy in conttavention of 
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R.C 4928.02(H). In thefr ffrst ground for rehearing, Envfronmental Intervenors aver the 

PPA Order is a violation of the policy expressed in R.C. 4928.02(H). Envfronmental 

Intervenors state the statate liste one example of the type of subsidy barred by state 

policy, but it is not the exdusive means by which an anticompetitive subsidy can violate 

the statate. Envfronmental Intervenors note that tae Ohio Supreme Court did not rely 

on precise labels when it rejected a utUity's proposal to coUect increases fri generation-

related fuel coste through its disttibution rates as violating this poHcy in a prior version 

of the statate. Elyria Foundry Co. v. Pub. Util Comm., 114 Ohio St.3d 305,2007-Ohio-4164, 

871 N.E,2d 1176, t 48, In comparison. Environmental Intervenors contend the 

Commission has approved a nen-b)'passable rider funding only AEP Ohio's affUiate-

owned plante, causing AEP Ohio's disttibution and captive customers to pay for a 

finandal hedge resting only on AEPGR's generation business. 

ff 228) Environmental Intervenors, m the second subpart of thefr ffrst ground for 

rehearing, note taat tae Commission has previously recognized that competitive 

suppliers are already seeking te provide seme protections against price volatUity. ESP 3 

Case, Opinion and Oder (Feb. 25, 2015) at 24. Therefore, Environmental Intervenors 

reason the PPA rider undercute further development of a competitive market to provide 

hedges to customers who want the service in some form by forcing those customers to 

pay for AEP Ohio's version of a hedge instead of aUowing interested customers to choose 

from among competing options. 

If 229} As part of thefr first assignment of error, Envfronmental Intervenors 

argue that, although the Comm^ion recognized tae risk of bidding tae PPA unite into 

the wholesale market and required annual reviews to evaluate ABP Ohio's bidding 

behavior, the approach overlooks the possibility that it may be in the best mterest of 

Ohio's retafl ratepayers to bid the PPA units' output into tae wholesale market at below 

costs. Further, Environmental Intervenors note that this approach would likely 
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artfficially depress market prices, deterring AEPGR's competitors from constmcting new 

generation. 

If 230} Environmental Intervenors, in thefr second ground for rehearing, argue 

the Commission erroneously approved the stipulation as reasonable without any 

consideration that AEP Ohio ratepayers will be requfred to accept the PPA rider hedge 

irrespective of whether the customers want a hedge or not or already have a hedging 

mechanism. These opposing parties advocate a heightened scrutiny for the T*PA rider as 

a result of the affiHate PPA wifh AEPGR, as well as the possibUity that the magnitade of 

the cost imposed on ratepayers cotfld be sigmficant without any consideration of 

alternatives or a competitive bidding process. 

If 231} P3/EPSA and RESA, each fri thefr respective eighth ground for rehearing, 

argue the Commission is statatorUy required, pursuant to R.C. 4928,06, to ensure effective 

competition in the provision of retaU electtic service by avoiding anticompetitive 

subsidies between noncompetitive and competitive retafl electtic service or to a product 

or service other than retail electric service, including the recovery of any generation-

related coste through disttibution or ttansmission rates. P3/EPSA and RESA claim that 

the Conunission rejected opposing parties' daims that the PPA and the PPA rider violate 

R.C 4928.02(H) witiiout analyzmg fhe argumente raised. P3/EPSA and RESA contend 

tine PPA and tae PPA rider are an anticompetitive subsidy in two respecte. First, they 

reason AEP Ohio ratepayers wiU be required to pay the net cost of AEPGR and OVEC 

wholesale generation. Second, they submit that the PPA rider wiU provide ABP Ohio a 

non-bypassable disttibution rider imposed en ratepayers when it is actaally a generation-

related cost P3/EPSA claim that the Commission is requfred to address these claims. In 

re Application of Columbus S. Power Co., Slip Opfruon No. 2016-Ohio-1608, f 66. Further, 

P3/EPSA and RESA note that the PPA rider wfll be ene of AEP Ohio's tarfrfed services 

and reason that AEP Ohio, a wires-only entity, wUl be collecting a disttibution charge for 
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the benefit of its generation affiliate, which also, according to P3/EPSA and RESA, 

violates R.C. 4928,02(H). 

(f 232} P3/EPSA and RESA, fri thefr second ground for rehearing, contend 

approval of the PPA rider is imreasonable and unlawful as it is a departare from tae 

legislative dfrective to promote competition, to the benefit of AEP Ohio's affiliate and ite 

parent corporation. Opposing intervenors argue that approving the PPA rider would be 

a step backward from a fulfy competitive retafl market. P3/EPSA and RESA dafrn the 

PPA rider functions f o ttansfer the market risk to ratepayers, net te provide rate stability. 

Further, opposing parties claim, as the Commission previously acknowledged, there are 

several other methods to mitigate generation price volatility and fixed-price conttacte are 

avaUable in the market ESP 3 Case, Opfriion and Order (Feb. 25,2015) at 24. P3/EPSA 

and RESA argue the Coinmission changed the regulatory landscape for generation by 

approvmg the PPA rider and should reverse fliis dedsion on rehearing. 

jf 233} AEP Ohio submite that opposing interveners' argumente are based on the 

incorrect premise that tae PPA rider is a distribution charge, which it is not AEP Ohio 

emphasizes, as the Commission previously conduded, that tae PPA rider is a generation-

related charge designed to recover generation-related coste. ESP 3 Case, Opfruon and 

Oder at 21,26. As to the issues raised by Environmental Intervenors, AEP Ohio states 

Environmental Interveners' logic is flawed, as the hedging service that is the basis of the 

PPA rider cannot simultaneously be the source and the recipient of the subsidy, AEP 

Ohio asserte tae one and only service provided by the PPA rider is a generation service 

that is priced based on net cost. The Company reasons taere must be two separate 

services for anticompetitive cross-subsidization to occur. Opposing parties' argumente 

also overlook S.B. 221, according to AEP Ohio, which aUows an electtic disttibution utUity 

to provide both bypassable and non-bypassable generation service as a component of an 

ESP. In ABP Ohio's opinion, OMAEG's argumente fail to recognize that the rate 
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StabUizing hedging service the PPA rider provides to customers is net a subsidy, 

particularly not an anticompetitive subsidy, as a result ef being a cost-based charge or a 

credit 

Jf 234} AEP Ohio characterizes Envfronmental Interveners' argumente as 

suggesting that any anticompetitive subsidy is prohibited under R.C 492B,02(H). 

Furflier, AEP Ohio dedares the PPA rider is not a subsidy ox anticompetitive, like 

opposing intervenors argue, given that the Commission spedfically determined tae PPA 

rider supporte competition rather than undermines competition. PPA O d e r at 96-97. 

The Company avers the PPA rider is based on the recovery of net cost in exchange for 

AEP Ohio customers receiving a finandal hedge on generation service and, therefore, the 

PPA rider carmot be considered a subsidy. 

ff 235} Furtaer, AEP Ohio avers the daims by P3/EPSA and RESA merely rehash 

the litigation position advocated by tine parties and rejected by the Commission in fhe 

PPA Oder . The Company encourages tae Commission, consistent with ite prior ruling, 

te again reject P3/EPSAs and RESA's claims on rehearfrig. 

{f 236) In addition, ABP Ohio states that opposir^ interveners' daims that tae 

PPA rider is an anticompetitive subsidy are based on the flawed premise that tae PPA 

rider is a distribution charge. ABP Ohio declares that the PPA rider is not a disttibution 

charge and does not involve a disttibution service. AEP Ohio argues, as the Commission 

previously determined fri the ESP 3 Case, the PPA rider would not permit tae recovery of 

generation-rdated coste through distribution or ttansmission rates, ESP 3 Case, Opinion 

and O d e r (Feb. 25,2015) at 21,26. Thus, AEP Ohio declares the Commission has rejected 

tae daims of opposing parties regarding R.C 4928.02(H) and, tarthermore, the 

Commission reinforced its findings in taese cases where such argumente were again 

rejected, PPA O d e r at 96. 
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(f 237} Because AEP Ohio has elected not to pursue the affiliate PPA with 

AEPGR, as a result of the FERC Affiliate PPA Order, the Coinmission finds that opposing 

interveners' argumente that the PPA O d e r violates R.C 4928.02(H) are moot, to the 

extent that they pertain to the affiliate PPA or affiliate subsidies. Notably, FERC's 

discussion regarding whetaer AEP Ohio customers are captive pertains te the affUiate 

PPA with AEPGR and not to the OVEC entitiement. We emphasize flnat AEP Ohio 

customers are free te shop with a CRES provider or to secure service under the SSO. 

Furtaer, the Commission finds that we have net foreclosed the abUity of CRES providers 

or customers to secure additional hedging mechanisms to meet customers' wishes for 

retail rate stabUity. The PPA rider mechanism, with only the OVEC entiflement wiU, as 

designed, be based on the net cost of the OVBC PPA unite. The PPA charge, whether a 

credit or debit on customer bUls, is merely derived, in part, based on such cost. The PPA 

rider will serve AEP Ohio's retaU customers, whether taey are SSO customers or are 

served by a CRES provider, Accordmgly, the Commission finds fhat flie argumente of 

tae opposing intervenors that tae PPA O d e r violates R.C. 4928.02(H) should be denied. 

{f 238) It is the state policy, under R C 4928.02(1), to ensure retafl electric service 

consumers protection against unreasonable sales practices, market deficiencies, emd 

market power. OMAEG, in ite fourth assignment of error, argues the affUiate PPA with 

AEPGR violates R.C. 4928.02(1), to flie extent fliat AEP Ohio customers have no option to 

avoid the coste associated with flie contract with AEPGR. 

If 239) AEP Ohio reasons that, in Ught of ite request on rehearing to limit these 

cases to an OVEC-only proposal, OMAEG's argumente are moot. Further, accordmg to 

AEP Ohio, OMABG's argumente deny that the purpose and design of fhe PPA 

mechanism is te act as a hedge against market volatUity, particularly in extteme weather, 

and to provide a measure of retafl rate stability. AEP Ohio emphasizes that the 

Commission determined the stipulation will provide numerous benefits to customers 
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that are in the pubUc interest and consistent with the policies of the state, as set forth in 

R.C. 4928.02. PPA Order at 82. AEP Ohio dedares the opposing intervenors have net set 

forth any vaHd argumente to demonsttate that the PPA rider will subject ratepayers te 

unreasonable sales practices, market defidencies, and market power, as OMAEG asserts. 

If 240) AEP Ohio also notes that the OVEC agreement has existed and wdll 

continue to exist frrespective of the Commission's decision in taese proceedings and that 

the Company wUI continue to be requfred to pay ite share of OVEC unit costs. AEP Ohio 

points out that the OVEC entitiement has the potential to provide customers a substantial 

retaU price hedge. Importanfly, the Company states the OVEC PPA has been approved 

by FERC. AEP Ohio reminds the parties that the coste of the OVEC tmite, as recently as 

2014, were recovered as part of the Compan/s retafl rates through the fuel adjustment 

clause mechanism and fixed cost rider, as weU as in various otaer forms over tae last 

50 years. AEP Ohio reasons the claims of opposing intervenors regarding market 

distortion and skewed incentives have not marufested smce tae existence ef OVEC and 

should be rejected by tae Commission as merifless. Accordingly, AEP Ohio reasons, 

because the PPA rider does not violate Ohio policy as set forth in R.C 4928.02(1), tae 

application for rehearing should be denied. 

f f 241) At this stage of tae proceedings, in light of the Company's decision not to 

continue wititi tine affUiate PPA, as a result of the FERC Affiliate FPA Order, the 

Commission finds that OMAEG's argument that the affUiate PPA violates R.C. 4928.02(1) 

shotfld be denied as moot. OMAEG did not spedficaUy make the daim that the OVEC 

entitiement would create market deficiencies and market power in conttavention of R.C, 

4928.02(1). However, the Commission finds such daims that the PPA mechanism, 

including only ABP Ohio's OVEC entiflement, wfll deter new entry into the generation 

market to be merifless, based on tae proportion of ABP Ohio's OVEC entiflement in 

comparison to the megawatte generated throughout PJM and the abUity of new 
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generators to enter the market in Ohio, not to mention PJM, during the existence of fhe 

OVEC unite (Tr. XII at 3057^058; P3/EPSA Ex. 3; P3/EPSA Ex. 4; P3/EPSA Ex. 5; 

P3/EPSAEX.7). 

(f 242) In ite fourta ground fer rehearing, OMABG contends that the PPA O d e r 

does not encourage competition fri the generation sector and will deter new entry into 

the generation market Thus, according to OMAEG, the Commission abdicated its duty 

to enstue the state is effective in the global economy as required under R.C 4928.02(N). 

OMAEG submite the PPA Order is likely to cause damage to commerce beyond Ohio's 

borders, as other utilities may request other state commissions provide simUar regtdatory 

tteatment. 

{f 243) In light of AEP Ohio's dection not to continue with the affiliate PPA as a 

result of the FERC Affiliate PPA Order, we find the argumente presented on rehearuig in 

regards to R.C. 4928.02(N), to the extent that they pertain to the affUiate PPA, should be 

denied as moot. As te the PPA rider mechanism to the extent it indudes tae OVEC 

entitiement, the Commission finds that such arguments lack merit fer the same reasons 

we find that an OVEC-only PPA rider is consistent with the policy objectives set forth fri 

R.C. 4928.02(1). Namely, the size of fhe OVEC entiflement in comparison to the 

megawatte generated in PJM is relatively insignificant. Further, OMAEG did not indicate 

any specffic harm, eitaer experienced or expected, to the state's effectiveness in the global 

economy from including the OVEC unite in the PPA rider mechanism, as reflected in tae 

amended application and modified by the stipulation and the PPA Order. Thus, the 

Commission finds that the argumente are unfounded and that the application for 

rehearing shotfld be denied. 

If 244) The substance of opposing interveners' argumente regarding the state 

policy objectives set forth in R.C. 4928.02 have been considered in the PPA O d e r and this 

Second Entty on Rehearing, We find that aU such daims that the PPA rider mechanism. 
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as modified by the stipulation and the PPA Oder , is not in compliance with the state 

policy objectives should be denied, 

3. CORPORATE SEPARATION 

If 245} In the ESP 3 Case and the PPA Oder , tiie Commission concluded that the 

PPA rider is a generation-related charge. ESP 3 Case, Opinion and Order (Feb. 25,2015) 

at 21; PPA O d e r at 94. In the PPA Order, the Commission fotmd that the PPA rider did 

not violate AEP Ohio's code of conduct in ite open access disttibution (OAD) tariff, as the 

premise of flie PPA rider is to operate as a finandal hedge for retafl customers rather than 

a physical hedge. PPA O d e r at 101-102. In their ninth ground fer rehearing,!^/EPSA 

and RESA aver the Commission erred, as a matter of law, in ite decisions where the 

Commission determined the PPA rider does not violate the separation of services 

requfremente of R.C, 4928.03, as tine statate expressly includes retaU decttic generation 

as a competitive service. The opposing parties reason tae rider requfres shopping 

customers to pay AEP Ohio's affiHate for generation, which merges competitive service 

(affiHated generation) with regulated services (AEP Ohio's wfres-enly rider) in violation 

of R.C. 4928.03. 

ff 246) Dynegy, in ite fourth assignment of error, reiterates the argument set forth 

in ite brief that the PPA rider violates the OAD tariff code of conduct as AEPGR wUl be 

bidding flie PPA unite and tae non-PPA unite into the PJM market. Dynegy argues fliat 

tae Commission interpreted the term "services" far too narrowly to mean physical 

generation. Dynegy reasons that under tae stipulation, AEP Ohio's customers will be 

requfred to pay the PPA rider, which compensates AEP Ohio fer ite coste m purchasing 

the output of the FPA unite from AEPGR and acte as a hedge for AEP Ohio's ratepayers 

only to the extent that generation services are taken from AEPGR. Dynegy argues, 

although AEP Ohio's ratepayers may not be direcfly receiving AEPGR's PPA unit 

generation, thefr receipt of AEF Ohio's regulated wires services is conditioned on paying 
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for and receiving an economic value from tae generation output of AEPGR in tae form 

of a hedge. According to Dynegy, this sttucture is a violation of the tariff's code of 

conduct and, taerefore, the Commission erred when it fafled to find the PPA rider violates 

AEP Ohio's OAD tarfrf. 

(f 247) Similarly, Dynegy, in ite thfrd ground for rehearing, and P3/EPSA and 

RBSA, in thefr tenth grotmd for rehearing, declare that the PPA Oder unreasonably and 

unlawfully conduded that the stipulation and the PPA rider do not violate the corporate 

separation provisions fri R.C 4928,17. Dynegy argues, based on the PPA's fridusion of 

generation unite owned by AEPGR, that separation between AEP Ohio and AEPGR is 

unenforceable under the stipulation and the PPA. Several of the opposmg parties claim 

that the PPA rider does net meet the requiremente ef R.C 4928.143, as the foundation of 

the argument that the PPA rider and tae stipulation cannot be an exception to R.C 

4928,17, Further, according te these intervenors, nothing in R.C 4928.143 negates tae 

corporate separation requirements of R.C 4928.17. In any event, opposing intervenors 

submit R.C 4928.143 does not excuse AEP Ohio's failure to comply with R.C. 4928.17. 

{f 248) In ite memorandum contta, AEP Ohio reiterates ite request, in light ef tae 

FERC Affiliate PPA Order, to exdude the AEPGR PPA unite from the amended application 

and the stipulation and proceed with the PPA rider tacluding only the OVEC unite. 

Accordingly, AEP Ohio states Dynegy's, P3/EPSA's, and RESA's arguments as to R,C. 

4928.03 and R.C 4928.17 are moot 

If 249} Nenetadess, AEP Ohio declares the interveners' argumente on this issue 

lack merit. The Company notes that the Commission addressed the code of conduct and 

corporate separation argumente presented in the PPA Oder. PPA Oder at 101-102, 

Despite opposmg intervenors' daims, the Company dedares, as the Commission found 

in the PPA Order, the PPA rider satisfles the criteria set forth in R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d), 

Accordingly, AEP Ohio states that the rider squarely fits into the ddineated exception to 
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R.C, 4928.17. Further, AEP Ohio offers, as the Company explained in its reply brief, it 

makes sense taat the corporate separation statate defers to the ESP statate, because the 

former is aimed at ensuring that competitive generation services remain competitive, and 

is not aimed at SSO service or anything else provided by an electtic distribution utility 

under the statate. AEP Ohio declares the PPA stmctare necessarUy means that ABP Ohio 

does not own the generation assets and is buying power from a separate and distinct 

corporate entity. The Company notes affiliate ttansactions are not prohibited by the 

Revised Code or the Commission's code of conduct and AEP Ohio is committed to 

foUowfrig ife corporate separation plan and applicable laws and regulations when 

conducting any such ttansactions. Accordingly, AEP Ohio avers opposing interveners' 

argumente as to R.C 4928.03 and 4928.17 are moot, but fr the arguments are considered, 

they should be denied. 

If 250) The Commission finds that tae opposing parties' argumente have afready 

been thoroughly addressed and should again be denied. PPA O d e r at 101-102. 

AdditionaUy, the Commission acknowledges that AEP Ohio has elected, in consideration 

ef tae FERC Affiliate PPA Order, to proceed with the amended PPA application only to 

the extent that it includes the OVEC unite. Therefore, the Commission finds the 

interveners' argumente regarding the inclusion of the affiUate PPA unite and any alleged 

violation of R.C. 4928.03 and R.C 4928.17 should also be denied as moot 

4. TRANSITION REvmuEs 

If 251) In the PPA Oder , the Commission concluded, over the argumente of 

opposing parties, that tae PPA rider would not allow ABP Ohio to recover ttansition 

revenue and, taerefore, did not violate R.C. 4928.38. CXC m ite fifteenta ground for 

rehearing, P3/EPSA and RBSA in taefr respective thirty-sixth ground for rehearfrig, and 

OMAEG m ite fourta ground for rehearing advise the Commission this aspect of tae PPA 

O d e r is unjust unreasonable, and unlawful, given a recent decision of the Supreme 
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Court of Ohio, In re Application of Columbus S. Power Co., Slip Opmion No, 2016-1608, f 

18,21. P3/BPSA and RESA refer to the PPA coste as legacy coste, which include existing 

capital costs, existing debt, existing labor and fuel conttacts, historical investment costs, 

and undepreciated plant-in-service balances. OMAEG, in ite fourth ground fer 

rehearing, and other opposing intervenors state that even though the PPA rider charges 

are not designated as ttansition revenue, flie PPA rider recovery mechanism constitates 

the receipt ef the equivalent of ttansition revenue as any deficiency in the PJM market 

vnll be recovered from AEP Ohio ratepayers. P3/EPSA and RESA interpret the PPA 

Order to impHcifly accept the PPA unite' legacy coste as prudent as part ef the annual 

pmdency review. PPA O d e r at 90. Thus, opposing intervenors state the Commission 

allowed AEP Ohio to include in the PPA rider unidentified and unverfried costs, as 

prudent, and flne matter should be corrected on rdiearing. 

If 252) The Coinmission finds that the opposing interveners' arguments have 

already been addressed and should again be denied. In tae PPA Oder , we disagreed 

with the contention that the PPA rider would permit AEP Ohio to coUect untimely 

ttansition coste in violation of R.C 4928.38. Consistent wita our decision in the ESP 3 

Case, we noted that the PPA rider constitates a rate stability charge related to limitations 

on customer shopping for retaU electtic generation service and may, therefore, be 

authorized pursuant to R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d). PFA O d e r at 102, dtfrig ESP 3 Case, 

Opinion and O d e r (Feb. 25,2015) at 26. 

If 253} Moreover, the Coinmission notes that the PPA rider is nothing Hke a 

ttansition charge. There is no "ttansition" in this ESP. SSO generation wiU continue te 

be sourced through a competitive bidding process in this ESP. AEP Ohio does net own 

generation assete except for tae OVEC entitlement. All ef the generation assete used to 

provide generation service prior to January 1,2001, have been ttansferred to an affiliate. 

Further, we note that the purpose of ttansition revenue was to aUow electtic disttibution 
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UtiHties to recover tae costs ef generation assete used to provide generation service to 

customers prior to tae unbundling of rates in S.B. 3 fr such coste could not be recovered 

through the market R.C 4928.39. However, the OVEC conttact was used te provide 

generation service te tae U.S. Department of Energy and ite predecessors prior to 

January 1,2001. Therefore, the OVEC conttact wliich was a wholesale ttansaction, was 

not "dfrecfly assignable or aUocable to retail electtic generation service provided to 

electtic consumers fri this state." R.C. 4928.39(B). At the time of flie enactment of S.B. 3 

and at the time of the ttansition to a competitive market on January 1, 2001, OVEC's 

generation assete were used to serve OVEC's customer. (Co, Ex. 10 at 4-5.) Therefore, 

AEP Ohio was not "entitied an opportanity to recover the coste," within the meaning of 

the statate. R.C. 4928.39(D). Accordingly, we find that flie OVEC conttact does not meet 

tae criteria for ttansition coste under R.C. 4928.39(B) er (D). Since the OVEC conttact was 

used to provide generation service to tae U.S, Department of Energy and ite predecessors 

prior to the ttansition te a competitive market on January 1, 2001, the OVEC conttact 

cannot be the basis for ttansition charges or thefr equivalent For these reasons, the 

Commission condudes opposing interveners' grounds for rehearing on this issue should 

be denied. 

5. JUST AND REASONABLE CHARGES 

If 254) Dynegy, in frs ffrtii assignment of error, and P3/EPSA and RESA, m thefr 

respective eleventh assignment of error, submit that the Commission did not directiy 

address claims that the PPA rider violates the requirement in R,C. 4905.22 taat charges 

be just and reasonable, but fliat the Commission impHcifly rejected such arguments. 

According to Dynegy, the Commission is required to expressly address such arguments. 

In re Comm. Rev. of Capacity Charges of Ohio Power Co., 2016-Ohio-I607, f 52. Furtaer, 

opposing parties argue tae PPA Order failed to consider tae testimony of P3/EPSA 

witaess Ovicchi, which was corroborated by witaesses for the Sierra Club and IGS, and 

chaUenged the projections offered by AEP Ohio and presented more recent pr<^ected 
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natural gas price assumptions and revised electtic demand assumptions, which, 

according to the witaess, could result fri sigruficant charges under the PPA rider. 

If 255} In addition, Dynegy, as well as P3/EPSA and RESA, in taefr eleventa 

ground for rehearing, argue the PPA rider ttansfers futare market risk to AEP Ohio's 

ratepayers. Therefore, P3/EPSA and RBSA declare the PPA rider is per se unreasonable 

in violation ef R.C. 4905,22. Dynegy acknowledges fhat the PPA O d e r imposed a 

two-year cap on tae average customer biU mcrease of not more than five percent over 

June 1,2015 SSO rates. PPA O d e r at 81. Nonethdess, Dynegy states this is unreasonable 

and difficult te decipher, and does not address the remaining years of the PPA rider term, 

as any tate cap set on the first two years of the PPA rider wfll be reflected in the 

calculation ef the rider's over- and under-recovery calculation over the last six years. 

PPA Order at 81-82. Dynegy submite that the Commission could have imposed a 

monetary cap on the PPA rider charges or required tae PPA be obtained through 

competitive bid. According to opposing intervenors, the Commission's failure to 

unplement reasonable mechanisms te mitigate the risk of the PPA rider is unreasonable 

and conttavenes R.C. 4905.22. 

(f 256} AEP Ohio replies that opposing interveners' arguments are incorrect for 

two reasons. Ffrst, AEP Ohio avers that opposing parties' argumente that the PPA rider 

violates R.C. 4905.22 are based en the misguided stance that AEP Ohio seeks to 

unlawfully ttansfer unknown futare market risk firom AEP Ohio to Ohio ratepayers. AEP 

Ohio submite that tae argument, as it applies to tae affiliate PPA unite, is moot, as the 

Company requeste that such unite be eliminated from the application. 

If 257} Second, the Company argues the PPA rider is a rate stabiHzation 

mechanism. Furthermore, AEP Ohio pefrite out that, as part of flie stipulation, AEP Ohio 

agreed to reduce ite ROE from a variable rate ranging from 11.24 percent to 15.9 percent 

to a fixed rate of 10.38 percent resulting in a savings to Ohio ratepayers of $86 mUIion. 
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AEP Ohio notes that it also agreed to ratepayer credite ef up to $100 mUIien ever the last 

four years of the PPA term if actaal revenues under the PPA rider are bdow projections. 

The foundation of opposing interveners' argumente, according to AEP Ohio, is that the 

stable market vdll exist in perpetaity, and that staggering and laddering are sufficient to 

m ^ t any future volatiUty. AEP Ohio states opposing parties' argument is an ururealistic 

approach. Accordingly, AEP Ohio argues the PPA rider is not an unreasonable charge 

under R.C 4905.22 and requeste that tae applications for rehearing on this ground be 

denied. 

If 258) Opposing intervenors aver that the PPA O d e r faUed to dfrecfly address 

intervenors' claims taat the PPA rider violates R.C 4905.22. R,C. 4905.22 states, in 

relevant part: 

All charges made or demanded for any service rendered, or to be rendered, 

shaU be just, reasonable, and not mere tiian flie charges aUowed by law or 

by order of the public utilities commission, and no unjust or unreasonable 

charge shall be made er demanded for, or in connection with, any service, 

or m excess of that allowed by law or by order of the commission. 

If 259) The Commission finds that tae opposing parties' requeste for rehearing 

should be denied. The charges associated with the amended PPA application and thefr 

compUance with various provisions of the statates are discussed throughout the PPA 

Oder . Without spedfically referring to R.C. 4905.22, after considering the argumente of 

tae parties on both sides ef the issues, the Commission determined that the amended PPA 

application, as modffied by tae stipulation and tarther modfried by the PPA Oder , 

would protect customers against rate volatUity and price fiuctaations. In addition, the 

Commission specifically recognized that while rate stabUity is an important 

consideration, tae Commission must not impose unreasonable coste on customers. PPA 

Order at 77-78. The Commission offered its justffication for concluding taat the PPA rider 
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would likely result m a net credit to AEP Ohio ratepayers over the term of the PPA rider. 

PPA O d e r at 80-81. For these reasons, the Commission concludes that there is suffident 

justffication in tae PPA O d e r to condude that the PPA rider complies wita the 

requfremente of R.C. 4905,22. 

ff 260) Further, because ABP Ohio has elected to proceed with tae amended PPA 

application wifh only the OVEC unite as a result of the mling in the FERC Affiliate PPA 

Order, the Cormnission finds the mtervenors' argumente regarding any alleged violation 

of R.C. 4905.22, te the extent that they pertain to the affUiate PPA, should also be denied 

as moot. We note that the record evidence indicates the potential fer tae OVEC unite to 

result in a $110 miUion credit over the term of the PPA rider mechanism through 2024 

(IGS Ex.1). 

If 261} Nenetadess, tae Commission recognizes that R.C. 4905,22 dfrects, in part 

that aU charges made or demanded fer any service shaU be just reasonable, and not mere 

than the charges aUewed by law er by order ef the Commission and no unjust or 

umeasonable charge shall be made or demanded in excess of that aUowed by law er by 

order of tae Commission. We edse have recognized that the impact of the PPA rider 

mechanism is based on projections, whether the projections were presented by AEP Ohio, 

OCC, P3 / EPSA, er any otaer party. As we stated in tae PPA Order, even the most reliable 

projections may be proven wrong in the futare. To that end, the Commission imposed 

an asymmettical rate impact Hmit on the PPA rider mechanism fer the remsiinder ef the 

current ESP term, through May 31,2018, of five percent en an individual customer basis. 

PPA O d e r at 81. The Commission's implementation of the rate impact mechanism is 

intended to ensure that the charges under the PPA rider mechanism are reasonable, 

consistent with the requfremente of R.C. 4905.22. 
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6. POPULATION OF THE PPA RIDER 

If 262} P3/BPSA and RBSA note fliat the Commission in the FPA Order 

acknowledged that the current proceedings are "an outcome of the ESP 3 Case, in order 

to facUitate a more in-depth review of the Company's PPA proposal, and, fr approved by 

the Coinmission, to populate the rate in the PPA rider." PPA Order at 93. Further, 

opposing intervenors, fri thefr seventh ground for rehearing^ interpret the quoted section 

of the PPA O d e r to mean that tae current proceedings are not ESP proceedings, but are 

instead tariff proceedings te populate the PPA rider. P3/EPSA and RESA note that in 

the PPA O d e r the Commission subsequently acknowledged that "AEP Ohio has the 

option, under R.C. 4928.143, to reject any Commission modffications to tae ESP and 

withdraw ite application fer an ESP." PPA Order at 82, P3/EPSA and RBSA argue these 

proceedings carmot be both tariff populating proceedings and ESP proceedings under flie 

requfremente of R.C 4928.143. ff these cases are ESP proceedings, according to P3/EPSA 

and RESA, a full ESP evaluation must be performed to modify tae ESP and, if n e t AEP 

Ohio lacks titie option to withdraw ite ESP. P3/EPSA and RESA submit tae Commission 

cannot selectively apply some ESP statatory requfremente and not others. Therefore, the 

opposing parties declare it was an error for the Commission te condude these cases are 

tarfrf proceedings and that AEP Ohio can reject the modffication made by tae 

Commission to the ESP. 

If 263) AEP Ohio initiaUy responds that opposing interveners' argumente in 

regard to non-OVEC capadty are moot in Hght of AEP Ohio's rehearing application. 

Furtaer, AEP Ohio submite tae allegations taat the Commission considered these cases 

to be merely for the ptupose of populating the PPA rider mechanism overlook the 

Commission's expHcit decision to subject fhe PPA rider to a comprehensive ESP analysis 

under R C 4928.143(B)(2)(d). PPA O d e r at 93. The Company notes taat flie PPA Order 

specfficaUy states that tae Commission undertook such analysis to satisfy the concerns of 

numerous intervening par t i s , including P3/EPSA and RESA. Therefore, AEP Ohio 
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interprete the PPA O d e r to conclude that the PPA rider is a statatorUy permissible 

provision of an ESP, which also affords AEP Ohio the opportunity to withdraw fi*om the 

ESP fr the Company rejecte modifications made by the Commission. 

{f 264j In the ESP 3 Case, the Commission discussed extensively AEP Ohio's PPA 

rider proposal and various parties' opposition taereto, induding whetaer the PPA rider 

proposal met fhe requfrements to be included in an ESP. Ultimatdy, the Commission 

determined that the statatory requfremente to establish the PPA rider mechanism had 

been met in the ESP proceedings and approved the PPA rider mechanism at an initial 

rate ef zero. ESP 3 Case, Opfruon and Order (Feb. 25,2015) at 19-27. As previously stated, 

in both the ESP 3 Case and the PPA Order, the purpose of these cases was to facilitate a 

more in-depth review of the Compan/s PPA proposal, and, if approved by the 

Commission, te populate ihe rate in the PPA rider. PPA O d e r at 93. The Commission 

noted that, while we did not believe it was necessary to again consider whetaer the 

Company's PPA rider proposal met the requfremente to be a component of tae ESP, the 

Commission nonetheless reassessed tae PPA rider as a prevision of an ESP based on the 

record in these proceedings. We engaged in this exercise in response to the arguments 

raised by opposfrig parties, not because tae Commission conduded that these rider 

proceedings are eqiflvalent to an ESP case. We note that for the same reason, the 

Commission performed an ESP/MRO analysis. PPA O d e r at 104-105. The Commission 

engaged fri these analyses to consider and resolve the argumente presented and no more. 

Similarly, in light of the resources expended by all parties and the extensive litigation 

imdertaken in these proceedings, as weU as in the ESP 3 Case, in regards to the proposed 

PPA rider, the Commission sought to minimize extended tmcertainty regarding whether 

the Company would implement the PPA rider, as modffied, or attempt to withdraw tine 

ESP. To that end, the Commission induded the following: 
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The Commission notes that, following the condusion ef rehearing, the filing 

of tarfrfs consistent with this Opinion and Order, including its 

modfrications to the stiptflation, shall be deemed as acceptance of tae O d e r 

and the modffications by ABP Ohio. Any such acceptance, however, will 

be subject to righte of appeal tmder R.C, Oiapter 4903. 

PPA Order at 106. Accordingly, tae Commission finds the request for rehearing on this 

issue should be denied. 

7r - " ' ENERGY EFFICIENCY OPT-OUT PROVISION 

(f265) In the PPA Oder , tae Comrrussion rejected the Envfronmental 

Interveners' claims that Section IILCll of the stipulation violates R.C. 4928.6613, which, 

accordmg to the Envfronmental Intervenors, provides that customers that have opted out 

of a utiUty's energy efficiency and peak demand reduction (EE/PDR) portfolio plan are 

exempt from the associated cost of the utiii t /s EE/PDR programs. The Environmental 

Intervenors interpreted Section III.C.ll of tae stipulation to pennit customers under AEP 

Ohio's intermptible power tariff to opt out of the obligation te pay for the EE/PDR rider, 

but StiU partidpate m the interruptible power tariff and receive flie associated credit. 

Concluding that Envfronmental Interveners' argumente were premature, tae 

Commission noted that Section III.C.ll is ene of tae provisions te be included in AEP 

Ohio's ESP extension application. PPA O d e r at 97-98. 

ff 266} On rehearing, Envfronmental Interveners, in thefr thfrd ground for 

rehearing, reiterate tae argument, interpreting Section IILCll of the stipulation to 

indicate the signatory parties' intent that the provision take immediate effect, 

Accerdingfy/ Envfronmental Intervenors seek either a mling en tae argument as set forth 

in thefr briefs or darffication taat pending resolution of this issue in the ESP extension 

proceeding, customers cannot opt out of paying AEP Ohio's EE/PDR rider while stiU 

receiving a credit through the interruptible power tariff. 
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If 26!^ The PPA Oder notes that as reflected in the stipulation, AEP Ohio 

cemmife to propose and support Section IILCll as part of tae ESP extension application 

case where the parties wUl have an opportanity to evaluate the proposal. PPA Order at 

98, The Commission darffies that this provision of the stipulation has not been approved 

for immediate implementation upon either tae issuance ef tae PPA Oder or this Second 

Entry on Rehearfrig. With that darffication, we find that Environmental Interveners' 

request for rehearing on this issue should be denied. 

8. CoMPETmoN INCENTIVE RIDER 

ff 268} The stipulation provides for the proposal of the competition incentive 

rider (CIR). OCC, in ite nineteenth and twentieth grounds fer rehearmg, avers the OR 

allows AEP Ohio and others, including marketers who compete with the SSO, to 

artfridaUy inflate the SSO rate, facilitating an anticompetitive price increase in violation 

of R,C. 4928,02(A). OCC reasons that the CIR discriminates against AEP Ohio's SSO 

customers and does not produce reasonably priced service. 

If 269} AEP Ohio responds that OCC's claims are prematare and net ripe for 

review at this time. The Company notes ihe provision of the stipulation. Section IILC12, 

which proposes the creation of the CIR, reflecte AEP Ohio's commitment to propose the 

CIR in ite ESP 3 extension case and the signatory parties' commitment to advocate for the 

approval of the CIR. However, if the Comnussion electe to entertain CXC's chaUenge to 

the CIR at this point, AEP Ohio submits OCCs premise that the CIR is an increase to SSO 

rates is false, as SSO customers wiU get an offsetting credit for the CIR as noted in the 

stipulation at Section III.C.12.b. According to the Company, OCCs argumente overlook 

the fact that the Coinmission has previously approved shopping incentives and the 

waiver ef regulatory ttansition charges fer residential customers and discounted capacity 

for CRES providers to incent shopping. In re Columbus Southern Power Co. and Ohio Power 

Co., Case No. 99-1729-EL-FrP, et al.. Opinion and Oder (Sept 28, 2000) at 11, Entty on 
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Rehearing (Nov. 21, 2000) at 2-4; In re Columbus Southern Power Co. and Ohio Power Co., 

Case No. 11-346-EL-SSO, et al., Opfruon and O d e r (Aug. 8,2012) at 51. 

ff 27Q) As reflected in the stipulation and adopted by the Commission in the PPA 

Oder , AEP Ohio commite to propose and support the CIR as part of the ESP extension 

proceeding, based on the premise that taere may be coste associated with providing retail 

electtic service that are not reflected in SSO rates. The Commission finds that OCC's 

arguments in regard to the CIR are prematare. OCC's arguments are more appropriately 

raised in the ESP extension case. Accordingly, we deny OCC's application for rehearing 

ef this issue. 

E. ESP/MRO Test 

If 271) In ite sixteenta ground for rehearing, OCC contends that the PPA Order 

is unlawful because the Commission found that the ESP passes the ESP/MRO test. 

Specifically, in subpart A, CXC claims that OCC witness WUson's projected $580 million 

PPA rider cost ever the current ESP term is a reliable estimate that should be considered 

in flne BSP/MRO analysis. 

If 272) In subpart B of ite sixteenth ground for rehearing, CXC maintains that the 

Commission should net have considered qualitative benefite in applying tae ESP/MRO 

test. CXC argues that an ESP may only include the categories of cost recovery set forth 

in R.C 4928.143(B) and that qualitative factors are not included m the statate's 

enumerated categories. 

ff 273) In subpart C of ite sixteenth ground for rehearuig, OCC argues that, 

because a substantial number of the proposals m the stipulation are subject to futare 

filings and have unknown coste, tae Commission cannot conclude that ESP/MRO test is 

passed. 
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ff 274} In subpart B of ite fourth ground fer rehearing, OMABG daims that tae 

Commission erred in fmding that the PPA rider's cost impact does not render the ESP 

less favorable in the aggregate than an MRO. OMAEG asserte that the PPA rider is 

projected to result in a net charge of $580 mfllion through May 31, 2018, which, after 

accounting for the $53 miUion in benefite identffied in the ESP 3 Case, renders tae ESF less 

favorable by $527 milHon. 

If 275} In thefr sixth ground for rehearing, P3/EPSA and RESA argue that the 

Commission erred in conducting a cursory ESP/ MRO analysis, after conduding that R.C 

4928.143(Q does net apply in these proceedfrigs. More specfficaUy, P3/EPSA and RESA 

contend that the Commission should have requfred AEP Ohio to fUe a new ESP 

apphcation proposing ite PPA rider and, therefore, should have conducted a full 

BSP/MRO analysis. P3/BPSA and RBSA further contend that flie Commission's analysis 

was improper, because it is not clear whether the Commission evaluated the quantitative 

benefite for the current ESP term or the extended term, and the Commission faUed to 

recognize that the current ESP term is partiaUy complete. FinaUy, F3/EPSA and RESA 

dafrn that tae Commission's ESP/MRO analysis was cursory and failed to address 

opposfrig argumente in a substantive maimer, m violation of R.C 4903.09. 

If 276} In response to OCC, OMAEG, P3/EPSA, and RESA, AEP Ohio contends 

that fhe Commission properly rejected CXC witaess Wilson's flawed $580 miUion cost 

projection for the PPA rider. AEP Ohio adds that the Commission properly determined 

taat qualitative factors may be considered in the ESP/MRO analysis and that regardless, 

the PPA rider is likely to result in a net quantitative benefit Regarding the potential costs 

associated with the futare fiHngs requfred by tae stipulation, AEP Ohio asserts that it 

would be inappropriate to speculate, at this point about tae coste and bendite of these 

proposals, which wUl be reviewed by the Conunission m subsequent proceedings. 
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If 27^ AEP Ohio further responds that the PPA O d e r includes a lengthy and 

detailed discussion of the Commission's ESP/MRO analysis, conttary to P3/EPSA's and 

RESA's contention. Wifli respect to P3/EPSA's and RESA's critidsm that it is unclear as 

to whether the Commission evaluated the quantitative benefits for tae current ESP term 

er the extended term, AEP Ohio argues that the criticism is peintiess, because, in either 

case, the PPA rider proposal is expected to provide a net quantitative benefit. 

ff 278) The Commission finds that the applications for rehearing fUed by OCC, 

OMAEG, P3/EPSA, and RESA with respect to the ESP/MRO test should be denied. The 

Commission conduded, in the PPA Oder , taat AEP Ohio's ESP, which is currenfly 

approved to continue through May 31,2018, remains more favorable than the expected 

outeome under an MRO. We noted that, m tae ESF 3 Case, the Commission determined 

that the ESP, includmg ite pricing and all otaer terms and conditions, indudmg any 

deferrals and any futare recovery of deferrals, as modffied by tae Commission, is more 

favorable in the aggregate as compared te the expected resulte that would otherwise 

apply under R.C 4928.142. We furtaer noted that, wita respect to the quantitative 

benefite of the ESP, the Commission found that the ESP, as modified, resulte fri a total of 

$53,064,000 in quantffiable bendite ever the ESP term that would not be possible under 

an MRO. ESP 3 Case, Opinion and O d e r (Feb. 25, 2015) at 94-95, Second Entry on 

Rehearing (May 28,2015) at 51-52,55-57. In the PPA Order, the Commission, taerefore, 

conduded that, when the projected net positive benefit of the PPA rider proposal ($37 

miUion ever the current ESP term through May 31,2018, or $214 miUion ever tae term of 

the rider) is combined wita the existing net positive resulte of the ESP/MRO test 

conducted by the Commission in the ESP 3 Case, the result must remain, as a matter of 

basic addition, a net benefit, wita flie ESP becoming that much more favorable m the 

aggregate than the expected resulte of an MRO. FinaUy, we also noted that the 

stipulation, as modffied, offers other quantitative and qualitative benefite. PPA Order at 

105. 
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(f 279} In the PPA Oder , and as discussed above, tae Commission specfrically 

found that CXC witaess Wilson's PPA rider projection is flawed. PPA Order at 79. We 

also fotmd that AEP Ohio's PPA rider analysis is reliable and should be used to determine 

an estimate of the rider's net unpact. We concluded that under AEP Ohio's weather 

normalized case, the FPA rider is reasonably estimated te provide ratepayers with a net 

credit of $37 miUion over the current BSP term, or $214 miUion over the rider's term.^ 

PPA O d e r at 80. Consistent with taese fmdings, as afffrmed above, the Commission 

finds no merit m the opposing interveners' argument that Mr. Wilson's projection, rather 

than AEP Ohio's weataer normalized case, should have been used te conduct the 

ESP/MRO analysis. Neither do we agree with OCC's contention that the Commission 

erred in recognizing the stipulation's qualitative benefite. The Ohio Supreme Court has 

determined that R.C. 4928.143(C)(1) dees net bind the Commission to a sttict price 

comparison. In re Ohio Edison Co., The Cleveland Elec. Illuminating Co., and The Toledo Edison 

Co., 146 Ohio St,3d 222, 2016-Ohio-3021, 54 N.B.3d 1218; In re Columbus Southern Power 

Co., 128 Ohio St3d 402, 2011-Ohio-958, 945 N.E.2d 501. Finally, with respect to coste 

associated with futare filings requfred by the stipulation, we find taat OCC's concems 

are prematare at fliis point The Commission wUl consider any such coste, if they are 

approved for recovery, in AEP Ohio's next ESP proceeding, when tae ESP/MRO test is 

appUed. 

If 280) In the PPA Oder , the Commission initiaUy noted that, because the 

BSP/MRO test set forth in R.C 4928.143(C)(1) applies only to ESP proceedings, the test 

is not appHcable here. The Commission nevertheless addressed tae ESP/MRO test, fri 

order to consider and resolve the parties' argumente regardfrig the fest PPA O d e r at 

As modified above, the PPA rider, including only ihe OVEC PPA, is projected, under AEP Ohio's 
weather normalized case, to provide ratepayers with a net credit of approximately $110 million, 
without accounting for the effect of PJM's Capacity Performance auctions, over the period of October 
31,2015, tiirough December 31,2024 (ICS Ex, 1), For the current ESP term, the projected net credit is 
approximately $11 million (IGS Ex. 1). 
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105. We ffrid no merit in P3/EPSA's and RESA's contention that the Commission erred 

fri conducting an ESP/MRO analysis, despite noting that the statate is net applicable to 

taese proceedings. As we stated in the PPA Oder , we addressed tae ESP/MRO test 

solely for the purpose of settling the munerous argumente raised by the parties with 

respect to tae test Neither do we agree that AEP Ohio should have been requfred to file 

an ESP application. In the ESP 3 Case, the Commission approved AEP Oluo's current ESP 

through May 31, 2018, mcluding approval of the placeholder PPA rider. ESP 3 Case, 

Opfriion and O d e r (Feb. 25,2015) at 25. AEP Ohio, tiierefore, afready has an ESP with a 

placeholder PPA rider in effect. In any event altaeugjh we noted that application of tae 

ESP/MRO test is not sttictly requfred under the present cfrcumstances, the Commission 

nevertheless fully considered the test, just as P3/EPSA and RESA demand. We find no 

merit in P3/EPSA's and RESA's assertion that tae Commission fafled to conduct a 

sufficient ESP/MRO analysis. The PPA Order taoroughly explains the basis for the 

Commission's rejection of tae non-signatory parties' argumente regarding the ESP/MRO 

test, PPA O d e r at 105. Finally, regarding P3/EPSA's and RESA's belief taat it is not 

dear whetaer the Commission evaluated tae quantitative benefite for the current ESP 

term or the extended term of the PPA rider, the PPA Order dearly mdicates that bofli 

were considered and that, for either tae near- or long-term, the rider is expected to 

provide a net quantitative benefit for customers.^ PPA O d e r at 105. 

F, Procedural Matters 

1. MOTIONS AND INTERLOCUTORY APPEAL REGARDING PROCEDURAL 
SCHEDULE 

ff 281} In taefr tweffta ground for rehearing, P3/EPSA and RESA assert that the 

Coinmission erred in rejecting certain interveners' argumente that due process 

5 As modified above, the OVEC-only PPA rider is projected to result in a net credit of approximately $11 
million and $110 miUion over tiie rider's short- and long-term periods, respectively (IGS Ex. 1). 
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requfremente were not met during tae second phase of these proceedings. P3/EPSA and 

RESA add taat the Commission faUed to respond to the interveners' due process 

argumente regarding unfair deadlmes and a procedural schedule that coincided with the 

FirstEnergy ESP 4 Case. 

If 282) AEP Ohio replies that the Commission already addressed and denied 

P3/EPSA's and RESA's due process claims. AEP Ohio also asserts that it carmot be 

questioned that, in these proceedings, P3/EPSA and RESA had dear notice, were 

represented by experienced and competent counsd, and were given a meaningful 

opportunity to present their case through hearing and subsequent briefs. 

If 283) The Commission thoroughly considered and rejected P3/EPSA's and 

RESA's argumente regarding the procedural schedule m the PPA Oder. In sum, the 

Commission found that the schedule established in these proceedings, including the 

deadlines for discovery, testimony, and briefs, as well as the dates for both evidentiary 

hearings, previded the mtervenors with a fair and fuU opportanity to address the issues 

raised in ABP Ohio's amended application and the stipulation. PPA Order at 10-11. We 

find that P3/EPSA and RESA have raised no new argumente for our consideration and, 

accordingly, thefr appUcations for rehearing on this issue should be denied. 

2. EvTDENTLiRY RULINGS 

(f 284} In ite first ground for rehearing, CXC argues taat the Commission should 

have reversed certain evidentiary rulings of the attorney examiners that prejudiced tae 

intervenors and deprived tae C!ommission of a complete and accurate record. 

SpecfricaUy, fri subpart A, OCC daims that the settiement discussion confidentiality 

privUege was applied in a blanket fashion and conttary to Ohio Rule of Evidence 408, 

Ohio Adm.Code 4901-1-26(E), and Ohio Supreme Court precedent. OCC notes tinat the 

Coinmission did not disagree with OCC's contentions regarding the privilege's limife or 

fhe rdevance of the information sought. OCC asserte that, instead, tae Commission 
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erroneously affirmed the rulings because OCC and other interveners were permitted to 

pose questions on other limited topics^and,Jhus,-enabled the signatory parties to~use flne 

three-part test in conjunction wita the privUege as a sword and a shidd, conttary to tae 

Court's determination that there is no blanket settlement privUege. Ohio Consumers' 

Counsel v. Pub. Util Comm., I l l Ohio St.3d 300, 2006-Ohio-578, 856 N.E.2d 213; Time 

Warner AxS v. Pub. Util Comm., 75 Ohio St.3d 229,661 N,E.2d 1097 (1996). OCC clauns 

that, as long as the information sought is rdevant and admissible, it should be heard by 

the Commission. 

(f 285) In subpart B of ite ffrst ground fer rehearing, CXC contends that 

subpoenas for certain signatory party witaesses to attend and give testimony at tae 

evidentiary hearing were quashed, conttary to Ohio Adm.Cede 4901-1-25(A) and (C) and 

the rules and precedent governing discovery. In response to tae Conunission's concern 

flnat subpoenas such as OCCs would have a dulling effect on futare setflement 

discussions, OCC argues that this important case is suffidenfly different such that any 

chillmg effect can be avoided in otaer cases. OCC pointe out that some of the signatory 

parties do not oppose certain provisions in the stipulation, alfliough the sole witaess 

testifying in support of tae stipulation admitted that he could only speak for AEP Ohio. 

OCC condudes that tiiese signatory parties should not be permitted to evade questioning 

or avoid having taefr v^rritten discovery responses entered into the record. 

ff 286) In subpart C of ite ffrst ground for rehearing, CXC asserte that purported 

expert testimony was not excluded from the record, despite the fact taat tae wimess was 

neither qualfried to offer expert testimony nor a material participant fri the economic 

analysis to which he testfried. Accordfrig to CXC, AEP Ohio witaess AUen did not dfrect 

in any meaningftil way, tae economic analysis attached to his direct testimony or have 

the requfred economic expertise. 
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If 287) In response to CXC's ffrst ground fer rehearing, AEP Ohio notes taat tae 

Commission afready considered and rejected CXC's argumente. AEP Ohio asserte that 

the Commission appropriately determined that the attorney examiners' mlings did not 

deprive the Commission of a fuU record, conttary te CXC's position. 

If 288} In the PPA Oder, the Commission thoroughly considered OCCs 

argumente and concluded that the evidentiary rulings of the attorney examiners should 

be afffrmed. PPA Order at 17-18. First, with respect to the confidentiality of setflement 

discussions, the Commission specffically noted that Ohio Adm.Cede 490l-l-26(E) 

precludes the admission of evidence ef conduct or statemente made in compromise 

negotiations. As we noted, the rule further provides that such evidence may be admitted 

if it is offered for another valid purpose. Relying on this portion of the rule, CXC claims 

that it was prevented from eliciting, en cross-examination, information relevant te the 

Commission's three-part test fer stipulations, which, according to OCC, is a valid 

purpose. However, we found, in the PPA Oder, that OCC's claim is refuted by the 

record, which reflecte that CXC and the other non-signatory parties were net preduded 

from conducting a taU and fafr cross-examination ef AEP Ohio witaess Allen with respect 

to the three-part test. We further found that the record confirms that Mr. AUen was 

repeatedly directed by tae attorney examiner te answer the questions ef the non-

signatory parties, despite objections from the Compan/s counsd based on the setflement 

privUege. PPA Oder at 17. We, therefore, disagree with OCC's contention taat Ohio 

Adm.Code 4901-1-26(B) was applied in a blanket fashion. 

If 289} With respect to the subpoenas served by CXC on certain signatory 

parties, the Commission conduded that it would be unreasonable to estabHsh a 

precedent, m cases involving a contested stipulation, under which a non-signatory party 

could com.peI the testimony of a signatory party witaess, or a signatory party could 

compel the testimony of a non-signatory party witaess, seekfrig to determine the basis for 
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a party's decision to either join or not jom the stipulation. We found that such a precedent 

would have a chiUing effect on settiement negotiations in CoiruniasioJi proceedings. PPA 

O d e r at 17-18. In ite application fer rehearmg, CXC argues that the Commission should 

have reversed the attorney examiners' ruling, because the subpoenas were quashed 

conttary to Ohio Adm.Code 4901-1-25. However, as we noted in the PPA Oder , the mle 

specfficaUy provides that a subpoena may be quashed fr it is unreasonable, which was 

the basis for the rulfrig quashing CXCs subpoenas. In response to the Commission's 

concern that subpoenas such as OCCs may have a chilling effect on settiement 

negotiations, CXC argues that the present proceedings are particularly important and 

involve many parties and, therefore, can be distinguished from other cases, such that any 

dullmg effect can be avoided in ether contexts. We de not agree. The Commission 

applies the same three-part test to any stipulation, regardless of the number of parties 

involved or tae sigiuficance of the case. Again, we dedine to establish a precedent that 

may dissuade a party from joinmg a stipulation, out ef a concern taat the party may be 

compelled te offer a witaess to testify in support of tae stipulation. As we noted in the 

PPA Oder , Ohio Adm.Cede 4901-1^0 requfres only that the parties te a stipulation offer 

the testfrnony ef at least one witaess in support of the stipulation. The rule, therefore, 

properly enables the signatory parties to determine whether one or more witaesses are 

necessary te address tae three-part test and establish that the stipulation is reasonable, as 

weU as to identify which specfric individual or individuals wUl offer testimony in support 

of the stipulation. 

If 290} OCC aiso contends that the Commission failed to consider the effect of 

tae attorney examiners' mling en the discovery process. The attorney examiners, 

however, were mindful of OCC's discovery righte, as evidenced by the portion of thefr 

ruling that requfred the subpoenaed parties to produce a witaess for a deposition by OCC 

(Tr. XVIII at 4460-4461). OCC nevertheless argues taat the subpoenaed parties' discovery 

responses have effectivdy been exduded from flne record. Even assuming that the 
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discovery responses are net privileged, CXC has net clearly explained how the responses 

would be rdevant to the resolution of these proceedings, ff the purpose of the discovery 

responses is to assess the motivations ef the subpoenaed parties in jotrung the stipulation, 

we have previously noted that the parties' motives in deciding whether to sign a 

stipulation do not affect the Commission's determination of whether the stipulation is 

reasonable. In re Dayton Power & Light Co., Case No. 02-2779-El^ATA, et al.. Opinion and 

Oder (Sept. 2,2003) at 12, citing fn re The Cindnnati Gas & Electric Co., Case No. 99-1658-

EL-ETP, Opinion and Order (Aug, 31,2000). The intentions of any particvflar signatoty 

party do not change the settiement agreement set forth by all of the signatory parties in 

tae stipulation, which speaks for iteelf. Even if the discovery responses rdate in some 

way to aspecte ef the Commission's three-part test fer stipulations, tae terms of the 

stipulation are either, on thefr face, benefidal to ratepayers and the public interest or they 

are not. Here, the Commission evaluated the terms of the stipulation as they appear in 

the document iteelf and concluded that the stipulation meete the three-part test. 

ff 291) Finally, with respect to the economic analysis attached to AEP Ohio 

witaess AUen's testimony, the Commission noted, in the PPA Oder, that Mr. AUen 

provided, in his testimony, a summary of his significant educational and professional 

qualifications, which indicate taat Mr. Allen is sufficiently knowledgeable to sponsor the 

economic analysis. Furflier, we noted that although Mr. Allen is not an economist the 

record reflecte that Mr. AUen dfrected an economist at American Electtic Power Service 

Corporation to run the economic model and that Mr. Alien was actually involved in the 

process of running the modd, including gathering the necessary data and discussing how 

to account for various factors. PPA Oder at 18. We, therefore, reject again CXC's 

argumente regarding Mr. Allen's expertise and his involvement in the process of 

undertaking the economic analysis attached to his testimony. 
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If 292} In sum, OCC has offered no new argumente for tae Commission's 

consideration regarding tae evidentiary rulings ef the attorney examiners. We, therefore, 

find that OCC's first ground for rehearing should be denied. 

3. MOTIONS TO STAY 

(f 293) In ite second ground for rehearing, CXC maintains that the Commission 

unreasonably and unlawfuUy ruled on OCC's motion fer a stay, without considering 

CXC's reply in support of ite motion, and, taus, fafling to address tae merite ef the 

motion, departing firom past precedent, and harming consumers. CXC claims that the 

Cemmissien did net consider the reply fri support of the motion, because it was fUed the 

day prior to tae issuance of the PPA Oder. OCC notes taat ite reply dted prior 

Commission precedent staying proceedings pending a FERC mlmg, as well as 

emphasized that the Commission should use ite inherent authority to manage ite dockete 

by staying the present proceedings. 

If 294} AEP Ohio responds that CXC erroneously argues that the Commission 

fafled to consider CXCs reply in support of the motion for a stay. AEP Ohio notes that 

the Commission expressly acknowledged OCC's reply in the PPA Order. 

{f 295) In the PPA Oder, the Commission denied motions te stay taese 

proceedings that were filed by CXC and otaer non-signatory parties. Initially, we found 

that the motions were procedurally improper, given that they were filed frv advance of 

the Connmission's issuance of the PPA Oder, We also found that the motions should be 

denied on substantive grounds, in Hght of our finding that the stipulation is in the public 

interest. PPA Oder at 20. With respect to OCCs claim tinat the Commission faUed to 

consider CXC's reply in support of ite motion to stay, we note that the PPA Oder 

specffically acknowledged OCC's reply, which was ftrily considered by the Commission 

fri ruling on the motion, PPA Oder at 19. Accordingly, we find ihat OCC's second 

ground for rehearing should be denied. 
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IV. ORDER 

ff296} It is, taerefore, 

ff 297) ORDERED, That AEP Ohio's appUcation for rehearfrig be granted, m part 

and denied, in part. It is, further, 

{f 298) ORDERED, That the applications for rehearing fUed by Dynegy, 

P3/EPSA, RESA, MAREC, OMAEG, Envfrorunental Intervenors, and OCC be denied. It 

is, further, 

{f 299} ORDERED, That AEP Ohio shaU file proposed tariffs witii supporting 

schedules, consistent with this Second Entty en Rehearing, It is, further, 

ff 300) ORDERED, That a copy of this Second Bntty on Rehearing be served upon 

aU parties of record. 

THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO 

Asim Z. Haque, C^iafrman 

L)mn S l a ^ M. Beth Trombold 

'^^ , ^ 
ThoirSs WT Johnson M. Howard Petricoff 

SIP/GNS/&C 

Entered in the Joumal -*«* 

Barcy F, McNeal 
Secrefairy 
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THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO 

I N THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION 

OF OHIO POWER COMPANY FOR 

AUTHORITY TO ESTABLISH A 

STANDARD SERVICE OFFER PURSUANT 

TO R . C . 4928.143, IN THE FORM OF AN 

ELECTRIC SECURITY PLAN. 

I N THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION 

OF O H I O POWER COMPANY FOR 

APPROVAL, OF-CEBXAIN ACCOUNTING 

AUTHORITY. 

I N THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION 

SEEKING APPROVAL OF OHIO POWER 

COMPANY'S PROPOSAL TO ENTER INTO 

AN AFFILIATE POWER PURCHASE 

AGREEMENT FOR INCLUSION IN THE 

POWER PURCHASE AGREEMENT RIDER. 

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPUCATION 

OF OHIO POWER COMPANY FOR 

APPROVAL OF CERTAIN ACCOUNTING 

AUTHORITY. 

CASENO. 13-2385-EL-SSO 

CASENO. 13-2386-EL-AAM 

CASENO. 14-1693-EL-RDR 

CASENO. 14-1694-EL-AAM 

CONCURRING OPINION OF CHAIRMAN ASIM Z. HAQUE 

The Commission decided two related AEP Ohio cases en rehearing today. As 

these decisions coUectivdy comprise a signfficant amount ef tedmical reading, this 

concurrence is meant to explain, from my vantage point, the Commission's decisions 

today. 

I. Granting the OVEC PPA Request 

A. What Is The Ohio Valley Electric Corporation? 

The Commission today provided financial certainty to AEP Ohio for ite ownership 

interest in the Ohio VaUey Electtic Corporation (OVEQ, and more specffically, ite interest 

in power plante owned and operated by OVEC OVEC was created in 1952 by investor-
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owned utUities furnishing electric service in tae Ohio River Valley area. OVEC's creation 

arose from a national security need — to provide power to a uranium enrichment facUity 

constmcted by tae Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) in Portemouth. 

To advance this national security need, OVEC consttucted two coal-ffred 

generatmg unite, Kyger Creek and Clifty Creek, and entered into a long-term power 

purchase conttact wifli the federal govemment that ensured the avaUabUity ef power fer 

the fadli t /s substantial decttidty demand. In 2003, the U.S. Department of Energy 

officiaUy terminated this power purchase relationship with OVEC, and the megawatte 

produced by Kyger Creek and Qifty Credc were avaUable to be offered on the open 

market. 

We have historically, and wfll continue to ask through an annual fUing, that AEP 

Ohio try and shed thefr interest in these plante. AEP Ohio has been unable te de so 

because divestment requires the agreement of aU ef OVEC's many and diverse owners. 

The Cemmissien today, however, has affirmed ite wiUmgness te provide certainty to AEP 

Ohio during the duration ef their ESP or until thefr intereste in OVEC are divested, 

whichever comes first. 

B. How Did We Get Here? 

Let me provide a quick overview of how we arrived at taese decisions today from 

a procedural perspective. The Cemmissien resolves two cases today: 13-2385-EL-SSO 

and 14-1693-EL-RDR. There wUl be one more major case in the AEP Ohio purchase 

power lineage, but that case, 16-1852-EL-SSO, wiU primarily serve to simply combine 

elemente of the two cases bemg decided today for an extended period. 
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1. 13-2385-EL-SSO (Three Year ESP Application) 

Case No. 13-2385-EL-SSO is a three year electtic security plan application taat was 

filed by AEP Ohio in December 2013. Recall that our distribution utilities, by statate, are 

obUgated to either fUe an BSP or a Market Rate Offer (MRO) in perpetaity until an MRO 

is approved by the Commission. It was m tiiis case that AEP Ohio made ite original 

request for tae power purchase consttuct for only ite ownership interest in the OVEC 

generating unite. On Feb. 25, 2015, after lengthy debate and an en banc hearing, the 

Commission determined that AEP Ohio's power purchase construct was legal under state 

law. The Cemmissien, however, declined te place OVEC er any other generating unit in 

the PPA rider it created. The rider was created, set at zero, and further debate over 

whether the rider would be populated, by what unite and by how many megawatte, was 

to take place in another case. 

2. 14-1693-EL-RDR (PPA Rider Application) 

That otaer case was/is 14-1693-EL-RDR. On March 31, 2016, the Cj^mmission 

unanimously approved a setflement Stipulation ffled by AEP Ohio and a number of 

fritervening parties in 14-1693-EL-RDR. The Stipulation included a number of negotiated 

provisions, induding provisions that would promote grid modemization, retail 

competition, and the development of renewable energy resources. However, the 

centerpiece of the approved Stipulation was an arrangement whereby ABP Ohio (the 

disttibution company) would purchase power from American Electric Power Generation 

Resources, Inc. (AEPGR) (the generation affUiate), in addition to a PPA for the OVEC 

entitiement. That cere arrangement would have allowed ABF Ohio to purchase power 

from AEPGR at a fixed price that would ffien be liquidated mto the regional wholesale 

market. AEP Ohio would then pass through te ite customers the dfrference between the 

cost of the power under the agreement and the prefite received from tae wholesale 

markete, whether charges or credite. This is the PPA "hedge" concept. 
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On April 27,2016, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) essentially 

prevented that core part of the decision from being implemented, findfrig that the power 

purchase agreement would need to be submitted to the FERC for review. Based upon 

flie legal standard that FERC would apply to that review, it is possible that the ABP 

Ohio/AEPGR purchase power agreement would net have survived FERC scrutiny, and 

the agreement was never in fact submitted to the FERC for review. 

On May 2, 2016, after flie FERC mling, AEP Ohio filed for rehearing with the 

Commission, withdrawing the core power purchase arrangement with AEPGR, and 

requesting taat the Commission uphold ite dedsion to grant a PPA for AEP Ohio's OVEC 

entitiement. This represente a substantially pared down power purchase arrangement 

from 3,111 MW to 440 MW. Commission approval ef this pared down request would 

enable the other provisions of the Stipulation, an agreement signed by several parties 

representmg diverse intereste, to stay intact, 

3. 16-1852-EL-SSO (Eight Year ESP Extension Case) 

There wfll be one more case in tae tme lineage of these PPA cases, and taat is the 

ESP extension case that is currenfly pending before the Cemmissien. This case wiU serve 

to combine provisions of 13-2385-EL-SSO and 14-1693-EL-RDR te extend AEP Ohio's 

current ESP te an 8 year duration, 

C. Why Grant the OVEC PPA Request? 

The reasons for granting ABP Ohio's OVBC PPA request are set forth collectively 

hi the Entties that that this concurrence is affixed to. The reasoning is sensible and has 

received universal approval from my coUeagues. Let me provide a little more color 

though. 
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When talking about OVEC, I always recall a conversation that I had with a former 

colleague at tae PUCO very early during my time here. The gist: OVEC is dfrferent than 

the rest The recited history of OVEC above would alone separate OVEC from otaer, 

mere conventional generating unite constmcted either during Ohio's fuUy regulated cost-

of-service era, or through private funding during our hybrid deregulation era. There is 

more though. 

First the federal dynamics are far dffierent with the OVEC PPA than with the 

AEPGR PPA that FERC essentially preduded. As AEP Ohio holds flie OVEC entiflement, 

the power purchase agreement does not receive the same type of FERC analysis that 

appUes te the expanded PPA arrangement between AEP Ohio and ABPGR. In fact, FERC 

has aheady accepted the power agreement for OVEC and it has been operating under 

that agreement for years. 

Further, I agafri note AEFs OVEC mtereste are owned by tae distribution utility. 

As I stated in my FfrstEnergy concurrence, the distribution utility falls squarely within 

our jurisdiction, and we are in tae midst ef addressing some odd ouflier issues fhat are 

impacting our distribution utiHties. In the FirstEnergy case, it was credit ratings that had 

the potential to ddeteriously affect the FfrstEnergy distribution utUity. Here, it is the 

OVEC generating unite that are stiU owned by the disttibution utility, AEP Ohio. 

And fmaUy, recaU tiiat 14-1693-EL-RDR came to conclusion via a setttement 

Stipulation. AEP Ohio entered into this Stipulation with tae understanding that it would 

receive a PPA for about 3,111 MW. It made concessions te signatory parties based upon 

that imderstanding. The Stipulation, agafri, was signed by several diverse parties. AEP 

Ohio is now stating that it wfll honor the agreement fr it receives a substantiaUy pared 

down version of ite original PPA request in terms of MWs, cost/credit impacte, and flnat 
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is just a fraction of the overall instaUed capacity of PJM (less than .25%). ff the 

Commission denied this request, per AEP Ohio's own suggestion in ite pleadings, one 

must contemplate whether the Stipulation would survive. Understandably, non-

signatory parties weuldn' t mind this. However, the Commission believes tae Stipulation, 

considering aU of ite provisions, is stfll in the public's interest and should be retained. 

This case has been pending for almost the entirety of my time on the Commission. 

It's time to move forward. We have provided certainty te AEP Ohio for OVEC today. 

Done. Now let's figure out what Ohio's energy futare is supposed to look like and move 

forward. 

D. What These Enfries Are Not 

I can't say it enough. From my vantage point, OVEC is dffferent. It is different 

than tae typical plant owned by distribution company affiliates or independent power 

producers. As such, tae Entties and my concurrence should not be read in a manner that 

would ascribe or create a position as to possible re-regulation fri this State. 

II, Granting Provisions Allowing for Renewable Construction 

Within the body of the Stipulation are provisions allowmg cost recovery for the 

constmction of utUity-scale renewables in the State, AEP has the authority now to 

develop up to 900 MW of utUity-scale wind (500 MW) and solar (400 MW), own up to 

50% of fr through an AEP affUiate, and enter into long-term PPAs. The remaining 

ownership and constmction of these projecte will be competitivdy bid. 

A blank check dees not accompany the renewable provisions ef the Stipulation 

though. AEP Ohio wUl need to work wita Staff prior to any fUing to ensure that 

competitive processes and cost containment are accomplished. Each proposed project 
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wfll need to be approved by the Commission, and again, cost containment wiU be key in 

determining whether or not the project receives the requisite approval. Every party 

involved must be ttansparent and work towards the betterment of this endeavor, 

especially early on as appropriate processes are developed, all the whUe being mindful 

of ratepayer impacts. 

I have asked myself many times by allowing AEP cost recovery for utUity-scale 

renewable development, we wfll actually hinder overall development as this is not a fully 

market based solution. Eventaally, would the large-scale projecte being contemplated by 

-AEP be jconstmcted through purely competitive forces? Perhaps. Competitive utility-

scale renewable developers stUl have the ability to partiaUy own the AEP projecte through 

a competitive bid process though. We will take each project as it comes and, as afready 

stated, we will consider cost containment with each individual application that is ffled. 

I have always ttied to listen to and carefuUy analyze the positions of aU 

stakeholders in this State. I have ttied not to play favorites. I have ttied to create tae best 

balance I can possibly create. As I have already stated in my previous concurrence in this 

case, we cannot simply ignore what I have witaessed to be overwhelming consumer 

sentiment to add renewable energy to our generation mix. ABP, the largest owner of 

coal-ffred generation in this State, recognizes that. And if AEP recognizes it, along with 

flne numerous stakeholders that have signed the setflement Stipulation, then I'm on board 

Asim Z. tiaque. Chairman 

Entered in ito^ 
\ h < ' K e j > ^ 

Barcy F. McNeal 
Secretary 
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I. SUMMARY 

If 1) The Commission denies the applications for rehearing of the November 

3,2016 Second Entry on Rehearing. 

II, PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 

If 2) Ohio Power Company d/b/a AEP Ohio (AEP Ohio or the Company) is 

an electtic disttibution utUity as defined in R.C. 4928.01(A)(6) and a public utiHty as 

defined in R.C 4905.02, and, as such, is subject to the jurisdiction of this Commission. 

If 3) R,C 4928.141 provides that an electtic disttibution utUity shaU provide 

consumers within ite certffied territory a standard service offer (SSO) of all competitive 

retail electtic services (CRES) necessary to maintain essential electric services to 

customers, including a firm supply oi decttic generation services. The SSO may be dther 

a market rate offer in accordance with R.C. 4928.142 or an electtic security plan (ESP) m 

accordance with R.C 4928.143. 

If 4) In Case No. 13-2385-EL-SSO, et al., the Commission modffied and 

approved AEP Ohio's apphcation for an ESP for the period begirming June 1, 2015, 

through May 31,2018, pursuant to R.C 4928.143. In re Ohio Pozoer Co., Ose No. 13-2385-

EL-SSO, et al. (ESP 3 Case), Opinion and Order (Feb. 25,2015), Second Entty on Rehearing 

(May 28, 2015), Fourth Entry on Rehearing (Nov. 3, 2016), Seventh Entry on Rehearfrig 

(Apr. 5, 2017). Among other matters, the Commission conduded that AEP Ohio's 

proposed power purchase agreement (PPA) rider, which would flow through to 

customers the net impact of the Company's conttactaal entiflement assodated wita the 

Ohio VaUey Electtic Corporation (OVEC), satisfies the requfremente of R.C 

4928.143(B)(2)(d) and, therefore, is a permissible provision of an ESP. The Commission 

stated, however, that it was not persuaded, based on the evidence of record, that AEP 

Ohio's PPA rider proposal would provide customers wita suffident benefit from the 

rider's financial hedging mechanism or any oflier benefit that is commensurate with the 
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rider's potential cost. Noting that a properly conceived PPA rider proposal may provide 

signfficant customer benefite, the Conunission authorized AEP Ohio to establish a 

placeholder PPA rider, at an initial rate of zero, for the term of the ESP, with the Company 

being requfred te justify any future request for cost recovery. FinaUy, the Commission 

determined that all of the implementation details with respect to the placeholder PPA 

rider would be detennined in a futare proceeding, foUowing the filing of a proposal by 

AEP Ohio that addresses a number of specffic factors, which the Coinmission wiU 

consider, but not be bound by, fri ite evaluation ef the Compan/s filing. In addition, the 

Commission indicated that AEP Ohio's PPA rider proposal must address several other 

issues specffied by tae Commission. ESP 3 Case, Opinion and Oder (Feb. 25,2015) at 20-

22,25-26. 

If 5} On Otober 3,2014, fri the above-captioned proceedii^s, AEP Ohio filed 

an application seeking approval of a proposal to enter into a new affiliate PPA wita AEP 

Generation Resources, Inc. (AEPGR). 

If 6} Following the issuance of the Commission's Opinion and Oder fri the 

ESP 3 Case, AEP Ohio filed, on May 15, 2015, an amended appUcation and supporting 

testimony, agam seeking approval of a new affUiate PPA with AEPGR and also 

requesting authority to mdude the net impacte ef bota the affiliate PPA and the 

Company's OVEC conttactaal entiflement in the placeholder PPA rider approved in the 

ESP 3 Case. 

If 7} An evidentiary hearmg in these proceedings commenced on 

September 28,2015, and concluded on November 3,2015. 

{f8} On December 14, 2015, AEP Ohio filed a jofrit stipulation and 

recommendation (stipulation) fer the Commission's consideration. 

If 9} The evidentiary hearing on tae stipulation commenced on January 4, 

2016, and conduded on January 8,2016. 
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{f 10) On January 27,2016, the Electric Power Supply Association (EFSA) and 

several other parties ffled a complatat with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 

(FERQ, in Docket No. EL16-33-000, against AEP Ohio and AEPGR. In flie complafrit, 

EPSA and the other parties requested that FERC resdnd a previously granted waiver of 

ite affUiate restrictions with respect to the proposed affiliate PPA between AEP Ohio and 

AEPGR. 

ff 11) On March 31, 2016, the Commission issued an Opiiuon and Oder (PPA 

Oder) that approved the stipulation with modffications. 

If 12) On April 27, 2016, FERC issued an Oder Granting Complafrit, which 

rescmded the waiver of the affiliate resttictions with regard te the affUiate PPA. Electric 

Pozver Supply Association v. AEP Generation Resources, Inc., 155 FERC f 61,102 (2016) (FERC 

Affiliate PPA Order). FERC determined that AEP Ohio's retaU ratepayers are captive to 

the extent that they would be subject to a non-bypassable charge associated with the 

affUiate PPA. FERC also noted that, fr AEPGR wishes to make sales under the affiHate 

PPA, AEPGR must submit the PPA to FERC under section 205 of the Federal Power Act 

for analysis under FERC's affiHate ttansaction standards set forth fri Boston Edison Co. Re: 

Edgar Elechic Energy Co., 55 FERC f 61,382 (1991) and Allegheny Energy Supply Co., LLC, 

108 FERC f 61,082(2004). 

{f 13} R.C 4903.10 states that any party who has entered an appearance in a 

Coinmission proceeding may apply fer a rehearing with respect to any matters 

determined therein by fUing an application within 30 days after the entty ef the order 

upon the Commission's joumal. 

{f 14] On May 25,2016, flie Commission issued an Entty on Rehearing, granting 

rehearmg fer further consideration of the matters specified in the applications for 

rehearing filed with respect to the PPA Oder. 
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ff 15) By Second Entry on Rehearing dated November 3,2016, the Commtesion 

granted, fri part, and denied, in part, the appUcations for rehearing filed with respect to 

the PPA Oder. 

If 16) On December 5,2016, appUcations fer rehearing of the November 3,2016 

Second Entry on Rehearfrig were ffled by tae Ohio Consumers' Counsel (CXQ; Ohio 

Manufocturers' Assodation Energy Group (OMAEG); Envirorunental Law & Policy 

Center (ELPC); PJM Power Providers Group (P3) and EPSA (joinfly, P3/EFSA); and 

Buckeye Power, Inc. (Buckeye). AEP Ohio, Buckeye, Sierra Qub, and Industtial Energy 

Users-Ohio (lEU-Ohio) fUed memoranda contta the various applications fer rehearing on 

December 15,2016. 

f f 17) On January 4,2017, the Commission issued a Thfrd Entty on Rehearing, 

granting rehearing for further consideration of the matters specffied in the appUcations 

for rehearing filed with respect to the Second Entry on Rehearing. 

If 18) OCC filed an appUcation fer rehearing with respect to the Thfrd Entty on 

Rehearing, which was denied in a Fourth Entry en Rehearing issued by the Commission 

on February 8,2017. 

If 19) The Commission has reviewed and considered aU of the argumente raised 

in flie applications fer rehearing wita respect to the Second Entty on Rehearing. Any 

argument raised en rehearing that is not specfficaUy discussed herefri has been 

thoroughly and adequately considered by tae Commission and should be denied, 

BEL DISCUSSION 

A. Use ofthe Three-Part Test to Evaluate Stipulations 

{f 20} In ite first ground for rehearing, CXC argues that the Second Entty on 

Rehearing is unreasonable and unlawful, because it approved a stipulation that was 

beyond the reasonably foreseeable scope of the PPA rider sought in AEP Ohio's amended 
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application. CXC emphasizes that, because these are net ESP proceedings, the scope 

must be limited to the PPA rider and other issues such as the development of renewable 

energy resources are outeide the bounds of the proceedings. CXC asserte that issues 

beyond the PPA rider cotfld not have been reasonably foreseen by intervenors, 

prospective intervenors, or the general pubHc. According to CXC, the Commission 

unreasonably conduded m the Second Entry on Rehearing that, because the stipulation 

calls for AEP Ohio to extend ite ESP, it was foreseeable that the stipulation would include 

terms that might appear in the extended ESP. 

If 21) SimUarly, in ite fotutii ground for rehearing, CXC asserte that the Second 

Entry en Rehearing is unreasonable and unlawftfl, because it was unforeseeable that the 

Commission would approve, in rider adjustment proceedings, a stipulation that contains 

terms without any nexus to the initiaUy proposed PPA rider. OCC argues that the 

Commission unreasonably concluded that because the stipulation rcqufres AEP Ohio te 

seek te extend ite ESP, it was net imforeseeable that the parties would indude provisions 

te be induded fri the ESP. OCC emphasizes that the present cases are not ESP 

proceedings and, therefore, intervenors and the general public could not concdvably 

have been expected to foresee the filing of a stiptflation caUmg for an extension of AEP 

Ohio's ESP and other provisions unrelated to the PPA rider. CXC adds that stakeholders 

were deprived of a fair process, including notice and an opportunity to be heard on the 

unrdated provisions. 

If 22) In response to CXC's ffrst and fourth grounds for rehearing, AEP Ohio 

responds that CXC concedes that ite argumente have afready been considered and 

rejected by the Commission. AEP Ohio adds that CXC fafls te explain the import of ite 

observation that the present cases are not ESP proceedings. Accordmg to AEP Ohio, aU 

parties, including CXC, fuUy partidpated in the settlement process, were well aware of 

tae provisions being discussed, and were afforded tae opportunity to oppose the 

stipulation. AEP Ohio asserte that OCC essentially requests that the Commission 
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abandon ite precedent finding value in the parties' resolution of pending matters through 

a stipulation package. 

If 23) The Commission finds that CXC's first and fourth greimds for rehearfrig 

should be denied. The argumente raised by CXC have afready been fully considered and 

rejected by the Conunission. PPA O d e r at 49,77-78', Second Entry on Rehearfrig at 9-10, 

16-17. As the Commission has previously found, R.C, 4903-10 "does not allow persons 

who enter appearances to have 'two bites at the apple' or to fUe rehearing upon rehearing 

of tae same issue." In re Ohio Pozver Co,, O s e No. 96-999-EL-AEC, et al.. Second Entry on 

Rehearfrig (Sept 13,2006) at 3-4, citing In re The East Ohio Gas Co. d.b.a. Dominion East Ohio 

and Columbia Gas ofOhio, Inc., Case No. 05-1421-GA-PIP, et al.. Second Entty on Rehearing 

(May 3,2006) at 4. 

If 24) Further, we again find no merit in CXCs claims that the Commission 

unlawfully and unreasonably approved a stipulation that lacks a suffident nexus to AEP 

Ohio's amended application and indudes provisions that were unforeseeable. In ite 

application for rehearing, CXC essentiaUy contends that the Commission regarded the 

present cases as involving an ESP rather than a rider and, thereby, exceeded the proper 

scope of these cases and deprived the parties of a fafr process. Conttary to CXCs 

position, the Commission has specffically noted, several times, that tae present cases are 

not ^ P proceedings. See, e.g., PPA Order at 4,105; Second Entty on Rehearing at 105-

106. AdditionaUy, as we have also noted, the terms of the stipulation taat CXC ffrids 

unforeseeable, such as the renewable energy resource previsions, are commitmente on 

AEP Ohio's part to offer specffic proposals for the Commission's consideration in future 

proceedings. PPA O d e r at 84; Second Entty on Rehearing at 53. The proposals are, 

taerefore, subject to furtaer review, with tae outcome to be decided based on tae record 

in each case. In any event, all of tae parties, including CXC, were involved in the 

settiement process culminating in the stipulation and were aware of the terms at issue. 

PPA O d e r at 52. FoUowing the filing of the stipulation, CXC was afforded ample 
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opportanity to present evidence at the hearing on the stipulation, as wdl as post-hearing 

briefs, in opposition to any of the stipulation's provisions. PPA Oder at 10-11; Second 

Entry on Rehearing at 113. We, therefore, reject the daim that intervenors were deprived 

of notice and an opporttmity to be heard. 

If 25} In its fifth ground for rehearing, CXC contends that tae Second Bntty on 

Rehearfrig is unreasonable and imlawful, because the three-part setflement test is not 

appropriate for ESP cases, given that AEP Ohio and other utUities have unequal 

bargaining power. OCC notes that the Commission is not bound to apply the test as it 

has ttaditionally dene and, therefore, the C^ommission should apply a heightened level 

of scrutiny to setflemente in ESP cases m recognition of tae utiHties' unequal bargaining 

power. 

If 26) AEP Ohio responds that OCCs argument is meritiess and amounte to a 

disagreement with R.C 4928.143, ABP Ohio asserte that the Commission is requfred to 

appfy the ESP statate and presume that it is fri tae public interest, AEP Ohio adds that 

tae three-part setflement test is weU estabUshed, has l>een endorsed by the Ohio Supreme 

Court, and has been applied in prior ESP cases, 

ff 27} The Commission finds that CXC's fifth ground for rehearmg should be 

denied, as the same argument was previously raised by CXC and was rejected by the 

Commission. Second Entry on Rehearing at 18, Additionally, as before, we find that 

OCC's argument lacks merit. In light of OCCs bdief that AEP Ohio has unequal 

bargaining power, CXC daims that, in an ESP case, the Commission should not apply 

the three-part test and should instead use a heightened level of scrutiny, InitiaUy, we 

note that, as discussed above, tae present cases are not ESP proceedings, as CXC agrees, 

and, therefore, OCC's argument is irrelevant. Further, as we recognized in the Second 

Entry on Rehearing, as well as in prior cases, it would net be appropriate to impose 

limitations on the parties' abUity te reach a setflement agreement or to modify the three-

part test. Second Entry on Rehearing at 18; In re FirstEnergy, Ose No. 10-388-EL-SSO, 
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Opinion and Oder (Aug. 25,2010) at 20-21, Thfrd Entry on Rehearfrig (Feb. 9,2011) at 9-

10; In re FirstEnergy, Ose No. 14-1297-EL.SSO, Opinion and Oder (Mar. 31,2016) at 41. 

We agafri find no error in having appHed tae three-part test which, as endorsed by the 

Supreme Court of Ohio, enables the Commission to conduct a careful review of all of the 

terms and conditions set forth in the proposed stipulation, in order to determine whether 

it is fri the pubUc interest and shotfld otherwise be approved. PPA Oder at 49. 

B, Js the settlement a product of serious bargaining among capable, knowledgeable 
parties? 

ff 28} ta ite second groimd for rehearing, CXC argues that tae Second Entry on 

Rehearing is unreasonable and unlawful, because the Commission must evaluate the 

bargaining process, the signatory parties must show that the stipulation is a product of 

serious bargaining, and interveners are entifled to present extrinsic evidence about tae 

meaning of tae stipulation. SpecfficaUy, OCC asserte that the Commission incorrecfly 

found that CXC and the ether epponente of the stipiflatioa rather than the signatory 

parties, have flie burden to show that the stipulation was net the product of serious 

bargaining. Arguing that tae Commission unreasonably stated fhat it was net requfred 

to review flie negotiation process to tae extent requested by the opposing intervenors, 

OCC contends that the first part of the three-part test requires the Commission to dosely 

evaluate the stipulation to determine whetaer serious bargaining occurred. Time Warner 

AxS V. Pub. Util. Comm., 75 Ohio St.3d 229, 233, 661 N.E.2d 1097 (1996). FinaUy, OCC 

asserte that tae Commission unreasonably rejected OCCs concems regarding the 

necessity for extrinsic evidence. OCC notes that ite concems were rejected because there 

are no disputes at this time regardmg the meaning of the stipulation. CXC argues taat, 

because tae stipulation's terms are ambiguous and may be subject to future Utigation, tae 

development of contemporaneous extrinsic evidence about fhe meaning of the 

stipulation is needed. 
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If 29} AEP Ohio responds that OCC has offered no reason for the Commission 

te abandon ite condusion that the stiptflation is the product of serious bargaining, AEP 

Ohio asserte that the Commission recognized that the signatory parties have the burden 

of proof and found that the signatory parties provided substantial evidence showing that 

the stipulation is the product of serious bargaining. AEP Ohio adds that the Conunission 

reviewed the record to ensure that no customer dass was excluded fi-om the setflement 

negotiations, consistent with Time Warner. Further, AEP Ohio contends that, ff a dispute 

arises regarding the meaning of the stipulation, the Cemmissien can address it at that 

time. 

ff 30) InitiaUy, the Commission notes that the argument that the stipulation is 

not the product of serious bargaining was previously raised by CXC and other parties, 

and was considered and rejected by the Commission. PPA Oder at 51-53; Second Entry 

on Rehearing at 20-21, 22. The argumente raised by CXC in ite second ground for 

rehearing have also been considered and rejected by the Commission, althougji we wiU 

again address them here. Second Entry on Rehearing at 10-13, According to CXC, the 

Commission found that OCC faUed te provide a conclusive indication that the stipulation 

is not the product of serious bargaining and, taereby, shffied the burden of proof to CXC 

OCC/ however, misinterprets the Second Entry on Rehearing, which, in relevant part 

does not address tae burden of proof and merely states taat "the possibUity tliat a dispute 

may arise regarding compliance wita any particular prevision ef tae stipulation cannot 

be taken as a conclusive indication of a lack ef serious bargaining." Second Entry on 

Rehearing at 11. The Commission has properly recognized, throughout these 

proceedings, that that the burden of proof reste with the signatory parties. See, e.g., PPA 

Oder at 18; Second Entty on Rehearing at 40, Next, CXC takes issue with tae extent of 

tae Commission's review ef the negotiation process. Conttary to CXCs daim that the 

Commission did not sufficientiy evaluate the negotiation process to determine whether 

serious bargaining occurred, the Commission did, in fact, thoroughly review the 

testimony and argumente offered by aU of tae parties before conduding that the 
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stipulation is the product of serious bargaining. PPA O d e r at 51-53. As part of this 

review, the Commission expressly found, that there is no evidence in the record indicating 

taat an entire customer class was excluded from the setflement negotiations, as was tae 

case inTime Warner. PPA O d e r at 53, FinaUy, OCC questions the Commission's rejection 

ef CXC's call for additional extrinsic evidence addressing the stipulation's meanmg. As 

we reasonably noted, CXCs concern for futare disputes is premature at this point and, 

in any event, the parties opposing the stipulation were afforded a fuU and fafr 

opporttmity to cross-examine ABP Ohio witaess Allen en the stipidation. PPA O d e r at 

17; Second Bntty on Rehearing at 13,115. 

(f 31} In ite flurd ground for rehearing, CXC contends that tae Second Entty en 

Rehearing is unreasonable and unlawful, because tae Commission has a duty to evaluate 

tae stipulation as proposed rather flian as fleshed out or modffied in a future ESP case. 

CXC asserte that although certain componente of the stipulation may be subject to 

further analysis in AEP Ohio's ESP extension proceedings, they are nevertheless part of 

tae setflement package and must be evaluated at this time to determine how tae coste to 

customers compare with the purported benefite of the stipulation. 

Jf 32) AEP Ohio argues that the Commission has adequately considered the 

value of the Cxsmpan/s commitmente regarduig the ESP extension proceedings. 

Accorduig te ABP Ohio, OCC continues to coifruse the evaluation of a commitment te 

propose a rider wita tae evaluation of the rider itseff. 

ff 33) The Commission finds that CXC's third ground for rehearing should be 

denied. CXC's argument has afready been raised and was rejected by the Commission. 

PPA O d e r at 52, 84; Second Entry en Rehearing at 13-14, 53. The Commission has 

repeatedly found that there is value for customers in AEP Ohio's commitment to offer, in 

future proceedmgs, proposals involving economic development retafl competition, 

energy efficiency, carbon emissions, renewable energy resources, and grid 

modernization, in Hght of fhe fact that ihe Company may not have otherwise offered the 
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future filings for the Commission's review and consideration. We have also noted that 

the outeome of each of these future proceedings wUI be based on the record in each case 

foUowing a thorough review by the Commission, Because the future proposals have not 

been approved at this time, we do not agree with CXC's contention that it is necessary to 

have fuU details and cost information, in order to evaluate the stipulation under the three-

part test. Again, we find that the stipulation benefite customers through AEP Ohio's 

commitment to fUe, in futare proceedmgs, several proposals that the Company otherwise 

has no legal obUgation to bring before the Commission. 

{f 34} In ite sixth ground for rehearing, CXC daims that the Second Entry on 

Rehearing is unreasonable and unlawful, because the parties could not possibly have 

sufficientiy understood the matters at issue in the stipulation and, therefore, the first 

prong of the setflement test cotfld not have been met. CXC emphasizes that the lEU-

Ohio/AEP Ohio agreement was not disclosed to aU parties during the setflement 

negotiations and, taerefore, was net at issue during those negotiations. CXC argues that 

the Second Entty on Rehearing is intemally inconsistent, because the Coinmission, m 

addressing the ffrst part of the three-part test, stated at one pomt that the parties must 

sufficientiy understand the matters at issue, but, wita respect to the lEU-Ohie/AEP Ohio 

agreement stated that the parties are responsible for evaluating thefr own intereste and 

tae stipulation. CXC adds that the Commission's reasorung lends itseff te shfrking its 

respensibiHty to independenfly evaluate the stipulation. 

If 35} With respect to the IBU-Ohio/AEP Ohio agreement, the Company 

responds that all parties were made aware of the agreement and were afforded an 

opportanity to present evidence and argument concerning the agreement. 

ff 36) We find that OCC's sixth ground fer rehearing should be denied, as the 

Commission has afready rejected the argument that because the lEU-Ohio/ABP Ohio 

agreement was not known to aU parties during settiement negotiations, the ffrst part ef 

the three-part test carmot be met. PPA Oder at 51; Second Entty on Rehearfrig at 22. 
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Further, the Conunission finds no merit in CXCs contention that the Second Entry on 

Rehearing is intemaUy inconsistent. OCC daims that the parties could not possibly have 

been able to suffidenfly understand the matters at issue, because the IBU-Ohio/AEP 

Ohio agreement was not at issue during setflement negotiations. As we stated in the 

Second Entty on Rehearing, each party must determine ite own intereste in evaluating 

the stipulation, without reliance on the otaer parties. Second Entty on Rehearing at 22. 

Further, the lEU-Ohio/AEP Ohio agreement is not a matter at issue in these proceedings. 

As we have previously noted, the lEU-Ohio/AEP Ohio agreement has not been 

submitted to the Commission for approval, wfll not be enforced by the Commission, and, 

therefore, does not adversely affect whetiier serietis bargaining occurred among capable 

and knowledge parties. PPA Oder at 51. 

C. Does the settlement, as a package, benefit ratepayers and the public interest? 

1. AMENDED PPA RIDER PROPOSAL 

3. OMAEG 

If 37] In ite first ground for rehearing, OMAEG argues that fhe Commission 

erred in approving AEP Ohio's request to modify the stipulation to recover the coste 

associated with ite OVBC entitlement tinrough the PPA rider. As an initial matter, 

OMAEG asserte fliat, in granting AEP Ohio's request fer approval of the OVEC-only PPA 

rider on rehearing, the Commission effectively reversed ite prior decision in the ESP 3 

Case, which, according to OMAEG, establishes new and dangerous precedent for Ohio 

customers. More specffically, in the first part of ite ffrst groimd for rehearing, OMABG 

contends that the Commission's decision regarding the OVEC-only PPA rider violates 

R.C. 4903.09, as it was not based on record evidence in these proceedings. According to 

OMAEG, taere is nothing in the record to support the Commission's approval of an 

OVEC-only PPA rider, because AEP Ohio's appUcation and the stipulation in tiiese 

proceedings were premised on the Company's recovery of the coste ef both the OVEC 
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PPA and the affiliate PPA. OMAEG emphasizes that an OVEC-only PPA rider was not 

an issue that was proposed or litigated fri these cases. 

If 38) AEP Ohio replies that the Commission's dedsion to approve the OVEC-

only PPA rider was based on record evidence and complied with R.C, 4903.09. 

Specffically, AEP Ohio asserte that it has previded, throughout these proceedings, 

citations to record evidence taat support the indusion of the OVEC unite in the PPA rider. 

AEP Ohio further asserte that the record evidence supporting the oflier provisions of the 

stipulation also supporte the implementation of an OVEC-only PPA rider. AEP Ohio 

adds that tae Commission rejected an earHer argument in OMAEG's ffrst application for 

rehearing that no coste associated with the OVEC PPA should be passed on to retaU i 

customers. 
I 

If 39) Buckeye notes that it opposes the appUcations for rehearing of OMABG, 

CXC, and P3/EPSA to the extent that these parties object to the Commission's approval 

of the OVEC-only PPA rider. Buckeye further notes that cfrcumstances have changed 

since the Commission's denial of an OVEC-only PPA rider in the ESP 3 Case and that a i 

broader PPA rider including the affUiate PPA generating unite may no longer be possible, i 

Buckeye argues that the Commission should give no credence to the argiunents of 

OMAEG, OCC, and P3/EPSA, because these parties have themselves caused the changed 

cfrcumstances. Buckeye adds fliat there is sxffficient evidence in the record that an OVEC 

only PPA rider wUI provide benefite to Ohio ratepayers, even if fhere is also evidence in ' 

the record that a broader PPA rider, including both tae OVEC unite and the affiliate PPA 

units, would provide a broader hedge and greater rate stabiUty. Buckeye concludes that, 

as an 18 percent owner of OVEC, it fully agrees with the inclusion of the OVEC unite in 

tae PPA rider as a hedge against volatUe market prices and to support tae jobs that the 

OVEC plante provide. 

{f 40} In the Second Entry on Rehearing, the C^ommission thoroughly addressed 

argumente from various intervenors fliat the inclusion of the OVEC PPA, on ite own, in ] 
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the PPA rider was foreclosed by the Commission's decision ta the ESP 3 Case. Second 

Entry en Rehearing at 29-31. We emphasized that the Commission carefully considered 

tae record m the present proceedings and found that it reflecte a dffferent set of facte and 

cfrcumstances than was evident in the record of the ESP 3 Case. We, therefore, do net 

agree with OMAEG's contention taat tae Commission effectively reversed ite prior 

dedsion in the ESP 3 Case, Furtaer, we find no merit in OMAEG's daim that the 

Conunission's dedsion to approve AEP Ohio's request for an OVEC-only PPA rider was 

not based on the record, in violation of R.C 4903.09. Our approval of ABP Ohio's request 

was based on evidence in the record reflecting that the OVEC PPA alone is projected to 

provide ratepayers wita a net credit of approximatdy $110 nulHon, without accounting 

for the effect of the Opacity Performance auctions held by PJM Interconnection, LLC 

(PJM), over the period of October 31,2015, through December 31,2024, or approximately 

$11 mfllion over the current ESP term (IGS Ex, 1). We also recognized that AEP Ohio 

agreed to move forward with tae implementation of the otaer provisions in the 

stiptflation taat benefit consumers, such as taose addressing grid modernization, 

renewable energy resources, and retafl competition. These benefite, among others, aU of 

which are supported wita record evidence, were thoroughly discussed in the PPA Oder 

and again noted in the Second Entry on Rehearing. PPA Oder at 82-83,84-86 (dtfrig Co. 

Ex. 52 at 14; Tr, XDC at 4710-4711, 4863^65,4870; Tr. XX at 4932; ELPC Ex. 18); Second 

Entry on Rehearing at 27-28,31. The Commission, therefore, finds that the ffrst part of 

OMAEG's first ground for rehearing should be denied. 

ff 41) In the second part of ite first ground for rehearing, OMAEG contends fliat 

flne C^ommission's approval of ABP Ohio's request to modify tiie stipulation to recover 

costs assodated only with the OVEC PPA violates R.C. 4903.10, as tae proposal fricludes 

additional information fliat could have been offered at the initial hearing. OMAEG notes 

taat, under R.C 4903.10, the Commission, fri granting rehearing and permitting 

additional evidence, may not take any evidence flnat, with reasonable dUigence, could 

have been offered upon the original hearing. OMAEG argues that AEP Ohio could have 
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proposed ite OVEC-only PPA rider at flie original hearing and instead dected to seek 

recovery of tae coste assodated with both the OVEC PPA and tae affiHate PPA. OMAEG 

further argues that the issuance ef the FERC Affiliate PPA Order does net enable AEP Ohio 

to raise new proposals and new evidence on rehearing. 

ff 42) AEP Ohio, in response, contends that OMAEG faUed to identify any new 

evidence presented by the Company on rehearing or considered by the Commission in 

the Second Entry on Rehearing and, therefore, OMAEG's argument should be rejected, 

AEP Ohio emphasizes that tae only new information in ite appUcation for rehearing 

seeking an OVBC-orfly PPA rider was the citation te the FERC Affiliate PPA Order, which, 

given ife issuance date, could not have been offered upon the original hearing in these 

cases. 

)f 43} The Commission finds that the second part of OMAEG's first ground for 

rehearing lacks merits and should be denied. The Commission's decision in the Second 

Bntty on Rehearfrig to approve the OVEC-only PPA rider was based solely on the existii^ 

record in these cases, as discussed above. Although we noted the change in 

cfrcumstances prompted by the FERC Affiliate PPA Order, which occurred after the 

issuance of the PPA Oder, no new evidence was taken by the Commission en rehearing. 

We also disagree with OMAEG's contention that AEP Ohio was preduded from 

proposing the OVEC-only PPA rider on rehearing. ABP Ohio's request fully complied 

with flie requfremente of R.C. 4903.10 and our decision to approve the request, by 

granting the Company's ffrst ground fer rehearing in ite May 2, 2016 appUcation for 

rehearuig, was consistent with Ohio Supreme Court precedent. Ohio Consumers' Counsel 

V. Pub. Util Comm., I l l Ohio St.3d 300,2006-Ohie-5789,856 N.E.2d 213, f 15. 

ff 44) In ite second ground for rehearing, OMAEG asserte that the Commission 

erred in approving AEP Ohio's request to reduce ite total credit commitment from $100 

miUion to $15 mfllion under the approved PPA rider. OMAEG contends that the 

Commission's dedsion ignores the overall impact ef the stiptflation and views the credit 
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commitment provision in a vacuum rather than as a total package, which the Commission 

has endorsed as the proper way te apply the fliree-part test used to evaluate stipulations, 

Argumg that tae original credit commitment of $100 nullion would offset some of the 

stipulation's coste and provide rate relief to customers, OMAEG asserte that the package 

of coste expected under the stipulation must be weighed against tiie promised benefite. 

Further, OMAEG daims that, conttary te R.C 4903.09, the Commission faUed to set forth 

a rationale fer granting AEP Ohio's request to reduce tae credit commitment, fafled to 

offer any .evidence fri support of the reduction of tae credit, and faUed to address the 

impact of flie reduction en customers. 

ff 45} Asserting that the credit commitment is inextricably linked to the PPA 

rider in tae stipulation, AEP Ohio argues that the Commission reasonably reduced the 

credit commitment in proportion to OVEC's capacity as compared to the total capacity 

for the OVEC unite and the affUiate PPA unite. With respect to OMAEG's argument that 

tae credit commitment should provide rate rdief te customers fer coste unrdated te tae 

PPA rider, AEP Ohio responds taat OMABG fafled to specify those coste or any formula 

for calculating an appropriate credit commitment other than the one adopted by the 

Commission in tae Second Entry on Rehearing. 

If 46) In flie Second Entry on Rehearing, the Commission found, in l i ^ t of AEP 

Ohio's decision to forgo the affiliate PPA, that the Company's request to revise tae $100 

mUlion credit commitment should be granted. SpecfficaUy, we found that a reduced 

credit commitment of $15 mUlion is reasonable, as it is commensurate with OVECs 

portion of the combined 3,111 megawatte (MW) ef capadty from the OVEC PPA and the 

affUiate PPA. Second Entry on Rehearing at 29. As AEP Ohio explained in ite May 2, 

2016 apphcation for rehearing, the reduced total credit commitment of $15 mUIion is 15 

percent of tae prior $100 miUion credit, and is based en the fact that OVEC's 440 MW of 

capacity is less than 15 percent of the combined 3,111 MW of capadty from the OVEC 

PPA and the affUiate PPA, as reflected in the record (Co. Ex. 1 at 12). As AEP Ohio asserte 
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fri ite memorandum contta, the credit commitment is, without question, linked to the PPA 

rider. The stipulation dearly provides that the credit commitment was intended to 

encourage AEP Ohio to exerdse ite conttactual righte under the affiliate PPA to ensure 

that the PPA unite are managed in an efficient and cost-effective manner (Joint Ex. 1 at 5). 

With the affUiate PPA no longer induded in the PPA rider, it is appropriate te reduce the 

credit commitment in proportion to the OVEC PPA's share of the rider. AdditionaUy, the 

Commission does not agree with OMAEG's daim that we faUed to account for the impact 

of the credit reduction en customers or to consider the overaU impact of the stipulation 

as a package. As discussed above, we specfficaUy found that the stiptflation, as modffied 

in the Second Entry en Rehearing, would benefit customers, with the OVEC-only PPA 

rider projected to provide a net credit of approximately $11 mUHon over tae current ESP 

term, and many other provisions in the stipulation expected to promote economic 

development, retail competition, and grid modernization; facUitate energy efficiency 

measures; reduce carbon emissions; and expand the devdopment of renewable 

resources. Second Entty on Rehearing at 27-28, 31. For these reasons, we find that 

OMAEG's second ground for rehearing should be denied. 

b. PSi/EPSA 

ff 47) In thefr thfrd ground for rehearing, P3/EPSA assert that the Commission 

erred by aUowing AEP Ohio te defer and recover any OVEC coste incurred for the period 

of Jime 2016 through Deceml?er 2016. P3/EPSA dafrn that the Commission imposed no 

regulatory oversight with respect to this cost recovery and should have done se to ensure 

that tae coste were reasonably incurred. According to P3/EPSA, the Coinmission should 

also have requfred that tae deferred coste be net of any revenues received as a resiUt of 

the OVEC entiflement and that any net credit over that time period be paid to ratepayers 

ever the 12 months of 2017. 

ff 48) AEP Ohio responds that P3/EPSA's argument lacks merit, because the 

PPA O d e r afready provides that there wiU be oversight of any cost recovery through the 
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annual prudency review. AEP Ohio further responds that, because the deferred coste 

flow through the PPA rider, they wiU necessarily be net of any revenue. AEP Ohio notes 

that the fundamental premise of tae FPA rider, as approved, has net changed and, 

therefore, coste are only passed through tae rider to the extent that they exceed revenue. 

ff 49) As AEP Ohio correcfly notes in ite memorandum contta, the annual 

pmdency review requfred by the Commission wUI provide the necessary oversight of 

any recovery of OVEC coste through flie PPA rider. PPA O d e r at 87-90. We also agree 

vwth AEP Ohio's assertion that, because any deferred OVEC coste wfll flow through tae 

PPA rider, such coste wiU be net of any revenue, consistent with the basic operation of 

the rider. See, e.g., PPA O d e r at 21, 24,25. Nothing fri the Second Entty on Rehearing 

modffied the PPA O d e r on these issues. We, therefore, ffrid that P3/EPSA's thfrd ground 

for rehearing should be denied. \ 

c. OCC 

If 50) In ite seventa ground for rehearing, OCC contends that tae Second Entry ! 

on Rehearing is unreasonable and tmlawtal, because it approved the OVEC PPA without 

addressing material argumente made by CXC against the OVEC PPA and resulte from a | 

fundamentaUy unfafr process. SpecfficaUy, OCC asserte that the Commission faUed to 

address certain argumente raised by OCC fri ite memorandum contta AEP Ohio's 

application for rehearing requesting the OVEC-only PPA rider in reliance on the 

stipulation's severabUity provision. CXC mafritafris that the Commission should new 

address CXC's position that tae severability prevision does not apply; the OVEC-only 

PPA rider inhibite the implementation of the Commission's dfrective that the OVEC asset 

should be divested; and the parties were deprived ef notice and the opportunity to 

challenge the OVEC-only PPA rider. CXC adds that the Commission fafled te evaluate 

the stipulation package with the OVEC-only PPA rider under tae second part of the three-

part test and instead found that the OVEC-only PPA rider should be approved to 

preserve tae stipulation's other benefits. 
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f f 51) In response to CXC, AEP Ohio argues that the Commission evaluated the 

overall package and reasonably approved the OVEC-only PPA rider in order to maintain 

the stipulation's benefite. According to AEP Ohio, CXC misreads the Second Entry on 

Rehearing, because, in agreeing to remove the affiHate PPA from tae PPA rider, tae 

Commission included the OVBC-only PPA rider in ite evaluation of the benefite of the 

remafriing provisions of the stipulation. 

If 52) InitiaUy, we note that OCC's argumente against ABP Ohio's proposed 

OVEC-only PPA rider were fully considered by the Commission in the Second Entry on 

Rehearing. Second Entry en Rehearing at 24. Ultimately, the Commission found, 

foUowing a thorough review ef the parties' argumente, that AEP Ohio's request fer 

approval of an OVEC-only PPA rider, in conjunction with implementation of the 

stipulation's other provisions, shotfld be granted. Second Entry on Rehearing at 27-28. 

In granting AEP Ohio's request the Commission thoroughly explained the basis for ite 

decision and, conttary to CXC's claim, evaluated tae stipulation, as a package that 

includes the OVEC-only PPA rider, as weU as the stipulation's other provisions. Second 

Entry en Rehearmg at 31. Wita respect to CXC's other argumente, we disagree with 

OCC's contention that AEP Ohio relied en the stipulation's severabUity prevision in 

requesting approval of the OVEC-only PPA rider. In ite application for rehearing dated 

May 2,2016, AEP Ohio invoked the severabUity prevision for the sole purpose of noting 

that the Company intended to reserve the right to pursue a replacement provision of 

equivalent value to the affUiate PPA. The severabUity provision was, therefore, not the 

basis ef the approval of the OVEC-only PPA rider. Regarding divestment of the OVEC 

asset we note that in the stipulation, AEP Ohio agreed te continue reasonable efforte to 

explore divestitare of the OVEC asset and nothing m tae PPA O d e r or the Second Entry 

on Rehearing relieves the Company of this obligation, PPA O d e r at 24,39; Second Entry 

on Rehearing at 28, Finally, we find no merit in CXC's claim that tae parties were 

deprived of a fafr process with respect to the OVEC PPA. The OVEC PPA was proposed 

te be induded in the PPA rider from the time that AEP Ohio filed ite amended appUcation 
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en May 15, 2015, foUowing the Commission's dedsion in the ESP 3 Case. Nothing 

preduded the parties, during eitaer of the evidentiary hearings or in thefr post-hearir^ 

briefe, from arguing against the indusion of the OVEC PPA in flie PPA rider and, in fact, 

some of them did. See, e.g., PPA O d e r at 61. For these reasons, we find that OCC's 

seventh ground for rehearing should be denied. 

d. Buckeye 

ff 53) As an initial matter. Buckeye notes that it withdraws fi'om the stipulation 

pursuant to Section IV.G of the stipulation, in light of the Commission's approval of AEP 

Ohio's request for an OVEC-only PPA rider, which, accordfrig to Buckeye, is a material 

modffication of tae stipulation. Buckeye further notes that it requeste additional 

modffications to the stiptflation that could render the stipulation once again acceptable 

to Buckeye, even witaout the indusion of the affiHate PPA generating unite in the PPA 

rider or a replacement provision ef equivalent value. 

If 54) In ite first ground for rehearing. Buckeye argues that the Commission, 

conttary to the record, modfried the stipulation to eliminate cost support for the 

generating tinife induded m tae PPA rider, with the exception of the OVEC asset, while 

retaining the stiptflatien's mandatory retfrement, refuding, and repowerfrig provisions 

fer these generating unite. Buckeye requeste that these provisions be eliminated from the 

stipulation, ff cost support for the unite or a replacement provision of equivalent value 

wiU not be induded in the stipulation. In support of ite request Buckeye asserte that 

despite the fact that tae Commission recognized fri the PPA O d e r that the affiliate PPA 

generating unite provide economic and other benefite to Ohio ratepayers, tae 

Commission has left these unite sttanded and worse off than they would have been ff 

AEP Ohio h^d never fUed ite application in these proceedings. Buckeye contends fliat, 

by eliminating the mandatory retirement repowering, and refueling previsions of the 

stipidation, the Commission would ensure that the affiliate PPA generating unite have 

an opportunity to continue to survive as participante in a market unhampered by 
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arbittary retfrement obligations unrelated to taefr potential remaining economic and 

physical lives. Buckeye adds that, ff the provisions remain in the stipulation, the 

likelihood fliat AEP Ohio will be able to sell the affiliate PPA generating unite to a new 

owner wiUing to invest in the unite is greatiy reduced. With respect to the Cardinal plant 

in particular. Buckeye asserte that it should not be harmed as it works to ttansition the 

plant to another joint owner that could partner with Buckeye on investmente. Buckeye 

adds that, ff Ordinal Unit 1 is retired prematurdy. Buckeye and its members, which plan 

to continue to operate and invest in the remaining Cardinal generating unite for the long 

term, could experience mcreased coste, because the cost of common fadlities fer the plant 

would have te be bome entaely by Buckeye instead of shared among three unite. 

If 55) In ite second groimd for rehearing. Buckeye asserte that a recent decision 

by AEP Ohio's corporate parent te write down and abandon the affiliate PPA generating 

unite, rather than continue to pursue cost support at the Commission or before the 

General Assembly, is conttary to the record, induding the Compan/s application and 

testimony, and the PPA Oder, which establish tae need for tae continued operation of 

the unite and thefr benefite in terms of jobs, reliabiUty, and supply diversity. Buckeye 

requeste that AEP Ohio be required to pursue the transfer or sale of the affiliate PPA 

generating tmite, or at tae least te not retfre taem. Buckeye asserte that, at a minimum, 

AEPGR should not be permitted to retfre the unite without meetuig aU ef ite obligations 

to the joint owners and without Commission approval. Buckeye also requeste that AEP 

Ohio be requfred to make necessary investmente in the affiliate PPA generating unite 

untU the ttansfer or sale is completed, in order to avoid the premature and imminent 

retfrement or degradation of the unite. According to Buckeye, AEPGR should be requfred 

to comply wita ite obligations te the jomt owners to make necessary mvestmente in the 

generating unite imtU the unite are sold or transferred to ether parties committed to 

making such investmente. 
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If 56} AEP Ohio argues that Buckeye's application for rehearing is untimely, 

because Buckeye did not, within the allotted ten days, oppose or respond to the 

Company's Hay 2,2016 appUcation for rehearfrig proposing the OVEC-only PPA rider. 

With respect to Buckeye's withdrawal from the stipulation, AEP Ohio asserte that 

Buckeye has acted prematurdy, because Section IV.G of the stipulation requfres a 

signatory party, in response to an unacceptable modffication of the stipulation, to file for 

rehearmg first and then to withdraw, ff necessary, following the Commission's rehearing 

decision. 

jf 57} Further, AEP Ohio argues that the Commission should reaffirm the 

stipulation, as modffied by the Second Entry on Rehearing, without Buckeye's support 

as a signatory party. Specffically, with respect te Buckeye's request fer the elimination of 

AEP Ohio's commitment to refuel, repower, or retfre certain unite, the Company notes 

that Buckeye did not join in these provisions of the stipulation from the euteet. According 

to AEP Ohio, Buckeye shotUd have registered ite concems as part of the initial rehearing 

process. AEP Ohio adds that Buckeye ignores the fact that the stipulation represente a 

balanced outcome of negotiation, as weU as tae fact that, after the FERC Affiliate FPA 

Order, the Company appropriatdy dected te proceed wita the OVEC-erfly PPA rider and 

its commitmente under the stipulation rather than abandon the stipulation entfrely. 

Regarding Buckeye's request that AEP Ohio be requfred to continue to maintain and 

ultimately sell the affiliate PPA generating tmite raflier than retfre them, tae Company 

responds tiiat it makes no sense to suggest that investmente be made without cost 

recovery and, in any event flie Clommission has no basis to order AEPGR to make such 

investmente. AEP Ohio also asserte fliat flie Commission has disavowed any autaority 

over the retirement ef legacy generation. In re Ohio Poiver Co,, Case No. 10-1454-EL-RDR, 

Fmding and Oder Qan. 11,2012). 

{f 58} Sierra Club responds tliat Buckeye has waived the right to chaUenge the 

stiptflation provision that requfres AEP Ohio to retfre, repower, er refuel Cardinal Unit 
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1, by failing to raise any argument with respect to tae provision within 30 days of the 

PPA Oder. Sierra C3ub asserte that the Second Entry on Rehearing did not address the 

retfrement, refueling, and repowering provision and, therefore. Buckeye is now 

precluded from re-Htigating this prevision of the stipulation. Sierra Club adds that even 

fr Buckeye had not waived the argument. Buckeye fafled to assert any legal ground for 

removing the provision from the stipulation and rdies on speculative and irrelevant 

future harm to Cardinal Unite 2 and 3, which are not covered by flie stipulation. Further, 

Sierra Club contends that Buckeye has waived ite right to request fhat the Commission 

require AEP Ohio and ite affUiate to make necessary mvestmente in the PPA unite before 

selling or ttansferring them. Sierra Qub argues that, ff Buckeye wanted te suggest an 

altemative vehide to aUew for cost recovery and spending with respect te the PPA unite, 

it should have raised the issue in response to AEP Ohio's May 2, 2016 application for 

rehearfrig requesting an OVEC-only PPA rider. FinaUy, Sierra Club maintains that ff 

Buckeye is permitted to attack a single provision of a complex setflement agreement via 

an application fer rehearfrig, parties wUl be discouraged from entering into such 

agreemente m future Commission cases. 

ff 59) In tae Second Entry on Rehearing, the Commission granted ABP Ohio's 

request to modffy the stipulation, such that tae OVEC PPA is mcluded in the PPA rider, 

the affUiate PPA is net mduded in the rider, and all other provisions of the stipulation 

remain m effect as approved or modffied by the Commission, Second Entry on Rehearing 

at 28, In lig^t of changed drcumstances, specfficaUy ffie fact that the proposed affiliate 

PPA is no longer ui effect foUowing the FERC Affiliate PPA Order, we found that AEP 

Ohio had reasonably proposed to exclude the affiHate PPA from the PPA rider and move 

forward wita the implementation of the other provisions of the stipulation. We also 

noted that AEP Ohio's proposal was not opposed by any of the signatory parties, as 

evidenced by the fact that no signatory party, induding Buckeye, filed a memorandum 

contta the Company's application for rehearing. Second Entry on Rehearing at 27-28. As 

noted by AEP Ohio and Sierra Club, Buckeye has delayed in bringing ite concerns before 
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the Commission. Regardless, we wUl address the merite of Buckeye's application for 

rehearing. 

ff 60} In its ffrst ground fer rehearing, Buckeye asserte that the Commission's 

decision to modify tae stipulation to exclude the affUiate PPA from the PPA rider, whUe 

retaining the stipulation's other provisions, specfficaUy AEP Ohio's commitment to retfre, 

refud, or repower certain generating unite, was conttary to the record evidence. Buckeye 

contends taat in tae PPA Oder, the Commission recognized that tae record in fliese 

proceedings reflecte that the affUiate PPA unite provide economic and fuel diversity 

benefite. PPA Oder at 83-84. However, as we recognized in the Second Entry on 

Rehearing, cfrcumstances have changed following the issuance ef the FERC AffiUate PPA 

Order, In light of FERC's withdrawal of the affiliate waiver and AEP Ohio's subsequent 

decision to forgo the proposed affiliate PPA, the stipulation's economic and fuel diversity 

benefite provided by the affiHate PPA generating unite, as a practical matter, can no 

longer be realized as the Commission had intended. The affiliate PPA, quite simply, is 

not in effect between AEP Ohio and AEPGR. Given fliese changed drcumstances, we 

affirm our finding that the stipulation, as modffied by the PPA Oder and the Second 

Entry on Rehearing, achieves a balance that wiU bendit AEP Ohio, ratepayers, and the 

pubHc interest Second Entry on Rehearing at 32. As AEP Ohio emphasizes, the 

stipulation represente the balanced outcome of lengthy negotiations among numerous 

parties with adverse intereste, indudmg those parties that bargained for the Company's 

commitment to retfre, refuel, or repower the affUiate PPA generating unite. We agree fhat 

the balance achieved by the signatory parties should not be disturbed, except as 

otherwise necessitated by the FERC Affiliate PPA Order. 

ff 61} In excluding the affUiate PPA from the PPA rider and retaining AEP 

Ohio's commitment to retfre, refuel, or repower the affUiate PPA generating unite, the 

Commission, according to Buckeye, has left these generating unite sttanded and subject 

te abandonment by AEPGR through frnminent retfrement or an iU-advised sale. We 
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disagree. Under the terms of the stipulation, AEP Ohio and its affiliates have committed 

to take steps to retire, refuel, or repower the generating unite, induding Ordinal Unit 1, 

by the dates specffied in the stipulation (Joint Ex. 1 at 19-26). Further, the stiptflation does 

not predude AEP Ohio or ite affiliates from selling any of the generating unite; in fact 

AEP Ohio and its affiliates specffically agreed, in the stipulation, to continue to pursue. 

the ttansfer or sale of the joinfly owned generating unite (joint Ex. 1 at 25). The 

stipulation, taerefore, has always contemplated that the generating unite may be sold by 

AEP Ohio's affiliates. Buckeye contends that the likelihood of a sale of the generating 

unite by AEP Ohio and ite affiliates to an appropriate buyer wiU be reduced, ff the 

retfrement repowering, and refueling provisions are retained in the stipulation. 

Although the Commission appreciates Buckeye's concern, it is speculative and, in any 

event. Buckeye's interest in obtaining a new partaer to invest in the C^ardinal plant is not 

a matter for tae Commission's regulatory autaority. 

f f 62} In ite second ground for rehearing. Buckeye argues that a dedsion by AEP 

Ohio's corporate parent to write down the affiliate PPA generating unite, rather than 

continue to pursue cost support for the units, is conttary to the record in taese 

proceedings. As an initial matter, we note that Buckeye's second ground for rehearing is 

proceduraUy deficient, as it fails te comply with R.C. 4903.10, which provides that an 

apphcation for rehearing may be fUed "in respect te any matters determined in the 

proceeding." An application for rehearing must "set forfli spedfically the groimd or 

grounds on which the applicant considers tine order te be unreasonable or unlawful." 

R.C 4903.10. Although Buckeye claims that tae decision to write down tae generating 

unite is conttary to the record. Buckeye has fafled to explain how that renders the Second 

Entry on Rehearing imlawful er unreasonable. In the Second Entty on Rehearing, the 

Commission made no findings regarding a dedsion by AEP Ohio's corporate parent to 

write down the affiliate PPA generating unite and there is nofliing in the record on this 

issue. Any such decision on tae part oi AEP Oluo or its affUiates, therefore, cannot form 

the basis of our dedsion on rehearing. Tongren v. Pub. Util Comm,, 85 Ohio St3d 87,706 
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N.E.2d 1255 (1999). For these reasons, the CDmmission ffrids that Buckeye's appUcation 

for rehearing should be denied. 

2. PFA RIDER RATE IMPACT MECHANISM 

ff 63) OCC, in ite eighth ground for rehearing, claims that the Second Entty on 

Rehearing is unreasonable, because it does not provide customers with rate stabiHty. 

SpecfficaUy, CXC segues that the Commission should implement a rate impact 

mechanism that wUI prevent large rate increases from impacting customers. CXC further 

argues that, as currenfly implemented by tae Commission, the rate impact mechanism 

vidll provide no rate stabiHty for customers after May 31, 2018, because AEP Ohio wiU 

initiaUy defer any coste above fhe five percent cap and then recover them after that date. 

ff 64) AEP Ohio responds taat tae Commission should agafri reject OCC's 

request for modffications to the rate impact mechanism. AEP Ohio adds that CXC offers 

no evidence te support ite beUef that customers wiU face large and volatile charges and 

no justification for waiting until its second application for rehearing to question the 

duration of the rate impact mechanism. 

ff 65) The Commission has previously considered and rejected CXC's 

argumente regarding the rate impact mechanism. Second Entty on Rehearing at 42,43-

44. We affimi our prior finding that a Ove percent limit for the ffrst two years of the PPA 

rider is appropriate, in order to provide additional rate stabiHty for customers. PPA 

Oder at 81-82; Second Entty on Rehearing at 43-44. With respect to CXCs argument 

that the rate impact mechanism wiU provide no rate stabiHty for customers after May 31, 

2018, we find that the argument is improper and untimely under R.C. 4903.10, because 

CXC should have raised the argument fri ite prior application for rehearing. In any event 

the Commission has rejected argumente raised by ether parties regarding the duration ef 

the rate impact mechanism. Second Entry on Rehearing at 44. CXCs eighth ground for 

rehearing should, therefore, be denied. 

1 
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3. BENEFTTS OF THE STIPULATION 

a. Retail Rate Stability 

ff 66} In thefr second ground for rehearing, P3/EPSA argue that tae 

Commission erred by finding that the OVEC-only PPA rider will provide rate stabUity. 

P3/BPSA emphasize that AEP Ohio has admitted that littie hedging benefit existe in an 

OVEC-only PPA rider, as it represente approximately five percent oi the Company's load, 

and that the rider, therefore, does not provide the kind of hedge against rate volatility 

found necessary by the Commission fri the ESP 3 Case. P3/EPSA add that in AEP Ohio's 

pending ESP proceedings. Case No. 16-1852-EL-SSO, et al., the Company proposes to 

eliminate the OVEC-only PPA rider and instead use the OVBC asset to serve ite SSO load, 

which, according to P3/EPSA, confirms that the PPA rider has always been intended to 

ttansfer market risk to ratepayers rather than to provide rate stabUity. 

ff 67) AEP Ohio replies that P3/EPSA concede that the Commission has 

previously considered and rejected the argument that the PPA rider does not provide 

sufficient benefit in terms of rate stabUity. AEP Ohio adds that it would be improper to 

evaluate the merite of the PPA rider based on a proposal to terminate the rider fri the ESP 

extension proceedings. According to AEP Ohio, stakeholders and the Commission must 

remain open to new programs and initiatives flnat will provide stabUity and certainty for 

retaU electric service, m light of the chaUenges in the current energy markete and tae 

regulatory scheme. AEP Ohio pointe out however, that the fact that the PPA rider is 

proposed to be replaced in the futare with two altemative mechanisms does not mean 

that the rider in its current form is tmreasonable. 

ff 68) The Commission finds that P3/EPSA's second ground for rehearing 

should be denied. In the PPA Order and agafri in the Second Entry en Rehearing, we 

thoroughly addressed the retail rate stability benefite of the PPA rider. We conduded 

that as a cost-based hedging mechanism, the PPA rider offers customers the benefit ef a 

more balanced approach than exclusive reUance on the market. PPA Oder at 83; Second 
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Entty on Rehearing at 50. We acknowledged in the Second Entty on Rehearing that the 

exdusion of the affUiate PPA from the PPA rider can be expected to diminish the rider's 

value as a finandal hedging mechanism. However, the Commission also found that the 

OVEC PPA, on ite own, wiU provide some degree of rate stabiHty benefit, particularly 

over the extended term of tae rider. Second Entty on Rehearing at 32, 50. Although 

P3/EPSA continue to rely on the Commission's decision in the ESP 3 Case, we have 

explained, in tae Second Entty on Rehearing, and as discussed again above, taat the 

Commission's approval of the OVEC-only PPA rider was based on the record in flie 

present proceedings, as well as our analysis of the stipulation and ite benefite, which is 

separate and apart from the evidentiary record in the ESP 3 Case. Second Entry on 

Rehearing at 29-3t P3/EPSA also point to AEP Ohio's apphcation in ite pending ESP 

proceedings. Case No. 16-1852-EL-SSO, et al. As AEP Ohio correcfly notes, it woifld be 

improper to reevaluate, at this time, flie benefite of flie PPA rider, based solely on flte 

Compan/s application in another case. We must base our decision on the record in the 

present proceedfrigs. Tongren v. Pub. Util Comm., 85 Ohio St.3d 87, 706 N,E.2d 1255 

(1999). 

b. Renewable Energy Resources 

If 69} In its thirteenta ground for rehearing, OCC contends that the Second 

Entry on Rehearing is unreasonable and unlawful, because it aUows AEP Ohio to charge 

consumers anticompetitive subsidies for renewable generation. CXC asserte that the 

Commission unreasonably noted that renewable energy plays an integral role in 

promoting a reHable and cost-effective grid, as weU as furthers tae policy oljjectives of 

R.C 4928.02. Ffrst, OCC claims that generation reliabUity in Ohio is ensured by PJM, with 

recent base residual auction reserve margins mdicating that avaUable generation is more 

than adequate te mamtain reliabUity. AdditionaUy, OCC argues flnat the guaranteed 

fundfrig for new renewable generation fadlities provided by captive customers wiU 

distort FJM's markete and unfafrly ensure AEP Ohio's market share to the dettiment of 

competition in Ohio. According to OCC, customers could be responsible for tae entfre 
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cost of the fadHties ff they do not dear the base residual auction, OCC adds that, under 

an altemative scenario, customers wiU be harmed by artificial price suppression and 

ineffident market operation, ff AEP Ohio liquidates the subsidized generation in the PJM 

markete. Finally, CXC asserte that, if the generation is dedicated exclusivdy to the 

customers that pay for it, competition in the market for the provision of SSO service wfll 

be foreclosed and CRES suppUers wUI be disadvantaged in ttyfrig to atttact shopping 

customers. 

ff 70) In response, AEP Ohio asserte that prior argumente from CXC regarding 

the stiptflatien's renewable energy resource provisions have already been considered and 

rejected by the Commission. With respect to the argumente raised in CXC's second 

apphcation for rehearing, AEP Ohio responds that CXC has waived the argumente by 

failing to raise them in ite ffrst appUcation for rdiearing. Ftuther, AEP Ohio contends 

that CXC's position regarding rdiabUity is incorrect, because the state of Ohio has 

retained jurisdiction over the adequacy and reliabUity of electtic service, consistent with 

R.C. 4928.02(A) and the Energy PoHcy Act of 2005. In response to OCC's argument 

regarding generation reserve margins in PJM, AEP Ohio argues that OCC reHes, in part 

on non-record information and ignores the Commission's role in resource planning at tae 

retafl level. AEP Ohio concludes that OCCs other argumente are speculative and 

unsupported. 

ff 71) The Commission has previously considered and rejected argumente 

raised by CXC regarding the stipulation's renewable energy provisions. Second Entty 

on Rehearing at 57. In ite second application for rehearing, CXC disputes tae 

Commission's findfrig that renewable energy plays an integral role in promoting a 

reliable and cost-effective grid, in furtherance ef the state policy set forth m R.C 4928.02. 

We find taat OCC's request fer rehearing on this issue is untimdy tmder R.C. 4903.10. 

The Commission noted in the PPA Oder that renewable energy furthers the state policy 

set forth in R.C 4928.02 by playing an mtegral role in promotmg a reHable and cost-
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effective grid. PPA O d e r at 82-83. CXC fafled to seek rehearing on this issue in ite first 

application for rehearing and, in any event, has net offered any reason for fhe 

Commission to question our prior conclusion. With respect te CXC's argument that the 

Second Entry on Rdneaxing petirdfe AEP Ohio to charge customers anticompetitive 

subsidies for renewable generation, we note again that any concerns regarding cost 

recovery are premature at this point, because the Ommission has not, at this time, 

approved the recovery of any coste for any renewable energy project through the PPA 

rider. Any cost recovery filing wiU be subject te the review of the Cemmissien. As we 

stated in the Second Entry en Rehearing, the Commission expecte that ABP Ohio wUl 

work with Staff to develop each renewable energy project fUe the EL-RDR application 

for each project in a separate docket, and request and obtain the Commission's approval 

for any assodated cost recovery in advance ef tae commencement of construction of each 

project. Second Entry on Rehearing at 57. Following the filing of each application by 

AEP Ohio, the Commission wfll thoroughly evaluate the coste of the proposed project in 

considering whether te approve the appUcation. We will also weigh tae total cost impact 

of the proposed project in combination with all of AEP Ohio's other pending er approved 

renewable energy resource projecte. For these reasons, we find that OCCs thfrteenth 

ground for rehearing should be denied. 

4. REFUNDS AND SEVERABILIFY 

ff 72) In its ninth ground for rehearing, CXC argues that tae Second Entry on 

Rehearing is unreasonable, because it is undear ff the revenues coUected tmder the PPA 

rider are being coUected subject to refund. CXC asserte that the Commission appears te 

have found that it is unnecessary and inappropriate to dfrect that the PPA rider be made 

subject to refund, because the Commission modffied the stiptflation to eliminate ite 

prohibition on refunds in the event ef an invalidation of tae PFA rider. OCC requeste 

that the Commission clarify that a refund of charges collected under the OVEC-only PPA 

rider is permissible because the stipulation's prohibition on refunds has been diminated. 
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ff 73) AEP Ohio responds that OCC's request for darffication on this issue is 

unnecessary, because it is dear that the PPA rider is not being collected subject to refund, 

and the Commission has afready rejected argumente that it should be coUected subject to 

refund. 

ff 74) In the Second Entty on Rehearing, we clearly stated that it would be 

unnecessary and inappropriate te dfrect that the PPA rider be made subject to refund, on 

the basis that Commission orders generaUy are effective immediatdy, under R.C, 4903.15, 

and the parties had offered no justffication for a departure from that usual practice. 

Second Entry on Rehearing at 78. Although we noted the balancing of the parties' 

intereste through our removal of the stipulation's prohibition against refunds, the 

Commission at no point stated that the PPA rider should be collected sul^ect to refund. 

In removing tae provision m the stiptflation that sought to prohibit refunds, we clearly 

stated that ff the PPA rider is mvalidated, the question ef customer refunds would be a 

matter for determination by the Commission or reviewing court. PPA Oder at 87. OCC 

has misconstrued the Second Entry on Rehearing and, accordingly, ite ninth ground for 

rehearing should be denied, 

D. Does the settlement package violate any important regulatory principle or 
practice? 

1. STATUTORY AUTHORITY 

ff 75} In their ffrst ground for rehearing, P3/EPSA contend that the Commission 

erred in approving the OVEC-only PPA rider, because the rider is not autaorized under 

R.C 4928.143(B)(2)(d). Noting tinat the OVBC-only PPA rider could be either a charge er 

a credit P3/EPSA argue that the Commission cannot approve the rider under R.C, 

4928.143(B)(2)(d), because the word "credit" does net appear in the statate. In re 

Columbus S. Power Co., 128 Ohio St.3d 512, 2011-Ohio-1788, 947 N.E.2d 655, ^ 32; In re 

Columbus S. Power Co., 147 Ohio St3d 439,2016-Ohio-1608,67 N.E.3d 734, f 49. Furtaer, 

P3/EPSA maintain that under the plain meaning of R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d), the OVEC-
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only PPA rider does not constitate a limitation on customer shoppmg for retaU decttic 

generation service, because it does net inhibit, restrict, or impafr ratepayers from 

shopping. P3/EFSA add taat when the projected $11 miUion net credit over the ESP 

term is spread across aU customers, the OVEC-only PPA rider cannot be considered a 

financial limitation on shoppfrig. FinaUy, P3/ EPSA assert that the OVEC-only PPA rider 

would not have the effect of stabUizing or providing certainty regarding retaU decttic 

service as requfred by R.C 4928.143(B)(2)(d). P3/EPSA argue that the $11 mUIion net 

credit projected for the OVEC-only PPA rider and the 440 MW of capadty provided by 

the OVEC PPA caimot offer tae kind of rate stabUity or certainty envisioned in the ESP 3 

Case. 

If 76} AEP Ohio responds tinat P3/EPSA concede tinat they have not raised any 

new argument and that they are instead urging the Conunission again to reverse ite prior 

findings on this issue. According te AEP Ohio, the Commission fuUy considered and 

rejected P3/BPSA's argumente regardfrig each part of R.C 49:».143(B)(2)(d) in flne 

Second Entry on Rehearing. AEP Ohio adds that tae Commission has reasonably 

interpreted tae meaning of "charges" and "limitations on customer shopping" fri tae 

statate. AEP Ohio also asserte that the Coinmission properly approved tae PPA rider as 

a retafl rate stabiHty mecharusm based on tae evidence of record. Wita respect to the 

concem that tae OVEC-only PPA rider may be less effective as a retaU rate stabiUty 

mechanism than a rider including the affiliate PPA, AEP Ohio responds that the OVBC-

only PPA rider is nevertheless a benefidal retail rate stabiHty mechanism. 

ff 77} In the PPA Oder and again in the Second Entty on Rehearfrig, tae 

Commission thoroughly addressed and rejected various argumente that the Conunission 

is net authorized to approve the PPA rider under R.C 4928.143(B)(2)(d), which have also 

been rejected by the Conunission in the ESP 3 Case. PPA Oder at 92-95; Second Entty on 

Rehearing at 80-85; ESP 3 Case, Opfruon and Order (Feb 25,2015) at 20-22, Fourfli Bntty 

on Rehearing (Nov. 3,2016) at 15-23, Seventh Entty on Rehearing (Apr. 5,2017). In flie 
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Second Entry on Rehearing, we explicitiy disagreed with P3/EPSA's narrow 

interpretation of "charges" in R C 4928.143(B)(2)(d) and rejected the contention fliat 

because "credit" does not appear in the statate, the Commission cannot approve the PPA 

rider. Second Entry on Rehearing at 81. We affirm our prior interpretation of "charges" 

to more broadly mean a price term. As designed, the PPA rider can result fri either a cost 

or a credit refiected en a customer's bill and, therefore, we continue to find that the rider 

consiste of a charge within the meaning of R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d). We also continue to 

find that tae PPA rider constitates a financial limitation on customer shopping for retafl 

electric generation service. As we have stated, R.C 4928.143(B)(2)(d) is not limited to any 

particular type of limitation on customer shopping. Second Entry on Rehearing at 83. 

The non-bypassable PPA rider acte as a financial limitation on customer shoppii^ by 

previdir^ all customers a financial hedge against complete reHance on the retafl market 

for the pricmg of retaU dectric generation service. PPA Oder at 94. Although we 

recognize that flie hedging effect may be diminished with the exdusion of the affiHate 

PPA, the OVEC-only PPA rider neverthdess continues to operate as a financial limitation 

on customer shopping, as customer bUls wUl stUl reflect a price for retaU electric 

generation service that is, m part, based en the cost of service ef the OVEC unite, with the 

remainder based on the retafl market FinaUy, we agafri find that the PPA rider wiU have 

the effect of stabUizmg er providing certainty regarding retaU electric service as required 

by R.C. 4928.143(B)(2)(d). As we have noted, the PPA rider is designed to provide 

customers with more stable retail pricing by smoothing out fluctuations in market prices. 

Further, tae PFA rider has the potential to benefit customers by offsetting a portion of the 

coste ef retafl electric service, in tae event that market prices rise. PPA Oder at 83, 94; 

Second Entry on Rehearfrig at 50,85. Again, although the rate stabiHty effect of the PPA 

rider may be diminished by the affUiate PPA's exdusion from the rider, the basic 

operation of the rider does not change. For these reasons, we find that P3/EPSA's ffrst 

ground for rehearing should be denied. 
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2. STATE POLICY 

ff 78) In ite tenta ground for rehearing, OCC contends that the Second Entty on 

Rehearing is unreasonable and unlawful, because it found that AEP Ohio's customers are 

not captive to a non-bypassable OVEC PPA. OCC asserte that the Commission faUed to 

address CXC's argument that the Commission's position en this issue is counter to 

FERC's. 

ff 79} AEP Ohio responds that ite customers are not captive, as they may select 

a CRES provider or retum to the SSO. AEP Ohio adds that the Cemmissien has twice 

rejected CXC's position on this issue and that at this point, OCC has offered no new 

argumente for tae Clommissien's consideration. 

f f 80} In addressing several argumente raised by the parties rdated te tae state 

policy set forth in R.C. 4928.02, the Ommission expressly r^ected CXC's argument that 

AEP Ohio's customers are captive under a non-bypassable PPA rider, which was also 

rejected in the PPA Oder. PPA Oder at 95; Second Entry on Rehearuig at 88. We find 

that OCCs tenta groimd for rehearing should be denied on that basis. Further, in Hght 

of the fact that the FERC Affiliate PFA Order pertains soldy te tine affiliate PPA, we 

reiterate that OCCs argument shoifld also be denied as moot, given that AEP Ohio has 

elected not to proceed with the affiliate PPA. Second Entty on Rehearing at 88. 

3. TRANsmoN REVENUES 

ff 81) In ite eleventa ground for rehearing, OCC asserte that the Second Entry 

on Rehearing is unreasonable and unlawful, because the OVEC PPA allows AEP Ohio to 

coUect ttansition charges. OCC claims that the Commission's reasoning on this issue 

elevates form over substance by calHng the PPA rider a rate stabiHty mechanism and 

finding no "ttansition" in the present ESP, which, according to CXC, is conttary to recent 

Ohio Supreme Court precedent addressing ttansition revenues. In re Columbus S. Poxoer 

Co., 147 Ohio St3d 439, 2016-Ohio-1608, 67 N.E.Sd 734. Further, OCC argues fliat 
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because tiie OVEC conttact, which was in effect before 2001, facUiteted AEP Ohio's 

purchase of power to serve ite customers, the conttact faUs within R.C. 4928.39(B) and 

(D), despite the Commission's condusion to the conttary. CXC requeste that the 

Commission take administtative notice of a lengthy excerpt from the InterXompany 

Power Agreement dated July 10,1953, between OVEC and the sponsoring companies. 

ff 82) AEP Ohio responds that the Coinmission has already rejected tae 

argument fliat PPA rider charges constitate ttansition charges. AEP Ohio adds that there 

is no evidence in tae record showing that the Company purchased excess power from 

OVEC to serve ite customers before 2001 and, even ff there were such evidence, OCC 

faUed to explain how the PPA rider permite the Company to charge customers for 

ttansition coste, as such coste were recentiy described by the Ohio Supreme Court, 

Columbus S. Power Co. at f 15 (notmg that ttansition coste generally "are generation coste 

that the utUity incurred to serve ite customers that would have been recovered through 

regulated rates before competition began, but taat are no longer recoverable from 

customers who have switched to another generation provider"). AEP Ohio urges tae 

Commission to disregard CXCs request fer administtative notice of a portion of the 1953 

OVEC agreement because CXC's ttansition charge argument is not supported by the 

agreement and the eurgument is not properly before the Commission at this point 

{f S3| The Commission finds that CXC's eleventh ground for rehearing should 

be denied, as the Commission has previously considered and rejected the claim that tae 

PPA rider enables AEP Ohio te collect ttansition charges from customers. PPA Oder at 

102; Second Entty on Rehearing at 99-100. We again find ihat the OVEC conttact does 

not meet the criteria for ttansition coste under R.C. 4928,39(B) and (D) and, taerefore, tae 

OVEC agreement cannot be the basis for ttansition charges or thefr equivalent. Second 

Entry on Rehearing at 100. Altaough OCC disagrees with the Commission's reasorung 

on this issue, OCC has offered no new argument for the Commission's consideration. 

Instead, OCC notes that AEP Ohio witaess AUen testitied that the OVEC agreement has 
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provided/ over the years, for the sale of excess energy not used by tae U.S. Department 

of Energy and ite predecessors to the sponsormg companies (Co. Ex. 10 at 4-5).̂  OCC, 

however/ fails to explain how Mr. Allen's testimony negates our finding that the OVEC 

conttact, which was a wholesale ttansaction, was not "dfrecfly assignable or aUocable to 

retafl electtic generation service previded to electtic consumers in this state," as requfred 

by R.C. 4928.39(B), or that the Cx)mpany was not "entifled an opportunity to recover tae 

coste," within the meaning of R.C. 4928.39(D). Second Entry en Rehearing at 100. 

Fiuiher, as AEP Ohio emphasizes, nothing in the record supporte OCC's daim that tae 

Company purchased excess power from OVEC to serve ite customers before 2001. We, 

therefore, find that CXCs argument lacks merit, in addition to being proceduraUy 

improper. 

4. ENERGY EFnaENCY OPT-OUT PROVISION 

If 84} ELPC argues that tae Second Entty on Rehearfrig is imlawful and 

unreasonable to the extent tinat it f aUs te prevent AEP Ohio, prior to a decision in the ESP 

extension proceedings, from aUowing customers that have opted out of ite energy 

effidency and peak demand reduction (EE/PDR) programs under R.C. 4928.6611 to 

partidpate m the Company's intermptible power (IRP) tariff. ELPC requeste that the 

Commission clarify that no customer that has opted out of tae EE/PDR programs under 

R.C 4928.6611 may participate in tae IRP tariff unless and untU the Commission 

endorses, in the ESP extension proceedings, such partidpation as consistent with R.C. 

4928.6613. 

ff 85} AEP Ohio responds that ELPC has raised no new basis for ite substantive 

argument that the Coinmission has net afready considered. AEP Ohio contends that 

ELPC should raise ite concems in the ESP extension proceedings, ff ELPC beHeves that 

1 We limit our discussion here to evidence in the record and deny OCCs request, at this late stage of the 
proceedings, for administrative notice of a portion of the 1953 OVEC agreement 
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IRP coste shotfld be moved to anotaer rider te ensure that customers opting out ef the 

EE/PDR rider contribute to tae IRP coste. 

If 86} lEU-Ohio asserte taat ELPC's application for rehearing should be denied, 

because it does net raise a matter at issue in fliese proceedings. lEU-Ohio notes that the 

Commission has already stated that this issue shoifld be addressed in the ESP extension 

proceedings. Further, IBU-Ohio argues that ELPC's application for rehearing presente 

no new argument that has not already been addressed by the Commission. FfriaUy, with 

respect to the merite of ELPCs appUcation for rehearing, lEU-Ohio contends that, 

consistent with Ohio law. Commission precedent, and sound public policy, certafri 

customers have the right to opt out ef the benefite and coste ef AEP Ohio's EE/PDR 

programs and that IRP customers remain eligible to make that election while they are 

taking interruptible service. 

ff 87) The Commission has previously considered argumente raised by ELPC 

regarding the energy efficiency opt-out provision fri the stiptflation. PPA Oder at 97-98; 

Second Entry en Rehearing at 106-107. In tae Second Entty on Rehearfrig, we noted that 

the opt-out provision found in Section IILCll of the stipulation is a commitment by AEP 

Ohio to propose the provision in ite ESP extension application for review by the 

Commission, ELPC, and ether interested stakeholders in taat future proceeding. We, 

taerefore, clarffied that the Commission has not approved the opt-out provision fer 

immediate implementation by AEP Ohio. We find that no further clarification is 

necessary and, accordingly, ELPC's sole ground for rehearing should be denied. 

E. Procedural Matters 

ff 88) In ite tweffih ground for rehearing, CXC argues that the Second Entry on 

Rehearing is unreasonable and unlawful, because a document cannot speak fer iteelf and 

non-signatory parties are entifled to fully cross-examine signatory parties. OCC 

emphasizes that the Commission unreasonably conduded that the stipulation speaks for 
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iteeff, in Hght of the fact that it was negotiated by a large number of parties to resolve 

numerous and complex issues. CXC adds that Ohio Adm.Code 4901-1-30(D), which 

reqtures that t^timony be filed in support ef a stipiUation, is a recognition that 

stipulations wUl inherentiy need explanation outeide of the four comers of the document. 

ff 89) ABP Ohio responds that CXC's argument shotfld be rejected, because 

CXC fafled to identify the evidentiary rulings in question and, thus, did not comply wita 

the requfremente of R.C 4903.10. AEP Ohio adds that OCCs argument is also improper 

to the extent fliat it seeks te reargue issues already considered and rejected by the 

Commission. 

ff 90} As an initial matter, we note that the Commission has thoroughly 

considered and r^ected numerous argumente raised by CXC regarding several 

evidentiary mlings ef the attorney examiners. PPA Oder at 17-18; Second Entry en 

Rehearing at 115-118. Further, we agree with AEP Ohio that CXC's application for 

rehearing, conttary to the requfremente of R.C. 4903.10, fails to identify any spedfic 

evidentiary mlfrig that CXC continues to dispute. CXC argues only, in general terms, 

that the non-signatory parties were precluded firom fuUy questioning tae signatory 

parties regardfrig the meaning of the stipulation. The Comirussion has previously 

rejected the notion that the parties were prevented from conducting a full and feur cross-

examination. PPA Oder at 17; Second Entry en Rehearmg at 115. CXC also argues that 

conttary to the Commission's position, the stipulation cannot speak for itseff. In the 

Second Entry on Rehearing, we noted, in response to argumente raised by CXC, that the 

intentions of any particular signatory party do not change the settlement agreement set 

forth by all of the signatory parties in the stiptflation, which speaks for iteeff, and that the 

parties' motives in deciding whether to sign a stipulation do not affect the Commission's 

determination of whetaer the stipulation is reasonable. We find no error in this position, 

which is consistent with our precedent. Second Entry on Rehearing at 117, dting In re 

Dayton Power & Light Co., Case No. 02-2779-EL-ATA, et al.. Opinion and Oder (Sept. 2, 
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2003) at 12; In re The Cindnnati Gas & Eledric Co., Ose No. 99-1658-EL-ETP, et al,. Opinion 

and Oder (Aug. 31,2000) at 58. For these reasons, we fmd that CXC's twelfta ground 

for rehearing should be denied. 

IV. ORDER 

ff 91} It is, therefore. 

ff 92} ORDERED, That the appUcations for rehearing filed by OCC, OMAEG, 

ELPC, P3/EPSA, and Buckeye en December 5,2016, be denied. It is, further, 

ff 93} ORDERED, That a copy ef this Fifth Entry on Rehearing be served upon 

aU parties oi record. 

THE PUBLIC UnUTIES COMMISSION OF OHIO 

^ z / T 
Asim Z. Haque, Chairman 

Thomas W. Johnson Lawrence K. Friedeman 

S}P/sc 
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Secretary 


